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ABSTRACT

Several- Generalisations of Minkowski's Convex Body Theorem, in

the Eucl-idean Plane, are obtained. In the first, the perimeter

of an O-symmetric convex set containing no interior lattice points

besides 0 is used as an addiÈional parameter in bounding the

area of the set. Secondly, the number of chords of a convex set

bisected by 0 is introduced as a measure of symrretry of the

set. about O.' I¡lith this measure of symmetry, a sinrulÈaneous

generalisation of both Minkov¡skj-'s Theorem andEhrharl-'s Theorem

is obtained. Simil-ar gene::alisations are shown for a number of

related symmetry conditions. Finally, the same syrnmetry measure

i.s used to extend the Minkov¡s;ki-Van der Corput Theorem in the

plane , for sets containing at most four interior lattice poinLs.



I
O. PRE],IMINARTES

0. I Introduction

A great deal of work has been done, by various authors,

in the search for extensions of Minkowski's convex body theorem,

and in the general area of convei< bodies and lattice points.

The only results of other authors which appear in this thesis

are those for which I have particular application. These resul-ts

form the principal- content of Chapter 1. I have made no attempt

to give a general survey cf aII known results which exterrd

Minkowskirs theorem. To justify thj s ornission f first note that

a nunrber of g'ood surveys have recently been published, for

example;

J. Hammer: Unsolved Problems Concernìng Lattj-ce Points. Research

Notes in Mathematics. No. 15, London, Pitman, 1977.

Peter M. Gruber: Geometrl¡ of Numbers, Contributions to Geometry:

Proceedings of the Geometry Symposiurn in Sieqerr L9'78,

Sirktraüser Verlag Basel 1979 pp. 186-224.

I secondl-y note that the type of result I have found of most use

often has little directly tc do with Minkov¡ski's Convex Body

Theorem, but is simply a resul-t of the Euclidean plane. To atternBt

to supply an exhaustive list of recent results in so general an

area wou1d clearly be an enormous task largely irrelevant to the

exposition of this thesis.

In Chapter 2rwe consider the following type of set. Let K

be a convex body in the Eucl-id.ean plane whieh is centrally

symmetric about 0, the only point of tìte integer lattice in its

interior. Minkowskits Theorern asserts that the area of K, A(K)

is at most f--our. We consider the perimeter P = P(K) of such a



set K as an additiona.I parameÈer. A tighter bor¡nd than four is

deduced for A(K), in terrns of P for those values of P up to

a certain vafue. The result is best possible, as for each value

of P we exhibit a set whose area is this tighter bou¡d.

This work was motivated by a conjecture of my supervisor,

Dr. P. Scott [11], and I received a good deal- of initial- assistance

from him. The principal results of Chapter 2 have been published

in the following article, rvith P. Scott as co-author

An Isoperirnetric Probl-em with Lattice Point- Constraints,

Journal. of the Austral-ian lt{atl-r. Soc. Ser. A, 2.7 (L979) , 27-36.

Simultaneous with the publication of this work, II.T. Croft

[4], published an articl.e which also confirmed Scottrs conjecture

tlll . The articles by myself and Croft are simi.J-ar in many respects.

Ho\^/ever, neithe:: yielcls a method. which can be applied to the same

problem fcr a general 2-dimensional. Iattice, nor in higher

dimensions. !'or a general 2-dimensional lattice, I have been able

by geornetrical- methods I as opposed to the analytj-c methods of

Chapter 2, t-o obtain part-ial results, allr-rded '¿o in Conjecture

2 . 10. l. llov¡ever, even Èhe simplest 3-diniensiorral prcblem, with a

cub-ic Iatiice in E3, presents an intractable p::oblem, as littÌe

is known of the strrfaces involved in extreme cases, other than

that Lhey have constant mean curvature.

In Chaptel: 3, we introd.uce a mear;ure of synunetry of a convex

set K which contains 0 as an interiqr poj-nt. We let s (K)

be the nunlcer of chords of K through 0 which ere bisectecl by

0. HeuristicalJ-y, a large value of s(K) ind..icates that eitirer

K is roughly centrally syrnmetri.c (if the chorCs j-nvolved are

evenly spread about) or that K has a roughly synunetric section

of bounoary (if the chorrfs involved are cl-usterecl) . We show that
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if 0 is the only lattice point in the interior of K, and if
s (K) > 2, then the area of K is bound.ect. SpecificalJ_y, if

s(K) = ) or s(K) > 4, then A(K) < 4,. while if s(K) = 3 then A(K)

The princj-pa1 results of Chapter 3 appear in print in the

following articl-e:

Minilnal Conditions for Minkowskits Theorem in the plane I,

Bulletin of the Australian Mathematical_ Society (22)

1980,259-214.

In Chapter 4, we introduce a number of measures of symmetry

which we show are related to s (K) . These measures of symmetry

are the number of chords of K thrcugh 0 which partition

evenly the area of K, the perimeter of K, the number of

chords through 0 mídrvay between parallel supporting lines of
K (rnidchords), the nur,Jrer of reffection axes of K through O,

and the number of rotatiol-r synìnetries of K. For each of l-hese

measures, results similar t.o the resul-ts of chapter 3 are proved,

althouqh wiLh perimeter symmetry our proof requires an extra

condition. Most results from this chapter have appeared in part

II of the article above, in the same vol-ume, pages 275-284.

In Chapter 5, we generalise the Minkowski-Van der Corpur_

'Iheorem. In t-he plane this resul-t states that a convex set K

which is centralry symmetric about o and which contains in its
interior t (necessarily t is even) inteqer 1attice points

besides 0, has area at most 2(t+2). lrle agaj_n use the measure

of synmetry s (K) for a convex set K containj.nE 0 as an

interior point and t other points of the integer lattj-ce besides

0 in its interior, where t ( 3. We show that if s(K) -- 2 or

s(K) Þ 4 then A(K) < 2(t+2) and r.har if s(K) = 3 rtien

4 4'4.
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A(K) < 2(t+2) + (2(r+l))-r.
The methods employed in this chapter form a natural extension

of methods developed in Chapter 3. Unfortunately, many of the

results needed Ín this extension are proved in a manneï-which is

less than elegant. I¡ühile the arguments j-n this sectÍon on paper

appear to be no more than endless casespl.Ítting ancl, argument by

cont.radiction, when translated to sketches of the l-attice polygons

concerned they are very simple. It is my belief that the restriction

t < 3 is spurious to the main result of this chapter. Confirmation

of this beLief will- no doubt reqr:ire a significant improvement

upon the methods I have used in section 5.5.

fn each of Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the proof t-echniques used

employ a number of resull-s which are peculiar to the plane and

not to higher dirnensional spaces. For t--his reason, I have mad.e

no effort to suggest higher dimensiona.l a:nalogues for either the

synunetry measure s (K) or for the resuJ-ts invol_ving this measure

of symmetry. That is not to say that I d,isbel_j_eve that such

analogues exist. However, given the historical resistance to
proof of some conjectures, for exampl-e the conjectur:ed extensj,ons

of Erharts Theorem to higher di-mensions, I consider it imprudent

to propose conjectures in this area.

O.2 Basic Def .initions

rn order to arzoid any possible cr:nfusion of ideas, we give

in this section some basic clefinitj-ons, and an indication of the

significance of some of the properties of the terms clefined. Arl
the following terms are set in Euclidean n-space, Eñ.

A convex set is a subset of En which contai-ns a.1l point-s

of al-l- segments with end.ooints belonging t-.o the set.
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bte say a set K . is centrally symmetric about the point A

ifwhenever X€K then 2A-X€K. Inparticular K is

symmetric about the origin 0, or is O-symmetric, exactly when

x€K inplies -x€K.

The integer fattice Ào is the set of points of En all of

whose coordinates are integers. In particular ,Ao is a d.iscrete

sr:bgroup of the additive group ED, and we define a general

tattice /\ in En to be any such cliscrete subgroup of Et, with

rank n. It is readily shown that any lattice A is an image of 
^0

under a nonsj-ngular finear Èransformation, .and that the determinants

of all- such transforms from Â¡ to 
^ 

have the same modulus.

This is called the determinant of the lattice 
^, 

det (^) , and

clearly measures the volu¡ne (area) of a fundamental cel-l- of t_he

l-attice I¡, the inage of the unit vol-ume with vertex O and

adjacent edges of unit length along the coordinate axes. As the

affine transformations of ¡n form a group, many results in this

thesis which ca:r be expressed in terms invariant under the group

can then be applied to any lattice.

In particular À(X)/det(.À) and the rat-io in which a fine

seqment is d,ivided by a point are invariant whe¡r an affine

transformation is applied to map a set K and lattice .l1, to a

new set and l-attice. This result is employecl ofteir ín the text,

particularly throughout Chapters3, 4 and 5, to claim that results

hold generally, for all planar lattices.

A second import-ant group of transformaticns is the group of

integral unimodul-ar transformations, affine tr:ansformations whose
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determinant is il, v¡hose coefficients are integral, and whose

transl-ation component is integral. This group has the important

property of being ,the automorphism group of the integer l-attice 
^0.

In many instances, when proving resul,Ès about the integer lattice

À0, we employ the group of integraf unimodul-ar transformaÈions

to make simplifying assumptions about the properties being

demonstrated. This is particularly so in section 5.5.

Many further terms, and particularly geornetric properties

of convex bodies in Euclidean spaces, are employed in the text.

We introduce these terms in the body of the text as needed.
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CHAPTER 1

Minkowskls Theorem and its General-isations

I.I Statements of Minkowski's Theorem

The following six results are each statements of the

Fundamental Theorem of Minkowski, (1896) [9j, the last three as

generalised by Van der Corput, (1935) t3l. We give these six forms

for ease of later reference.

Theorem I"t.f (Minkowski): A bound.ed O-symmetric convex body in

E with volume V(K) > Z"aet(Â) contains at least one point v I O

of the lattice 
^.

Theorem I.L.2 (Minkowski) : A compact O-synrmetric convex body in

E^ with volume V(K) > Z"aet(Â) contains at least one point ! I O

of the lati-ice A.

Theorem 1.1"3 (Minl<ot¡ski): A compact O-symmetric convex body in

En conÈaining no nonzero point of the lattice 
^ 

in .its interior,

has vol-ume V(K) ( z"aet(Â) .

Theorem I . I. 4 (Minl<orvs;ki-van der Corput): Let K be a bounded

O-symmetric convex body in E of vofume v(K) > 2'k.,let(Â), where

k is a positive integer. Then K contairrs at least k pairs of

points tr,ri I o of the lattice 
^.

Theorenr 1. f. 5 (Minkowski-van der Corput) : Let K beacompact

v(K) > znx¿et (Â) , whereO-symmetric convex bocty in E with vol-ume

k is a positive int-eger. Then

points trr¡ I O of i;he lattice

K contains at feast k pairs of
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Theorem 1.1.6

integer. Let

just

v (K)

(Minkowski-van der CorpuE): L,et m be a positive

K be a bounded O-symmetric convex body containing

m points of the lattice ¡, (including 0). Then

* ," (Ðuer (Ä) .

Theorems 1.1.1, 1.f.2 and 1.1.3 are simply special cases of

Theorems 1.1.4, 1.I.5 and 1.1.6 corresponcling to k=m=l. Theorem

I.1.6 is simply the contrapositive statement to Theoren 1.L.4

taking m = 2k-l . A proof of Theorems I.I.4 and I.1.5 can be for.rnd

in Lekkerkerker t8l p. 44.

I.2 Generalisations in E2 by Ehrhart and Scott

We nor¡¡ give some generalisations to Minkowskits Theorem, due

to Ehrhart and Scott.

Theorenr I.2.L (Ehrhart, [6] ) : A bounded convex body in E2 with

area A(K) > 4.5 det(Â) and with centre of gravity 0, contains

a+- least two points of ttre Ìattíce besid,es 0.

Since a later result, Theorem 3.L.2, generalises Ehrhart's result,

and employs a lenuna due to Ehrhart used by him in the proof of

Theorem I.2.I, we sketch Ehrharts proof. We give firstly results

need.ed for this proof .

Ilréorem L.2.2 (V'Iinternitz) : If a bounded convex figure in E2 is

dividecl into trvo parts by a line L throuc¡h its centre of g:ravity

Gt then the ratio of the areas of the two parts always lies

between the boundsr 4/5 and 5/4.

Proof. A proof of this result. can l¡e found ín Yaglom and Boltyanski

[L7], section 3.10.
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Lemrna I.2.3 (Ehrhart): A bounded convex set K has at l-east three

chords through its cenÈre of gravity G which are bisected by G.

Proof. See Ehrhart [6].

The following result of Ehrhart t6l is used in section 3.3,

and forms an essential part of the proof given there. Since the

proof given in [6] is brief, and takes as read several subcases, we

give a proof. This gives us an opportunity tq introduce the

function d(0), much use of which is made in Chapiers 3, 4 and 5.

Lemma L.2.4 (Ehrhart): Let K be a bounded convex set in E2

which has at least three chords bisected by a corunon point 0. Then

K has three such chords which can be labell-ed successively A*B, A,fr'
->and ArrBrr so Ëhat the semitangents to the right at the endpoints of

+-+AB, to the l.eft at the endpoints of A'Bf and to the right at Lhe

end.points of A"Ë", meet or are paral1el.

Proof. If all- the chords of K through 0 have 0 as midpoint,

then K is O-symmetric, and so all- the respecti.ve paírs of semitangents

either side of any chord through 0 meet or are parallel. The result

is then. in this case, trivially true. Hence, with no loss of

generali,ty, wê choose an axis O*" such Lhat the chord K n éÌ is

not bisected by 0. We define the function d(e), for 0 € [0,T],
to be the difference of squared lengths I "o | ' -

chor<1 of K, aOÈ = c (0) makes an angle 0 with
lool',

->
0x.

where the

Indeed we

choose to orient Oï in such a way that d(0) < O. The function

d(0) is continuous on [0,n], and clearly d(0) + d(Tr) - O. The

function d(0) has at least three zeros on (C,n), as d(0) I O

and since d(e) = Q if and only if c(0) has midpoinÈ 0.
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ff d(e) = 0 for all 0 in the interval (0r,02) C (O,T), then

the convex hull Kr of the chords c(0), e € (0¡,02¡ is a centrally

symmetric set. By our first remark above, al-l the semitangent pairs
(to K') at the endpoints of c(0), 0 e (0r,02) neet or are parallel.

As a semitangent at these points to K' is also a semitangent to K,

the result is proved in this case also. We therefore assume that in

any subinterval of (0,r) there is a value of 0 for which d(0) I O.

As d(0) is continuous on tO,nl , and d(0) < 0, d(rT) ) O,

the value

0r = sup{x,/C(0) ( O V0 € (O,x)}

is a zero of d(0), distinct from both 0 anrl 1T. Further, d(0) > 0

for a1I values of 0 sufficiently cfose to but greater than 0r,

and so d(0) is increasing at 01.

If d(0) > 0 for aII 0 € (Or,n), then the remaining zeros of

d(0), there are at least two, all correspond to extrema of d(0).

Otherwise, we let

02 = sup{x/d,(O) > O, V0 c (0r,x) }

which exists since d(0) < 0 for some 0 e (0r,rï), and which is

clearly less than fi as c1 ('n') > 0. Clearly d(0) is decreasing at

02.. Similarly,

0s = sup{x/d(O) < O, V0 € (02,x)}

exists, is dist.inct from both 0z and 'n I and d(0) is j-ncreasing

at 0g.

Hence v¡e have shown that either d(0) has t-hree zeros at which

d(0) is successively increasing, decreasing and increasingt ot d(0)
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has, besid.es 0r, a zeyo at which d(0) is increasing, at least

two zeros at which d(0) is an extrem¡fin, Inle now show that the

behaviour of d(0) at its zeTos determines the properties of the

semi.tangents at the endpoints of c(0).

h'e first suppose that 0,' is a zero of d(0) at which d(0)

is a local extremum. Let K denote the reflection of K in O.

Since d(0) is an extremum at 0q, at the endpoints of c(0¡*) ,the

bound.arþg of K and K touch internally, and so K and K share

a supporting line L at one of these endpoint.s. The lines .0 and î.,

the reflection of .C in 0, are parallel supporting lines to K at

the endpoints of c(0¡+). Therefore the semitangents to K at the

endpoint.s of c(0q), oD either side of c(0+), either meet or are

paralleI.

We next suppose that 0s is a zero of d(0) at which d(0)

is increasing. In this case the boundaries of K and K cross at

tJ:e endpoints of c(0s). If 0- is just smaÌler than 0s, d(0)

is nonpositive and so the endpoint B of c (0) is no further from

O than endpoint A If 0+ is just greater than 0s, the opposite

occurs. As the intersection of sets K and K is convex at B,

the angle formed by the left semitangent t¡ to K at B and the right

semitangenl-- 12 to K at B is no larger than T. Vle note that left and

right are as seen from the direction of the chord ¡rOÈ = c(Os). Hence

Ir, the reftection of tr in O, is the right semitangent to K at A,

and tr meets or is parallel to t2. Similarly I a zero 05 of d(0)

at which d(0) is decreasing correspond.s to a chord c(00) at whose

endpoints the semitangents to the l-eft m.eet or are parallel.

If 0r 0z and 0¡ are zeros of d(0) at which d(0) is

successivel-y increasing, decreasing and. increasingr w€ deduce the
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result by the above. Otheruise, we have shown that d(0) is íncreasing

at 0r and an extremum at at least two other zeros. Since the

semitangents to either side at these other zeros meet or are parallel,

we have no difficulty Iabe1ling the chords as required by the statement

of the lemma.

!ùe are now in a position to proveËhrharts result, Theorem L.2.I.

Since this result appears inËhrhart [6], we give a sketch only.

Proof of Theorem l-.2.1: By lemmas I.2.3 and 1.2.4, K has three

chords ctrcz,ca bisected by 0 the centre of gravity of K. The

semitangents to the right of ct and ca at their endpoints, and

to the l-eft of ,", meet or are parallel. LeÈ "i be that open part

of K cut off by chord "i to the side of .i to which the semi-

tangents are drawn. By Winternitz Theorem' and notinq that

A(K) > 9/2 det(A) , w€ have that

a(si ) > 4/9 A(K) > 2 der(A) í=L,2,3.

denote the reflection of s. in O. The set s. U ;. U c.
illtS.

t
Let

is a convex figure, centrally symmetric about 0' wit-h area greater

than a det(Â). By Theorem I.I.t, it therefore contains a pair of

lattipe points tr, I O ín its interior, and so either both 1u.

belong to .i or one of them, ti a 
", . rf this latter condition

holds for i=1 ,2, and 3, r¡¡e note that the three regions si , by

lemma L.2.4 have no point in common. In order for each set to

contain a lattice point ü¡ , K must then contain at least two points

of 
^. 

In arty event then, K contains two points of 4., and the

result is proveC.

We now state a r:esult due to Scott [I5] ' which we will employ later

in much the same way the above proof employs Winternitz' Theorem.
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Theorem I.2.5 (Scott) : Ar Az and A3 be three open, convex

sets in E2 satisfying A, =0' Then

3
U

Let
3
n

i =l

A A)I=l
>- 9/5 min A

j
(
i

(A. )t

and this result is best possible, and achieved only if Û A is a
i =l I

triangle, and each I is a trapegium bounded by the sides of the

triangle and a chord through Èhe centre of gravity of the triangle.

Proof: See Scott tfS1.

lrle now Prove a result of Scott, two coroltarigs of which are of

particular use in fater chapters.

Definition L.2 .6: Let K be a closed convex body in E and î

an intersecting hyperplane. lìIe say that the section K l-ì ri is

uisibLe if there is some point P exterior to 1T (perhaps "at
infinity") from which every boundary point of K l-ì n (relative to T)

is visible. We cal-I such a point P a point of uisibiL'ity. Further,

if T partitions En into the tvro closed halfspaces 1'+ and Tt ,

and if v(n+ n #) > v(ir- ô r), then Tr+ is e heaug sid.e of îr

(relative to K).

Theorenr L.2.1 (Scott) : Let K be a closed convex body in E

containing the origin 0 and let T be a hyperplane through 0

such that T n K is symmetric about Ot and T n K is visible

from a heavy sicle of T. Then if v(K) > 2tt, K contains a nonzero

point of the integral lattice, on the heavy side of rT.
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Proof (Scott [13] : Let fi partition K into the sets K¡ and Kz,

and suppose that a point of visibility V lies on the K1 side of 'n,

which ís a heavy side of î. Let Kr denote the reflection of K1

in O and set K* = Kr U Rl. By construction K* is symmetric in

O, and V(K*) > 2" .

I€t B be a boundary point of K*. To show that Kzt is convex

it suffices to show that for each such point B there is a hyperplane

O which supports K* Iocally (that is, if N(B,e) is a spherical

e-neighbourhood of B(e > 0), then O supports K* n N(B,e).)

If B ç T1 such a hyperplane clearly exists, since K1 and Rr are

convex. Suppose then that B € T. Let Vr denote the reflection

of V in 0, and let C be the Couble cone having common base

K I î and vertices V and Vr. Each half of C is convex and

since V\/' meets C n fi in 0, C is itself convex. Hence at

B there exists a hyperplane of support to C. Since K* C C, this

hyperplane also supports K*, as required. Therefore K* is convex.

Now, by Minkowskí's Theorem I.1.2, K* contains a nonzero point

of the integral lattice. Using the symmetry of K*, we deduce thai'

K1 contains a nonzero point of the integral lattice.

Theorem L.2.8: Let K be a closed convex body in E containing the

origin 0 and l-et fi be a hyperplane through 0 such that n l-ì K'is

symmetric about 0, and T n K is visíble from both sides of fi. Then if

V(K) > 2"*l 1t+l¡, K contains at least t points of the integral lattice besirles O.

Proof: Since T n K is visibl,e from both sides of

the method of proof of I .2.7 to both sides Kr and.

'tf , we can apply

Kz of K. As

ín L.2-7, both t-he sets KT = Kr U fr and Kt=KeUKc are convex
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and O-symmetric. We denote by vl and v2 the volumes V(Kl)

and V(Kz) respectively, so that v1*v2 > 2n-r (t+l). Let \ be

the integer [2]-"v¡ ]. since v(K*) = 2u, , ,"Or, by Theorem 1.1.5,

Ki* contains at least k, pairs of lattice points 1rj , besides

0, tor í=I,2. Noting the possibility that Ki and K, may share

lattice points on Tt, we thus deduce that K has at least k¡+k2

Iattíce points - -. besid.es 0. Since v1*v2 > 2n-t (t+I),

the sum k1+k2 > t-1, âs the sum of the fractional parts of 2r-nur,

í=Lr2 is strictly less than 2. As k¡+k2 is an integer, we deduce

that k1+k2 Þ t, and so the Theorem is proved.

Theorem I.2-9 (Scott, LI2J). Let K be a closed conv'ex set in the

plane which contai;rs 0 as an interior point. Suppose that there is a

chord A0B of K which has midpoint O, and which partitions K

into two disjoint regions of equal area. Then if A(K) > 4, K

contains a nonzero point of the integral laÈtice.

Proof: The chord A0B with midpoint 0 is the intersection of K

with a hyperplane (line) and is symmetric about 0. As supportirrg

lines to K drawn at each of Èhe endpoints of A0B must meet or be

parallel, the section A0B is visibl.e from some point. As K is

partitioned into two regions of equal area, it is visible from the heavy

side of A0B. Therefore r,'re can apply Theorem L.2.5 to deduce that K

conÈains a nonzero point of the íntegral lattice.

Theorem L.2.LO: Let K be a cl-osed convex set in the plane which

contains the origin 0 as an interior point. Suppose that there Ís

a chord A0B which has midpoint 0, arrd that K has parallel

supporting lines at A ancl B. Then if A(K) > 2(t+1 ), K contains

t nonzero points of the integral lattice.



Proof: As K has parallel supporting lines at A and B,

symmetric section A0B is visible from both sides of A0B.

the result follows from TL¡eorem I.2.8.

be a convex body in

(r) of radius r

16

the

Hence

and centre at

Ed containing

I.3 A bor¡nded¡ess result from Minkcwskirs Theorem

!ùe nor¡/ give a result of H. Cohn who employs Minkowskirs îheorem

to deduce a bound on any convex set K which contains a neighbourhood

of the origin, but no other lattice points.

Theorem I.3.I (Cohn L2l), Let K

ln its interior the hyperspbere iu
the oriqin (r < 1). If K fails to contain in its in1--erior those

lattice points other than the origin in a second sphere Iu (.u /to-t ) ,

then it will contain no lattice points at alf except the origin. In

fact K wj-II then l-ie entirely within the second sphere.

Proof: See Cohn [2].

In our particular use of Theorem 1.3.1, the precise radius of the

outer sphere is of no importance. We deduce a corollary tc Theorem

1.3.I suited to our needs.

Theorem L.3.2: Let K be a convex bocly in Ed containing in its

interior the hypersphere Itrl of radius r and centre at the origin.
d

If K contains in its j-nter.ior only those l-attice points from a

finite set S = {À0.Àr,...,À, }, then I( lies completely within a

second sphere whose radius is "u/t6-t , where ad is a constant

dependant on S and d.
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Proof: Since S is a finite set, we can choose a sublattice of

Â0, say PÂ0, similar to .[o such that none of the points

Àr r...,À, belong to ÞÂ0. hle can then apply Theorem I.3.I Èo this

lattice and the set K, and deduce the above result.

L.4 Lattice polygon results

In later work we will need the fol-Iowing simple yeÈ powerful-

result d.ue to G. Pick.

Theorem 1.4.1 (c. Pick IfOl¡: Let K be a convex polygon in the

plane whose vertices lie at points of the integer lattice 40. If

K has b points of 
^0 

on its boundaryr âDd i points of 
^0

in its interior, then the area of K is given by

A(K)

Proof: See Pick [l-01 or Honsburger [7], page 27.

We shall- also use the following related result of P. Scott.

Theorem I.4.2 (p. Scott): Let K be a convex polygon in the plane

Ii.e at points of the integer lattice, and such thatwhose vertices

i > I. Then

b<2i+7

and the equality holds if and only íf K is an integral unimodul-ar

transform of the triangÌe with vertices (0,0) (:,0¡ and (0,3).

Proof: See Scott t141.
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I.5 Blaschke Selection Theorem

fn later secÈions we wiII use the following result.

Theorem 1.5 .1 (Selection Theorem of Blaschke) : Let Hk,

(k=Lr2r...) be a sequence of closed bounded convex sets contained,

in a fixed cube K.

to a convex set H

Then there exisÈs a subsequence Hk converging

in the Hausdorff metric.

Proof: See Lekkerkerker [8] , page 12.

I.6 Results on the perimeter of a convex set.

ILreorem I.6.I (Classical Isoperimetric Problem): Of aII convex

compact seÈs of a given perimeter, a circular disc is the unique set

of largest area.

Proof: See Yaglom ano Boltyanski [L7], p. 51, or Honsberger [7],

p. 67.

Theorem L.6.2 (Besicovitch, Singmaster, Soupouris): Let S be a

convex compact set in 82, with perimeter P(S), inradius r0 and

let Po be the perimeter of the union of all incircles of S. Let

T denote the collection of all compact subsets of S, with
p

perimeter equal to P < P(S).

Then T contains a set of Iargest area , T, andp

(a) If. 0 < P ( 2rrs, T is a closed disc of radius P/2tt.

(b) rf 2rrro 1 P ( Pç, T is a recÈangle with semicircular ends

of radius ro.

(c) rf Po < P < P(S), T is the union of alf closed discs

of some radius r which lie in S, for some t t

0 ( r < ro.
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Proof: See Singmaster and Soupouris [t01, or Besicovitch [t] ,

Variant III.

Finally in this section we discuss Steiner Symmetrisation of a

compact convex set in E2 . r-,et S be a compact convex set j-n E2 ,

and let .C be a given line in 82. Ìrle consÈruct a new set which

is symmetric about L as foll-ows. For each line p orthogonal to

L, replace the segrment p n S by a congruent segrment of p

having its midpoint on 9". Let S' be the union of these translated

segments. lrte refer to S' as the Steiner symmetrand of S about

L, and refer to the process as Steiner Symmetrisation.

Theorem 1.6.3: Steiner symmetrisation preserves convexity, area

and central symmetry of sets. It does not increase perimeter, and

actually decreases it unfess S is already symmetric in a line

parallel to 9".

Proof: (See Eggleston [5], p. 90) .
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CHAPTER 2

!{inkowski' s Theorem with Perimeter Constraints

2.L Introduction and Statement of Results

The results of this chapter, in particular section 2.9, have

been also obÈained by Croft t4l.

L€t S be a bounded convex set in E2 havirrg area A(S)

and perimeter P (S) . Let S denote the set of atl such sets which

are synmetric in the origin 0, and which- contain no non-zero

point of the integral lattice. lrlrite

A (s)
9

max A(S)
S€S

P (S) =P

The existence of Ae (S) is assured by a simple application of

the Bl-aschke selection theorem, Theorem 1.5.1.

Theorem 2.L.L

(a) Tf

(b) rr
(c) rf

(d) rr

O < p 4 2n, then Ae (S) = P2/4tr.

2n(p(4+n, then Ae(S) -Q-
4+n ( P < 2/2 (4+T) / (r+/3), rhen

- Q - tB (4+n) -P2l/4 (4+r) .

z/2. (s+r) / (t+/t) ( p =< 2/2 (L+,/3) ,

ß-P)2 /4 (4-î) .

A (s)
p

then A (S)
p

= { - Í2/2 (r+/3) -pj2/4 i2/3-r) .

(e) rf 2t/2(r+,/3) < P, rhen Ae (s) - 4.

The result i.n (a) is a restatement of the cLassical isoperimetric

result, Theqrem 1.6.I, since for 0 < P ( 2t, the circufar disc

having centre 0 and perimeter P is a member of S. Minkowskj-'s

Theorem, Theorem I.f.3 gives the upper bound 4 for Ae (S). The

result in (e) gives those values of P for which this bound is

attained.
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2.2 An Application of Steiner Symmetrisation.

The proof of Theorem 2.1-.I can be greatly simpJ-ified using

Steiner s1'mmetrization, as described in 5I.6.

For S € S, we use the notation d(S), AS for the diameter

and boundary of S respectively. Let U be the convex hull of the

points l(1,t1), and let I be the convex hull of t(2,0) , +(O,2).

The polygon A is shown in Figure 2.I, opposite.

Lemma 2.2.L Let S € S be a set for which d(S) < 4. Then there

exists a set S' € S which satisfies the foltowing

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

s'cg.
S' is symmetric in the lines y = tx.

A(S') = A(S), P(S') < P(S) and P(S') = P(S) only if S' = $.

S'cH, where H€S isahexagonrand H=QñL where

L is a parallelogram, syÍunetric in the lines Y = !X,

with sides passing through points 1(I,0), +(0,I).

Proof hle first show that S extends beyond a in at most two

quadrants of the plane. Let q be a point of S-Q in the first

quadrant. By reflecting S in the line y = x if necessaryf we

may assume that q l-ies in the second octant of the plane. Now

s-ince q lies ín the half-plane y Þ I, and (0,1-) is not interior

to S, i*- follows by convexíty that any point r of S-Q in the

second quadrant must lie in the half-plane y ( 1, and so in the

fourth octant of the plane. Denoting the point (-l,I) by t' ,

we see that

A(AOqr)>A(AOqr')>1.



,
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Hence the paralielogram contained. in S and having vertices tq, *¡

has area greater than 4. This contradicts the bound. on A(S) given

by Minkowski's theorem, Theorem 1.1.3.

By reflecting S in the y-axís if necessary, \¡{e may assume

then that S does not extend beyond A in the second and fourth

guadrants of the plane. In fact, since d(S) 1 4, S lies in the

strip l"-vl < z.

We now obÈ'ain a ne\¡¡ set S' by symnetrizíng S in the line

Y= -x. The lines y = x+1, Y = x, Y =x-l intercept the interior

of S (and so the interior of S') in segments of length at most

{2, Z/2, 1z respectively. Since S lies in the strip l"-Vl < ,

it follows that S' contains no non-zero lattice points in its

interior.

By Theorem I.6"3, S' € S, A(S') = A(S), and p(S,) < p(S)

with equality only if Sr = S. Since S' is both centrally symmetric

in 0 and symmetric in y = -x, it is symmetric in y = x. This

symmetry of S together with its convexity and the fact that t(Ì,I)

are not interior to S', enables us to deduce that St C e. Further,

Sr does not contain t (1,0) or 1(0,I) as interior point-s; hence

S' is contained in a parallelogram whose sides pass through +(f,0),

+(0,I), and whose diagonals lie al-ong the lines y = !x. FinaÌly,

S'CQñ L= Hr and H€S. This completes theproof of Lemma 2.2.I.

We note that by reflecting S' in the y-axis, if necessary, we

may assume that ãU has non-negative slope at (0,1). Let the angì-es

common to the hexagcn H and the parallelogram L, of Lemma 2.2,.L,

measure 2tþ. We can then denote these figures explicitJ-y by H(ú), L(ú)

respectiveJ-y, wher" i < ,1, < i. These polygons are shown in

Figure 2.2, opposite.



2.3 Hexagons which have area 4.

We no\âr establish part (e)

L€t SeS beasetwith
P(S) > 2/2(L + /z) (x 7.73r.

d (S) 1 4t and by Lemma 2.2.L,

A(S!) -- 4, P(S') < P(S) and

As

P (H ((r) )
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of Theorem 2.I.I.

A(S) - 4. We show that

Let us assume that P(s) < 8. Then

S' e S wherethere exists a set

S' is contained in a hexagon H(U).

s'. = H(ü). rt is easily verified thatIn fact since H ({r) has area 4,

the perimeter of H(V) is P(H(ú)) = 2/z{2 cosec rf + r - cot rl).

$fetHtrl.rl I I = z/2(t - 2 cos rf) (sin ü)-2, the function

assumes its minimal- value of 2/2 (L + /z) when ,f, = I t

H(T) is an equiangular: hexagon. Therefore P(S) > P(S') > 2/2(L + v/3),

a s required.

It remains to be shown that for each value of P in this range,

there is a set S e S havíng perimeter P ancl area 4. For P 2- I

we obtain S by suitably shearing the square U parallel to the

x-axis. Also, over the interval ä *.f, * T , the perimeter of

H(ú) is a contínuous function of (r. Since 
"lî) = u, we deduce
\+/

that for each value of P, 2/2(I+/3) ( e ( 8, there i-s a hexagon

having perimeter

A(S)=Q.p

P and area 4. We conclude that for 2/2 (1,+,/3) < P ,

2.4 Extreme sets are symmetric in v = !x.

Let S € S be a set for whích A(S) = Ao (S) where

P(S) = P ( 2/2(I+/3). We show that S must satisfy the cond.itions

of the set Sr in Lemma 2.2.L.

Since d(S) 1 4, by Lemma 2.2.L there exists a set S' C S

for which A(S') = A(S), P(S') < P(S), and such that S' is

contained in a hexaqon H(ú,) = if. Now define S(À) = ÀH + (i-I)S'

(0< À < l). Then s¡ c S(À) c H, and since the perimeter of S(À)



ís a continuous function of À

(0 < À* < 1) for which P(s*)

contradicting our choice of S

, there exists a set

24.

S* = S (À*)

A(S*) > A(S') = A(S),

S = St, as

= P(S).

. Hence

rf À>0,
À=0, and

reqtr-ired.

Since H(ir) contains no non-zero lattice points in its
interior, S is tJle set of largest area and perimeter P contained

in H(U). We use a result of Besicovitch, Theorem I.6.2 which

characterises S, and shows that S € S.

2.5 Extreme sets are rounded polygons.

Let S € S be a set for which A(S) = A (S). By 52.4, S
p

is contained in a polygon H(Ú), for some V. By the definition of

A- (S), S is the largest set of perimeter P containeà in the
p

convex set H(qJ). Hence, by Theorem 1.6.2, S is the union of all

discs of some particuJ-ar radius, contained in H(qJ), or, more simply,

is H({r) with rounded corners. Since the two sides of H(Ú),

AQ n AH(U), are not longer than the four equaL sides of H(tl) , this

rounding can occur in one of only two rvays. Either each corner is

rounded individually (as when the circular arcs have smalL radius),

or each of the short siCes is rounded off completely by a single

circuiar arc. fn the latter case, t(tf) has effectively been rounded

at each corner, using arcs of some coÍìmon radíus.

lrte formulate these cases together. A polygon G is rounded

at each vertex by arcs of fíxed raciius t I to form the rounded

polygon g . We assume that r is smaLl enough for each side of

G to contribute a line segment Èo Gr . We nu¡nber the vertices of

G, and let 2,1). be the internal angle at the ith vertex. In' 'l

rounding the corners of G, two segments of length r cot tf. are

lost from the boundary of. G at the ith vertex of G, and.
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replaced by circular segments. Hence

A(c ) = A(G) - ,'tl cot rf.
I

- n) = A(G) - r'r(c) say (1)
1

p(c ) = p(G) - 2r k(G). (2)
I

Solving equation (2) for r, and substituting in equation (1) gives

A(c ) = A(G) tP (c) -P (c ) 12lst<(c) I - 
I (3)

f I

When G. is obtained from G by rounding, equation (3)

enables us to find the maximum value of A(Gr ) when P(G¡ ) is a

given constant. Our problem is complicated by the fact that C = H(ü)

or G = L(tf) are themselves dependent on a parameter V. To find

the maximum value of A(G¡ ) we need to examine the derivative A(G )

with respect to tp:

2

+ iP (G) -P (cr ) dk (c) (4)4tk(c)l dv

2.6 Rounded hexaqon or

L'et !., be given. Accgrding to Besicovitch's constructíon, there

will be a certain value po (Ú) of the perimeter for which H, (qr)

and Lr (U) coincide. For p < po (tl), it will not be possible t-o

construct H, (U), there being insufficient perimeter to reach the

sides of s(t]r) through 1(l,l). For p > po (r!), L, (tJ.,) wil-l contain

t(lr1) as interior points, and will thus no longer be a member of S.

We show that

dA(Gr) dA(c) 2[P(c)-P(cr)] dP(c)
a0- = d,l, 4k (c) -ãU-

parallelogram?

where c = L(ú).

po (rf) = P(G) - xtct/2{r:=*ïi,)
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Let G, be the rounded parallelogram with perimeter po (Ú).

Then the points t(lrl) lie on the boundary ðG, , the diameter of

G, Iies along the line Y = X, and d (Gr ) = 2/2. Vle can also

calculate d(G- ) by using the construction shown in figure 2.3,

opposite.

lfe note that the parallelogram G has diameter 2

and that the si¡nilar parallelogram G' is obtained from

enrargement of scare factor I - r =."{,¡ - i)\' 4/

"t"(+ - ,t) sec rfr,

G byan

Now, since the vertices of Gr are the centres of the circular

boundary arcs of g (ú),

d(c ) = 2r * 2s ,l).="" i[rr - r sectU - [l r
I

. lztr
'"\ n

Equating this to

fox U€ r!n,T)

= 2r(L - sec if ) + /z(t + tan V). (s)

2t/2, solving for r, and substituting in (2) gives,

and c = Lfú), that

po (ú) = p(G) - k (c)./z(I - tan rf ). tr - sec ,lr)-t.

Both the functions r, (L ((r)) and k (L (U) ) are continuous for

Ú e ,I, i . v{e r-hus deduce that the límiting value of po (Ú) , ês Ú

-ITapproaches i, is lzQ + r). As this equals the value of po(ü)

given b1r the definition of po (tl.t) , Po (tl.t) is a continuous function

on Jn'I'
lrle next shòw that P0 (l) is the least value taken by po (Ú) , f.or

,þ e LI, ll . rt is easiry calcul-ated that

: p(c) - k (G)/2(1 - ran V) tr - sec rf)-' - ,/z(2+T)

= /z(t - cos þ)-t fz(2-sinrl,-cosrf)sin U-t * n(sinr!-cosrl) l

- ,/z (z+tr)

Po (l)Po (ú)
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= /2(L - sin ü) tr - cos rp)-'lrz - cos ú)sin ü-t - nl

= Q iff sin tJ.t = 1 or 2(2 ' cos t!) = r sin ü.

Thus po(ü) = potï) only if ,t, =I or if 2(2-cos þ) = n sin rj.,. V,Ie

examine this laÈer condition as a quailratic equation in cos {r = c,

(2 (2-c))2 - tr2 ( t-c 2 
)

This equation has discriminant t|l'<t\r>'-zl, which is negative.

Hence, by the continuity of po (ü), eo (V) > po (ä), for aII

U e ,i, ir. we note that p0 (T) = z/z(4+1r) / (t+/z) .

2.7 Determinatidn of rounded son H (ú) or L (ú) from P

Vfe apply the results of 52.5 to our problem.

Case 1. Suppose G = H(U). By straightforward calculation we find

that

A(c) - {
p (G) = 2/2 (2 cosec ü + r - cot rJ.r)

k(c) = 2 co:- þ + + t.r, ! - n

= t-o/Z e(C) - (2 + n).

) O, si¡rce P(G) > Z/z(t + h)

Substituting in equation (4) and setting P(cr ) = P,

dA(Gr) 
=du -lz dP (G)

+I
L du

Clearly

contained in

P(c -P
2l( (G)

= 2t . (t-2 cos ú) cosec2r¡ (r-/z) .

r - /2 < O, since circles of radius /z can not be

G. Since we are assuming 2n ( p 4 z/z (1 + /3), the

[zH, oro] *+*'r-r,.( I

J
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first term ís non-negaÈive for all \), and zero only when ,Jl = T .

Finally, L - 2 cos rl t[ < ,i, < il is an increasing funcÈj-on of ,l)

with a zero aL ,|l = T" Hence for any value of P, A(Gr ) assumes

its maximal value when and only when ,J, = ä .

Case2. Supposenowthat G=L(ü). Setting a=tantf,t +cottp

find that

A(G) =a*2
P (c) = 2/2 (cosec rp + sec rp)

= z/2 
^* 

(^*2)n

k(c) = 2a - T .

Hence from equation (4) , setting P (Gr ) = P,

we

2
dA (cr )

dú
da
ãu l.'

P (G) -P
' -- -ñlci ,

P (G) -P
2k (c)

and simplifying

I
I

Solving this qttadratic expression in

gives

dal lP - /2 (a+2)% a-%TrJ lP - /2 a (a+2) (4+r) I .,5 -Yz= ãj,p 2[k (G) ] 2

Now åt = .o"..2r1,(t.r,'rr-L) >-'o for ä * ,p . I, with equarity only

if tþ = I. rhe term tf"ätp is obviously positive. A simple

calculatiorr shows that /Z(^+Z)*u-* < 2 with equality only for ,lt = I.
since p Þ 2n, the term Lp - /z(a+-2)y'a-v"Tl i.s non-negative , and zero

onlywhen P=2r and ,lt=I. Finally, for ä*,fr rlr, ,/2a%b+z¡-h

is an increasing function of \), assuming its minimum value of I when

.T
V = i. Hence, if P < 4+T,
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p - /zJ b+2¡-v'(4+n) ( p - (4+n) ( o.

/zJ ø+z¡-% g+n) is a decreasingIf P>4 *T, then P-
function of þ, with a zero aE ü = T, corresponding to the root of

p = lz J 6+z)-% Ø+r,). (6)

Thus for 2n ( p 1 4+'fi, A(G¡) assumes its maximum value at
.17,þ = ;. For 4 + tr ( p ( 2/2(I+/3), A(c¡) assumes its maximum value

when {, = t.

!{e can now establish part (b) of the theorem. Suppose

2n ( p ( 4+n < ,/Z(Z+tr). By section 2.6, c must be a parallelogram.

Hence A(Gr) assumes its maximum when e = i,(ä), and

Ae(s)=A(r,(ä)) -4- (8-P)'/AØ -n).

2.8 Determinationof A(S) for P>4+?T
p

Suppose that 4+n ( P < 2r/2(f+/3). From 92.7 we know that the

function A(G (Ú)) assumes its maximum when G = L(T) or when
¡

1T_C = H(ä). However, we do not yet know whether the rou¡rded polygons

G, can be formed for P in the given range.

Let G = L(T). For P > 4+T, the angle T is determined by (6):

p = /z(a+'riJ'(a+2)-/' = /zØnr) (sin T + cos T)-r

From (2), the radius by which L (T) is rounded is given by
I

r = (p(c) - p) t2k(c) j -I

Substitutíng for P (c) , k (G) , and then for P we obtain

r = P/ (8+2T) t/z (sin T r- ccs T) I - 
I (7)
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from (5), the diameter of G is given by
I

l*'*T,

d(cr) = 2r(L - sec T) + /Z(t + tan T)

= /z(t + 2 sin T) (sin T + cos T)-r

Tf d (c- ) > 2,/2, L_ (T) conÈains I (1,1) as interior points .
ff

We find. that for > z/z if and only if t t Id(G )
f

From (7), this occurs precisely when p > 2/2(4+Tt)/ (I+/3).

The area of L, (T) can be found from (3) by substituting in the

value of P from (6). A short calcul-ation gives

A(L (T)) = 2 + P2/4(4+Tt)t

Again, directly from (3) we have

A(H,(T)) = 4 - Í2/2(r+/:) - pl'/ae/z-n)

Graphically, these two area functions of P are represented. by

parabolas, the first upright, and the second inverted. A lengthy but

elementary calculation shows that these parabolas touch when

p = 2/2(4+n)/(r+/3). rr fort-ows rhar A(L1(r)) Þ x(H,(T)), wirh

equalíty only when p -- 2/2 (4+r\ / (L+/3). Since we have just shown that

the construction of Lr(T) is valid for p < 2t/2(4+Tr)/(t+r/Z) we

have established part (c) of the theorem.

Suppose now that 2t/2(4+T)/(I+/3) ( p < Z/z(I+/3). As we nore in

= 2/z ( +'nl / 1i+/r) r so H, (ä) can be constructed forPo (T)56, Pin

this range. However, Lr(T) is now disallowed, as 1(I,t), are

interior points. Substituting the value of r given by (2) in
expression (5), we see that the díameter d(t('.r) ) is a continuous

function of ü for ä * ,f, . i . rt follows that for values of V

lying in a certain open interval about I, the rounded parall-elogram
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l.(tl having perimeter P will contain +(lrl) as interior points.

Also, the function A(Lr(ú)) is a continuous function of U with a

single (maximum) turning point at ú = f. Hence the maximum allowable

value of A(Lr(ü)) will be assumed for a rounded parallelogram Lr(ú)

which has t (I,1) as bound.ary points. But now L, (rf.,) coi¡rcid,es with

H, (Ú), and of all such rounded hexagons of perimeÈer P, H
'fi

5 ) has

the largest area. Since H,

part (d) of Theoren 2.1.1.

This complq,tes the proof of Theorem 2.I.I.

2.9 A rel-ated problem.

Consider now the problen of finding

f
1T

5 ) can be constructed, Ì^re have established

h (ß) max
S€S

where 0 < ß < 2. The existence of such a maximum is guaranteed by

Blaschke's selection theorem, Theorem 1.5 .l-. lrthen ß = 0, the solution

of this problem is given by Minkowskirs Theorem 1.1.3. When 3 = 2,

we have the classical unconstrained isoperinretric problem, Theorem 1.6.I,

This problem has also been solved, in a slightJ-y more general context.

in Croft [4].

For given ß, 1et S* e S be the set for which h (ß) is

attained. St( must have the largest area of aÌl sets of perimeter P(S*).

Hence S* must be one of the sets S for which A(S) = Ar(S) in the

above theorem. In particular, by cal-culatirrg the ratio" Oo(S)/p v¡e

are able to confirm a conjecture of Scott 1111.

Theorem 2.g.I The value of h(1) ís Z(Z+t/tt)-r. This is attained

when S j.s a square with rounded.. corners,

r = 2(Z+/r)-r.
L TÍ

4r whose radius
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Proof. In order to verify this result, by our comment above, we need

only verify that, as a .function of P, A'(S),/P has a single local

maximumat P=4/r.

A (S)/p = p/ar 4!.p -2' and. clearly A (S) /P is
p

For p€ (O,2rl ,

an increasing function.

For p e (2,rr ,A+,Írf , A (S),/P = 1.4, ß-P)2 /4 Ø-r) I /p. The d.erivarive
p

D (A (S)/p) = (r6r-p2) /4(4-¡r)p2, and so A (S)/P has a localppp
maximum when p = 4/¡t = 7.Og € (2Tt,4+T[) .

For pe (4+rT,2/2(4+r) / (r+/3) ) , Ao(S)/p = (B (4+î) -p2) /4 (4+r)p,

D (a (S)/p) = (p2+g (4+n') ) / (-4(4+r)pz) < O for all p. A (S)/pppp
therefore a decreasing function for P in this range.

For p € (z/z (++n) / (t+/z) , 2,/2 (L+/3) ) ,

A (S) /p = 14- (2/2 (L+/3) -p) 2 /4 e/3-r) ) /p ancl

and

is

p

D A (s ) /P) tL6 (2-/3+fi)-p2l /a Q,/z-Tt)p2, and so
9p

the formula specifying A'(S)/P in this range has a local maximum

when p = a/z-/z+-lÍ = 7.385. However 7. 385 < 1.393 = z/z (4+T) /(I+/3).

Hence A (S)/P is decreasing for all P in this range.
p

For p > 2t/2(t+/z), Ao(S)/p = 4/p < 4/21/2 (r+'/:) and is crearly

a decreasing functj.on of P.

Hence A ($)/P has a uníque local and. global maximum, when
P

P = A/tt, on (0,-). It is readily confirmed that h(I) = 2(2'v/¡)-r ,
, -l 1fr = 2(2+/¡t) , and that s is t, (ä) a square with rounded corners.

2.IO Conjectured analogue of Theorem 2.I.1 for a qeneral planar lattice.

Let 
^ 

be a lattice ín E2 with generators a and b, such

that llall < ll¡ll < llcll for all c € Â, c / a. and such that 0,

the angle from a to b. O € tT, Il. I,le let S(P) d,enote Èhe set
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of aII compact convex O-symmetric sets, which contain no non-zero

Iattice points in their interiors, and which have perimeter P(S) = P.

B1z a simple application of the Blaschke selection Èheorem, Theorem 1.5.I,

it can be shown that S (P) contains at least one set of largest area,

for each value of P. Let S* (P) be such a set.

Con jecture 2. 10. I Suppose ll all I llbll and that g I !r. Then there

are numbers Pr Pz and Ps with the following properties.

S* (P) is uniguely deterrnined, and for the índicated range of

P, S* (P) is one of the following.

(a) rf. ot"(znllall , s*(P) isacloseddisc.
(b) If 2rllall < P ( Pt. S*(P) is the convex hull of two díscs

whose line of centres is orthogonal to at and whose radii are ll all .

(c) rf Pr < P ( Pz, S*(P) ís the convex hull of four discs,

the straight line segments of whose bound.ary are bisected by the points

*a, +b.

(d) If Pz < P ( Ps, S*(P) is the convex hull of six discs, the

straight line segments of whose boundary are bisected by the points ta,

!b, and t(a-b), and whose sid.es when extended form an equiangular

hexagon.

(e) rf P > Ps, S*(P) is one of the well known critical

polygons whose area i.s allallllbllsin 0 = 4 det(Â), and so which satisfy

the inequality of Minkowski's Theor:em with equality.

rf llall = llbll or O = !2, S*(P) is not q¡¡iquely determined by the

above properÈies, and indeed for llall = llbll , S*(P) is not unique.

If o t!, any set S which satisfies one of conditions (a), (b),

(c) or (d) and which belongs to S (P) , IS S*(P) for P = P(S).
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Although f cannot prove this result, I have proved enough to

suggest Èhat the result is true. The difficulty lies in identifying

S* (P) when it has four lattice points on its boundary.
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CHAPTER 3

IITNKOVSSKIIS THEOREM WITH RELAXED SYMMETRY CCNDTTIONS

3.1 Introduction

Let 
^ 

be a lattice in the plane having d.eterminont

det(^). We say the set K Ls admissíble ít it is a closed

convex set in the plane with 0 the only point of 
^ 

in its

interior. I"linkowski t s fundamen tal theorern, Theorem 1 . 1. 3

asserts that if an admissible set K is centrally symmetric

about 0, then its area A(K) is no greaÈer than 4 det(Â).

We call a chord of K which is bisected by O, a elørd of

symnetny of. 5. Minkowskirs hypothesis requires that all chords

through 0 be chords of symmetry. V'te say a chord of symmetry

of K i-s eæ-tz,emal if. K has parallel supporting lines at its

endpoints. Theorem 1.2.8 states that A(K) < 4 det(Â) if K

has an extremal chord of symmetry.

L€t s (K) denote the number of chords of symmetry of an

admissible set K. We show

Theorem 3.1.I ff s(K) is ever¡ or infínite, A(K) < 4 det(Ä).

Theorem 3.L-2 If s (K) ¡ lr A(K) < 4.5 det(i\).

Theorem 3. I. 3 If s (K) ) 3, A (K) < 4 det (Â) .

Theorem 3.I.2 is analogous to Theorem L.2.L which states thai--

A(K) < ¿.5 det(,4), whenever K satisfies the more restricr-ive

condition that O is the centr. 'o, 
nr-.rity of K. ft will be

sufficie¡rt to establish the theorems when 
^ 

is t-he integral

lattice Â0, since s(K) and A(K)/det(.1\) are invariant under
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a linear transformation of K and 
^. 

As clet(Âo) = l, wê

delete aII furÈher reference to det(Â) in this chapter.

We show that each of the above theorems gives the best

possible bound on A(K). Let Er be the convex huII of the

points (-L,2), (2,-L) and (-1, 1). This triangle E¡ is

admissible, and has only three chords of symmetry, passing through

(Ir0), (0,I) and (-I,-1) respectively. As A(Er) = 4.5 and

s(Er) = 3, Theorem 3.L.2 is best possible.

For Theorens3.l.l and 3.1.3 we argue as follows. Let U be

the convex hull of the four points (11,tl). Let C c U be the

ur¡ion of half a regular 2m-gon and a semicircle on a common

diameter with midpoint 0. Then s(C) = m > 1. The set

K(t) = (f-e)U + ec,0 < e < l, is an admissibl-e set and sj.nce U

is centrally sl.mmetric about O, s(K(e)) = s(C) = m . Since for

sufficiently small e, A(K(e)) can be arbitrarily close to

A(U) - 4, Theorems 3.1.I and 3.l.3 give the best possible bound.

for finite s(K). Taking e = 0r w€ obtain the square U with

A(U) - 4 and s(U) infinite.

Finally, let E2 be the convex hull of the three points

(tt,-I) and (O,I/L) where t > I. The triangle Ez is admissible,

and has onllz one chord of symmetry parallel to the x-axis. As

A(Ez) > t and s (Ez) - L, vte can deduce no upper bound on A(K)

from the information that s(K) = l.

3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1-.I

If al.l the chords of K which pass throuqh 0 are chords

of symmetry of K, Minkowski's Theorem I.I.2 gives the desired

result.. hre may thus assume there is a ctrord of K, P'OPå which

is not a chord of symmetry of K. V^te denote each chrord POP' of
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K by the label c(0) , where 0 is the angle PeOP measured

in an anti-clockwise direction and 0 € [0,T]. The continuous

function ,l(e) = (eO¡2 - (Op')2 has a zero when and only when

c(0) is a chord. of symmetry of K, and by our choice of P'OPô'

d(O) = -d(T) I o. By applying the intermediate value theorem to d(0),

we deduqe that d(0) has aÈ least one zero on [0,n]. If s(K) is even, then

d(e) has an even number of zeros, and. so at Least one zero 0*,

occurs at an extremum of d(O). Let K denote the reflection of

K in the origin O, and let P*OPI be Èhe chord c (0*) . If

d(0) has a local maximum at 0*, then in a neighbourhood, of P*

the boundary'of K is contained. in R, and so a supportinq line

s to K at P', together with a parallel line s' through P*,

form a pair of para1lel supporting lines to K at the endpoints

of c(0*), a chord of symmetry of K. lfe argue similarly if d(0)

has a local- minimum at 0*. rn either case, c(0*) is an extremal

chord of synunetry of K, and so by Theoren 1.2.8 we deduce that

A(K) < 4.

If s(K) is infinite, using the abo.¡e notation, there is a

point A on the boundary of K, which is an accunrulation point

of the infinite set I of end.points P of chords of symmetry.

As the bor.rndary of K is continuous, A is itsel-f an endpoint

of a chord of symmetry A0Ar. If we consider a sequenc. (Pr, ) ín

I which has linit A, the lirnit 1 of the sequence of Lines

(P.A) is a supportirrg line to K at A. Similarly the sequence

(P;A') has as its timit a line lr which is a supporting line to

K at A'. Since, for each î, the line P'A is paralleL to

the line 
"n'O', 

it fol-lows thaÈ I and 1' are parallel. Again,

Theorem L.2.8 gives that A(K) < 4, and the proof is complete.

Corollary 3.2.1 ff d(e) has a zero at which d(0) is an extremum,

A(K) < 4.then c(0) is an extremal chord of symmetry, ancl,
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3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1.2

By Theorem 3.1.I and Corollary 3.2.L, A(K) < 4 if either
s (K) = 2, or if any. zero of d (e) occurs at a point where d (0)

is also an extremum. Suppose then that s(X) Þ 3. By lemma I.2.4
K has three chords of symmetry PiPl, päp2 and plp¡ label_l_ed

successirrely such that the semiÈangents to the right at the end-
.>->points of PiP' to the left at the endpoints of pLpz and to

the right of tÌ", meet or are parallel. Since we already have

that A(K) < 4 if any such paír is paralJ_el, v/e suppose that T,

is the point of intersection of the semitangents indicated at

P, and n'. 
, 
this situation is illustrated in Figure 3.1, opposíte.

I€t K, denote the intersection of K v¡ith the cfosed

trj-angular region P, P,'T, (1 < i ( 3), and let \ be the

reflection of \ in 0. By Minkowski's Theorem 1.1.1, as

is an admissibl-e set, centrally symmetric about O,

< 4.

33
Itiseasilyseenthat U (X¡,\)= U K =K, andhence

3 i-l t i=t !

that ,lr(Kt\) =0 Let X, betheinteriorof Ktu\.

The three sets X, are open convex sets in E2 with no point

in common. Hence by Theorem I.2.5 we have that

K UT
ll

A(K. Ur.) =24(K.)¡tl

A(K) > 9/5 min A(K tu
i =l¡ 2,3

(2)

(3)

for equality to be

(2) and (3).

K.)
¡

However, as A(4 ) < 2 (1 < i ( 3), we al_so have

A(K)<2+ mín A(KtuK.)
i--l¡ 2,3 r

From (2) and (3) we deduce that A(K) < 4.5;

attaíned here, rve reguired equality in both

I



(0,1)

(0, -1)

,1)(1

Fl,0)

(-1

(1,0)

,-1)

,

FI6URE 3.2
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By Theorem 1.4.1 equality in (2) is possible only when K

is a triangle T with centre of gravity 0, and with three

chords of symmetrl', each parallel to an edge of T. The set E¡

of Section 3.1- is such a triangle.

3.4 Polygons and lattice points

!{e shall need the following preliminary results. A Lattiee

PoLAgon P is a simple polygon which has each vertex at a lattice

point. Let vrbrc denote the number of lattice points which are

vertices, boundary points, interior points respectively of P,

and let A denote the area of P. From Picks' Theorem 1.5.1,

it is known that for lattice Ao and lattice polygon P that,

A=Lþ+c-1.

Lemma 3.4.1: Let P be a convex latt.ice polygon.

(i) ff. v = 4, and P has no pair of parallel edges,

then c 2 L.

If v25, then c2L.

If v = 6, and c = 1, then P is equivalent under

an integral unimodular transformation to the centrally

symmetric hexagon Fi9 il-lustrated opposite, in

Figure 3.2.

rf v>6,cÞ2.

Proof Let P1 = V¡V2V3Va be a convex lattice quadrilateral

having no pair of parallel sides ancl let Pz = YrYzV¡V'+Vs be a

convex lattice pentagon. In each case, since it is not possible

for the sum of every pair of adjacent angles to be less than or

equal rf I r^re may assume that LV2 + LV3 > n. Suppose too that

(ii )

(iii )

(iv)
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Va is no further than V¡ from the line VzVg. Then, in each

case, the vertex X of the parallelogram VzV¡V+X is a lattice

point which is interior to the polygon Pi . As any lattice polygon

with v > 5 contains as a subset a latÈice pentagon, we have

proved (i) and (ii).

Let L be the uníque interior lattice point of the convex

lattice hexagon H = VrVzVsVqVsVs. If L does not lie on VrV,*,

then one of LVaV5V5,V¡ or LVIV2V3Va is a proper convex pentagon,

and we deduce from (ii) that c Þ Z. Hence L lies on each of

the diagonals VlVq, VzVs, VsVs. In fact, since the lattice points

on a line are regularly spaced, the uniqueness of L implies that

L is the conmon miclpoint of the diagonals. From (i) we ded.uce

that the diagonals are parallel to the edges of H, and so _ H

is the image of Hg under some integral unimodular transformation.

Finally, let P be a convex lattice polygon with v Þ 6 and

c = l. Choose 5 vertices of P. By (iii) each remaining vertex

of P lies at the unique lattice point which completes a centrally

synunetric hexagon a.bout L. Thus v = 6. Hence if v > 6 I^/e

must have c >- 2.

Lemma 3.4.2 L'et H0, with vertices VrVzV:V'+VsVe be the convex

Iattice hexaEon of Figure 3.2. Let N, with vertices TrT2...Tn

be a convex polygon, wíth Ho C x. Let the vertices Yz and V3

of. Hs lie on the edge lzTz of X, ancl let the edges TrTz and

TsT,, of X have V1 and V+ as midpoints respectively. Then

T1, V5, V6 and Ta are collinear. In particular, if each edge

of X contains a verLex of H0, X must be a quaclrilateral.

t



Proof The diagonal VrVq of

between the edges VzVs and

the same distance from VIV¡+

is, on the line VsVe.

4r.

is parallel to, and midway

. Hence T¡ and Ta lie at

l2 and T3 respectiveÌy, that

Hs

VsVs

Lemma 3.4.3 Let M be a polygon having Ìn edges, and having a

lattice point at the midpoint of each edge.

(i) If n is odd, each vertex of M is a lattice point.

(ii) If. n is even, the lattice polygons with vertices

. at the alternate rnj-dpoints have the same centroid as M.

(iii) If, n = 4m * 2 (n C Z¡, and the midpoints of opposite

edges occur in pairs which are symmetric about 0,

then M is centrally symmetric about 0.

Proof Let V and,
I

m, be the vertices of M and the rnidpoints
I

respectively, for i € f = {1,2,...,n}. I^fith

V , we write this asn

of the sides of M

the convention Vo =

% (v, _, +v, ) \ 6Â, i€r' (4)

When n is odd, equations (4) give

v
n

ml-m2+m3 +m
'l

Thus v ç Å, and from e) we deduce that v. € 
^ 

for all i € I.n-i

When n ís even, sumrning the alternate eguations in (4) gives 1

+v) =m2+mq+ +m =mt+m3+n n

AS

%(vr+ . ..

f¡Ie obtain (ii) simply by dividing (5) by n/2.

+mn-1
(s)
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Now suppose n = 4m I 2, and *j +2'*t, fot
j e ¡ = {1r2,... r2m+1}. Adding the e>çressions in (4) for *j

and rr\.- ., we getj +2nrl-l '

lz(v, 
-t*tj *tj *r-*tj +2rûr-r ) = 0, j € 'l'

Taking the alternating sum of these equations gives

%(uor*r*tr*r) = o i

thatis v =-v4m+2 2Íil- I

that M is symmetric in

such that K.
I

+K

Using equations (6), it now follows

0.

(6)

is extremal-,

is an extremum

3.5 An analytical result

In the proof of Theorem 3.I.3 we wil-I use two continuous

transformations and a limiting process to reduce the nu¡nlcer of

admissible sets under consideration. We prove

Lemma 3.5.I Let (\ ) be a sequence of admissible convex sets

in the Hausdorff metric. Suppose that for all

i, s(\) - k , âñ odd number, a¡d also that K has no extremal

chord of symmetry. Then either

(i) s(K) - k, and K has no extremal chord of symmetry,

or (ii) A(K) < 4.

Proof Let d(e) be defined for the set K as in Section 3.2,

with 0 measured from a direction such that d(0) = -d(n) I 0.

For all i, we define the fu¡ction d. (0) corresponding to the

set ts1 in the same manner, with 0 measured frcm the same
I

direction used for the set K. As no chord of \
by CoroJ-Iary 3.2.L we have that no zero of dt (0)
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of d. (0). By elementary analysis, \^¡e choose an infinite

subseguence (\ ), i € c C N, such that the zeros of d. (e),

i C G, on the ini,erval [Orn), form k convergent subsequences.

Since we lose no generality by doing so, we assume that the

seguence (\ ) is this subsequence (\ ), i e c. We now show

that unless A(K) < 4, then the limits 0r,02,...,0k of the

sequences of zeros of the functions d. (0) are aÌl the zeros of

d(0), and are disti.nct.

In Section 3.2 v¡e noted that each function d. (0) is continuous

in [O,fi). Since (\ ) converges to K in the Hausdorff metríc,

the functions, di (0) converge to d(0) uniformly. Suppose

d(Or) I O where 01 is the Iimit of a convergent sequence of

zeros of d. (0) . rn a neighbourhood of 0r, iatOl | Þ t-rla(Or) l,
by the continuity of d(0). Hence, by the uniform convergence of

d. (0) to d(e), there exists a number N, so that for i Þ N,

lq t0l ¡ > O for 0 in this neighbourhood of 0r. Therefore no

zeros of d. (0) Iie in this neighbourhood of 0r, for i > N.

þr contradiction we have proved that limits of convergent sequences

of zeros of di (0) are zeros for d(0).

Suppose 0**, is a zero of d(0) on [0,n), not one of the

Iimits above. If 0**, is an accumulation point of the set of

zeros of d(0), then K has an infinite number of chords of

symmetry, and Theorem 3.1.1 then implies A(K) < 4. If 0u*, is

an extremum of d(0) , then CoroJ-Iary 3.2.I implies that A(K) < 4.

We may therefore assune that 0**, l-ies between two neighbourhoocls

[0_,0krl ) and (Ok+r,0+] in which d(0) is non zero and of

opposite sign. By the uniform convergence of d. (0) to d(0),

there exists a number N such that for i ) N, d. (0) is non zero
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and of opposite sign in the neighbourhoods [0_,(O_+ek *rl/r] and

[ (ek+r*0*) /2,e1. As each d. (0) is a continuous function, for

i Þ N, d. (0) has a zero in the intervar ( (0_+0n ,r)/r, (0u*r+0*)/z).

By again choosing a subsequence. of the sequence of functions (d. (0) ),

we can asser! that there is a sequence of zeros of the functions

d. (0) lying in the above interval, which converge. As shown in

the previous paragraph, Èhis sequence converges to a zero of d(0)

which lies in the above interval, and so must converge to On*r.

As this contradicts our choice of Ok*r, we deduce that

0tr0zr...,0u are the only zeros of d(e).

Finally ,we show that 0 I , . . . ,0k are distinct. Suppose to

the contrary that 0r = 0ì. V{ithout loss of generality we assume

that 0r and 0z are the limits of (0 r (n) ) and (02 (n) ).

respect:'-ve1y, where 0r (n) < 0z (n) are zeros of dn (0) . For given

n, arrd j e {l ,z}, the zero of d,, (e) at 0. (n) corresporrds

to a chord of symmetry 
"j, notjt, r, of Kr,. As n becomes large,

P- and P_ approach P, on the chorcl of symmetry POPI of1, tr 2, n

K corresponding to the zero of d(0) at 0l = 02. By again

taking a suitable subsequence of \ (if necessary) and renarn-ing

this (\ ), we assume that the limit as n becomes large of the

angle of orientation of the chord Pr,rrPr,r, exists. We caII this

linit p.

Vùe show that the line I through P, with angle of orientation

Q, is a s¡rpporting l-ine to K at P. For suppose to the contrary

that l- is a proper chord of K which meets the boundary of K

at A. By taking n sufficiently large to make 
"r,, 

and ,a,n

very close to P, and the angle of orientation of -'he chord

P- P^ very close to Q, r^/e may assume that the line P_ P_l, r 2rî lrr.-2rn
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passes as close as hre choose to A. By convexity K' is bounded

by the line P P outsid,e the seqment P P . Thus,- trî 2rn l,n-2,n'

taking values of n approaching infinity, and since Kr, converges

to K, K is bounded by the limit of Èhe line Pr,oPr,r,. As

this limit is 1, we contradict our choice of I as a proper

chord of K. Sirnilarly, we can construct a supporting line to

K at P* parallel to I. By Theorem 1.2.8, we then deduce

that A(K) < 4.

3.6 Proof of Theorem 3.1.3

!{e now prove Theorem 3.1. 3. From Iheorem 3.1.1 \^re may

assume s(K), is odd, and so at least five. As 0 is an interior

point of the convex set K, by Cohn's Theorem I.3.1, K is

separated from aII non-zero lattice points by a finite number of

lines- Hence K is contained in a polygon K, bound.ed by these

lines and supporting lines to K at the endpoinr-s of its chords

of symmetry. Vle may clearÌy choose K so that each edge of K

contains in its relative interior at Ieast one endpoint of a

chord of symmetry or a lattíce point. As K has no smaller area

and no fewer l-ines of symmetry than K, lve take K to be the

polygon K. Should an edge of K contain an endpoint of each of

three or more chords of symmetry, by the convexity of K the

other endpoints 1ie on a parallel eCge. From Theorem I.2.8, we

then know that- A(K) < 4. We therefore may assume that the polygon

K has at Iêast five edges.

We now nodify the polygon K so that each edge of K conta,ins

at least one lattice point in its relative interior. If an edge

E of Ir contains no lattice point in its relative interior, we

form edge E (t) , parallel to E and dístance t further than E
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avray from 0. Denote by K(t) the polygon obtained from K by

including this new edge and extensions of the edges of K

adjacent to it. we continue to increase t until_ one of three
things happens:

(a) the length of E(t) becomes zero, or
(b) E(t) has a lattice point on it, in its relative

interior, or

(c) s(K(t)) I s(r).
one of these things must happen, since as K contains a disc
about 0, each modified set K(t) also contains the same disc,
and, by Theorem 1.3.1 such sets are uniformly bounded..

suppose (c) occurs either with or before either (a) or (b).

This can occur in two ways. Firstly, we suppose that K(È*) is
the first modified set for which s (K) / s (r(t*) ) . As neither
(a) or (b) are true for t < t*, each of the sets \ = K(t*.(Èr/i))
is admissible, and since (c) is false also for t ( ¿*, s(Ki ) = s(K)

is odd for each set. As the sequence (Ki ) converges to K(t*)
in the Hausdorff metric, we can deduce from lemma 3.5.r that
A(K(r*)) ( ¿.

Secondly, we suppose that s(K) = s(K(t*)) for all
t G [0,t*], but that this equarity hor-cs on no longer intervar.
By our assumption that (c) occurs with or before (a) or (b), and

noting that the transformation is such that (a) or (b) must occur

for some first modified set, we'may assume that neither (a) nor
(b) occur for t < t* + ô, for some 6 > o. 1'hus we can choose

a sequence K = K(t), t € (t*, t*+ô.L/i), of admissibre sets,
such that (t<.¡ 

,converges to K(t*) in the Hausdorff metric.
vle assume that s(K.) is odd and finite for each i, since
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othervrise we could ded.uce by Theorem 3.1.1 that A(K.) r ârrd

so A(K(t*)), is no greater than 4. In fact, as only three

ed.ges of K(t) are modified by the transformation, the value of
s(K.) differs from s(K(È*)) by at most six, for we showed in

an earlier argument that A(K(t)) ( ¿ if any edge of K(t)

contains the endpoints of more than two chords of symmetry.

llence \¡/e can choose a subsequence of K, , which we relabel
(K.), so that each s(K.) is odd, constant, and not equal to

s (K(È*) ) . By applying Lemma 3.5.I to this sequence (K-) , we

deduce that A(K(t*) ) < 4.

We may therefore assunre that K has at least five edges,

each of which contains a rattice point in its relative interior.

By Lenma 3.4.1(ii) we deduce that 0 is an interior point of
the lattice polygon Y whose vertices are those rattice points

on the boundary of K.

We no\¡¡ further modify K so that each edge E of K either

contains two l-attice points in its relative interíor, or one

lattice point at its midpoint. we show that such a modification
increases the area A(K), does not decrease s(K) and does not

remove from the boundary of K any of the lattice points on it.

Suppose L, not the mídpoint of edge E of K, is the only

lattice point in the rel-ative interior of E. We replace E by

another edge E(!;) , tttorgl, L, at angle ìl to E. As L is
not the nr-idpoint of E, we may orient rlr so that for (small)

positive 1þ, the set K(q/) bounded Lry E(V) and the extensions

of edges of K other than Et has area greater than A(K). As

the boundary of K is continuous, atrd since E (ú) pívots about

L which is not its midpoint, A(K(!J)) increases continuously
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with ú until one of three things happens:

(d) t is the midpoint of E (q.t) , or

(e) E(tf) contains two tattice points in its relative

interior, or

(f) s(K(qr)) ls(K).

No lattice points are lost from the boundary of K in this

npdification of K. For, were L1 to be lost at angle ,l), as

L is not the mid-point of E (tir) , the lattice point 2L-L1 lies

in the relative interior of E(rr). Hence the convex hu1l of those

Lattice points on the boundary of K, Y C K(qr). As 0 ís an

interior point of Y, we have by Cohn's Theorem l-.3.1 that the

sets K(t|.,) are uniformly bounded.. Hence, for sufficiently large

rþ, (d) or (e) must occur. Suppose (f) occurs either with or

before either (d) or (e) .

This can occur in two ways" Firstly suppose K(U*) is the

first modified set for which s (K(rf *) ) I s (t<) . The sequence of

admissible sets r. : K(ü* (L-L/i) ) converges to K(qJ*) in the

Haus<lorff metric, and s(K.) = s(K) is odd for each set K, in

the sequence. By applying Lemma 3.5.I to the sequence (K.) \^/e

d.educe that A(K({r*) ) < 4.

Secondly, suppose that s (K) = s (K(tl) ) for all- tf € [O,rf *] ,

but this equality holds on no longer interval. lVe can apply the

same argument used above for K(t), noting carefully that only

three edges of K are modified by this transformation on any

sufficiently small open interval. As above \^re can deduce that

A(K(V*)) ( ¿ in this case.

In performing the above modifications to the polygon K,

there is a possibility that an :-nfinite seguence of nodifications
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may occur. For example, a sequence of edge turning modifications

m¿ry successively upsei: the previously set lattice point midpoints

of edges. However, all the modifications of K contain Y, and

so contain a fixed disc about 0. By Cohnrs Theorem 1.3.1, all

such mod.ifications of K are bounded by a uníform bound.

We may thus apply Blaschke's Selection Theorern 1.7.1 to any

such sequence of mo<lifications of K, (K.), and obtain a lirnitingr

figure K*, which can no longer be n¡cdified. Hov/ever, s (Kt) = s(K)

is odd for each of these ad¡rissible sets K., and the sequence

K, converges to K* in the Hausdorff metric. Hence by Lemma

3.5.1 we deduce that unless s (K*) = s (K) then A(K) < 4.

We therefore may assume s (K*) = s (K) , and since Krt is

immutable by the above modifications it must be a convex polygon,

with at least five edges, each edge containing at least one l-atÈice

point in its:elative interior. Further, rf- any edge E of Klt

contains only one lattice point L in its relative interíor, L

is the midpoint of E. We call such an edge E a Latt'ice

tnidpo'int edge. Since s(K*) = s(K) Þ 5, by Theorem 3.1.2 we

deduce that A(K*) < 4.5

Dencte by Z tlne convex lattice polygon formed by the

convex hurl of the set of lattice points which lie on the boundary

of K*, but are not vertices of K*. As 0 is the only possible

lattice point in the interior of Z, C K* r wê deduce from Lemma

3. 4. I (iv) that Krk has either ,

(S) f.ive edges, one containing two lattice points in

its relative interior, the other four e<lges each

Iattice midpoint edges, or
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(h) five edges, each lattice rnidpoint edges, or

(i) six edges, each lattice midpoint edges.

We first show that cases (S) and (h) cannot arise. In

case (g), by Lenma 3.4.1(iii), z, having six lattice points on

its boundary, is a centrally symmetric hexagon H which is an

affine transform of H0, the hexagon shown in Figure 3.2. The

incidences of K* with H listed in (g), become, when transformed

by the inverse of this affine transformation, incidences of the

image of K* with Hs. Indeed, these incidences are exactly

those needed for Lemma 3.4.2. Hence the image of K*, and hence

K*, j-s a quadrilateraÌ. Hence case (S) cannot occur. In case (h),

by Lemma 3.4.3 (i), each vertex of K¡k is also a lattice.point,

and. so K* has ten boundarlz lattice points. By Pick's Theorem

1.5.I, v¡e deduce that A(K*) = 5. However, sínce this contradicts

the bound. on A(K*) given above by Theorem 3.I.2, case (h) cannot

arise

Finally, in case (i), by Lemma 3.4.1(iii), as Z has six

vertices and only one interior lattice poínt, it is a centrally

symmetríc hexagon. Thus the latti.ce points on the boundary of

K* number 6, and are syrnmetrically located about O. By Lemma

3.4.3(iii) then, K'k is itself centrally symmetric about 0.

By Minkowski's Theorem I.1.3, we deduce that ¡1ç*¡ ( 4.

3.1 Boundary Lattice Poiuts

ble now give a simple corollary to Theorem 3.I.2, attained by

using lemma 3.4.1 to describe the configuration of lattice points

on the boundary of a set.

Corollary 3.7.L Let K be a strictly convex compact set in E2

which contains in its interior only one lattice point 0, and
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which has more than four lattice points on its boundary. Then

K contains either 5 or 6 lattice poinÈs on its boundary, and

has area no rnore than 4.5det(,[).

Proof Let Z d.enote the closed convex hull of K n /1.. As K

is strictly convex and has more than four lattice points on its

boundary, Z is a convex lattice polygon with at least five

vertices. Since Z CK and as K contains only one point 0

of 
^ 

ín its interior, we deduce from lemma 3.4.l- that O e Z,

ar¡d that Z has at npst 6 vertices. Indeed if Z has six

vertices it is centrally symmetric about O, and so the three

common chords of Z and. passing through the vertices of Z

and 0 are each cherds of symmetry of K. By Theoren 3.I.2

therefore, as s (K) Þ 3, À(K) ( 4.5det(l\).

Suppose now that Z has only five vertices. We claim that

Z and K share Lwo common chords whose endpoints are vertices

of Z, and which are bisected by 0. The concl-usion of the

theorem then follolt/s, as s(K) Þ 2 and so by T'heorem 3.L.2,

A(K) < 4.5det(Â) . Nlow Z lnas no non-zero lattice point in its

interior . AIso, Z has no lattice poinE in the rel-ative interior

of any edge, since the strict convexicy of K woul-d then place

such a lattice poi-nt. in the interior of K. We label Z cyclically

as A1A2À3AaA5, and note that since Z has 5 vertices, at least

one vertex, say À1., is the only vertex of Z on the line Ar0.

The line Al0 must at the boundary of Z between vertices Ae

and Aq since otherwise either A10A3AaA5 or ArAzA¡A+0 is a

convex lattice 5-gon which by Iemma 3.4.I must conLain a second
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ínterior lattice point in K. Thus both ArAzAeO and ArOAr+As

are convex lattice 4-gons with no point of 
^ 

in their interiors.

B1z lemma 3.4.1 each of tl:ese 4-gons has a pair of parallel edges.

As these edges are eitfier internal'to Z or on the boundary of

Z, they contain no points of 
^ 

in their relative inÈerior.

Each 4-gon is therefore a paralleloqram and so A10rA2A3 and A,+As

are adjacent parallel lattice lines. Let Ãr I Ar be the lattice

point on Ar0 adjacent to 0. Since there are no points of the

lattice between the lines AzAs and A,*As other than those on

ArO, the lattice hexagon H = ArAzA¡ÃlAqAs contaíns only the

Iattice point 0 in its interior. By lemma 3.A.L(iii), this

hexagon H is therefore an integral uninrodul-ar transfr>rm of Ho.

Thus Az0A+ and AaOAs are chords of H, and so chords of

symmetry of K as required above.

3.8 Incentre Círcumcentre Results

!{e now deduce an analogue of Theorem L.2.L, which sÈated

that an admissibl-e set with centre of gravity 0 has area at

most 4.5det (Ä) . t{e show

Theorem 3. 8. I Let K be an adm.issibl-e set. Then A (K) <  . 5det (l^)

if either of the following conditions hol-d

(i) the smallest honothet of any given symmetr-ì.c corrV€X

set K1 which contains K is centred at 0.

(ii) a largest homothet of any given symmetric convex set

Kz which is contailred by K is centred at 0.

In particular, when K1 or K.z is a circle, we can restate

tle theorem as,
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Corollary 3.8.1 I€t K be an admissible set. fhen

if either of the following conditions hold

the circumcentre of K.

A (K) < 4.5det (Â)

(i) 0

(ii) o is an incentre of K

Proof of Theorem 3.8.1 By Theorerns I.2.I and 3.L.2, the resuLt

witl follorv if r^re can show that under either of the conditions

(i) or (ii), K has either an extremal chord of symmetry, or

that s(K) Þ 2. We show that this is so in the following two

lemmas. With Èhese Lemmas, then, Theorem 3.8.1 is proved,.

Lemma 3.8 .2 Let K be a convex set in the plane which contains

0 as an interior point. We suppose that the smallest Ï¡omothet. of

a given symmetric convex set K1 which contains K is centred

at 0. Then K has eithe:l an extremal chord of symmetry or has

s(K) > 3.

Proof Without loss of generality¡ \dê suppose that K¡ is a

symmetric convex set containing Kf centred at O, no smaller

homothet of which (about any centre) contains K. fn order to

discuss the chords of K through 0, we f-irst show that the

boundaries of K and Kl , âX and âKr, meet in at l-east three

points forming a triangle containing 0, or that K and K¡

share an extre¡nal chord of symmetry.

Plainly âf fì äKr is at feast one point, for othe.rwise a

smaller homothet of K1 centred at 0 wiII still contain K.

T.f âf n ârr is just one point- P, !ùe translate Kr a small

distance arvay froin P, orthogonal to a supporting line of K

IS
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at P, to the set Ki which still contains K and whose boundary

does not meet ðr. A smaller homotheÈ of Ki say Ki will

therefore contain K, and since the product of a homothet and

translation is a homothet with different centre, Ki is a

smaller homothet of Kr which contains K. By our choice of Kl

we deduce a contradiction. Tlherefore âf n ¡¡t is at least two

points.

lrle now suppose that P a¡rd P I are points of ðx ñ ât<r

which are collinear with 0. As K¡ is O-symmetric, the chord

POPi of K is a chord of symmetry clf K. As Kr is O-symmetric,

K1 has a pair of parallel supporting lines at P and P', which

since K C Kr are also supporting J-ines to K at P and P'.

Thus K has an extremal chord of symnietry.

!{e next suppose that ðI( ñ âKr has no pair of points

col-Iinear with 0. lrle show that in this case there are three

points Pr Pz and P3 of âf n ¡¡r such that 0 is interior

to the triangle PrPzPs. Supposing to the contrary that 0 is

not interior to any such triangle, we let PrPz be the conmon

chord of K and Kr whích passes cl-osest to 0. Hence the

open arc of the boundary of K between Pr and Pzt to the side

of PrPz containing 0, contains no point of âXl in íts

convex hull-. Since K1 is centralJ-y symmetric about 0, the

sernitangents to K at Pr and P2, to the side of PrPz

contaíning 0, are eíther parallel or meet at a point A to

the side of PlPz not containing O. Hence we can translate Kr

to a set Ki in the d,irection 0Q by a suitably smatl distance,

so that âf1 n âf = 0. That thís intersection j-s empty is assured

by our choice of Pr and P2 and by the fact that there are no
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points of ðfr on the arc of ðr from Pr to Pz which encloses

0. Since a smaller homothet of Kï, which is a smaller honrothet

of Kl, thus conÈains K, we d.educe a contradiction against the

choice of K1 above. Hence there are points P1P2P3 of âf n âKr

which form a triangle strictly containing O.

The three chords 
", 

O"r' , j=I ,2,3, of K have the property

that 1oe, I t loe,'1, since K c Kr, and since ðx n ðKr has

no pair of points collinear with 0. Since 0 is an interior

point of the triangle PrPzPg, the six endpoints of these chords

are given successively around âf by PIPåP2PiPrPä. Since the

boundary of is continuous, between each of Pl and På,

På and P2 and P2 and Pi lies the endpoint of a chord of

symmetry of K. Hence s(K) Þ 3, and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.8.3 L.et K be a convex set in the plane which contains

0 as an interior poinÈ. We suppose thaÈ a largest homothet of a

given symmetric convex set K2 which is contained by K is

centred at 0. Then K has either an extremal chord of symmetry

or has s(K) Þ 2.

Proof Without loss of generalityr 'd€ suppose that Kz is a

symmetric convex set contained in K, centred at 0 no smaller

homothet of which (ebout any centre) is contained in K. As in

Lemma 3.8.2, we can easily show that ôx ñ ðKz consists of at

Ieast two points.

We now suppose that points P and Pr col.Iinear with O

belong to ðrñ ðKz. As Kz is O-symmetric, the chord POP'

is a chord of slzrrunetry of K. A supporting line at P or P'
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to K2 need not be a supporting line to K; this may happen when

P or P' is a corner point of K2. As we need. only censider the

case when K has no extremal chord of syÍunetry, \¡/e suppose that

K has supporting lines I and L' aÈ P and P' respectively,

which meet in a point A. Indeed. we choose these lines to be the

semitangents to K at P and P' to the side of POp' away

from A. If ðf n ðKz has no points on the sid.e of popr away

from Q, we can translate Kz in the directj-on q*O by a suffÍciently

small distance that its translate Kå has no points in common

vrith ðf. By our choice of I and L' , neither p nor pr lies

on ðKå. Since a larger homothet of KL, and so of K2, is

therefore contained in K we derive a contradiction against our

choice of Kz. There is thus at Ieast one point Pr of ðf n ðKz

on the side of POP| away from A.

Since .1, and Lt meet, there are points Rr and R2,

arbitrarily close to P and P', on the borrndary of K, to the

side of POP| containing Q, with the foll.owing property. The

chord *, O*,' of K is dir¡ided by O such that ll O | . lOn' I,
for í=f.,2. Because Kz C K, the chord P10Pï of K has the

property that lnïo I > lOnr l. As the bounoary of the convex set

K is continuous, between Rr and. pï, (or possibly at pi)

there is an endpoint P2 of a chord of symmetry P2OPL of K.

That is lerol = lot!|. As popr is also a chord of symmetry of

K, s(K) Þ 2, and the result fol-Iorvs.

Vle nov/ can suppose that âf n âKz has no pair of points

collinear w.ith 0. As in lemma 3.8.2, we can easily show that

there are three points PlPzPs of âf n ðfz, such that 0 is

an interior point of the trianglä PrPzPg. The three chords
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P,0",' , í=I,2,3 of K on which these points lie have the property

that lO", | . ¡oe,'|. As O lies in the inrerior of rhe Èriangle

P¡P2P3, the end.pcints of these chords are ordered cyclically
P'PåP2P1P3På about ðr. Sr the cóntinuity of the boundary of
K there is between each of Pr and På, På and pz and pz

and Pi the endpoint of a chord of symmetry of K. Thus s (K) Þ 3

in this case, and the proof of the lemma is completed.
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CHAPTER 4

Minkowski's Theorem with Other Measures of Symmetry

4.L Introduction

L'et 
^ 

be a lattice in the plane having deterrninant

<iet(Â). As in Chapter 3 we say that the set K ís admíssibLe

if it is a closed convex set in the plane with O the only

point of 
^ 

in its interior.

Ðefinition 4.1.1 We define a ehord of areal sAtftÌnetrA to be a

chord through 0 which splits K into two regions of equal

area. A chord through 0 equidistant from two parallel lines

of support of K we call a tn|dcVnrd of syrnnetr! r while we say

that if the set K is invariant under reflection in a chord

through 0, then that chorcl is a ehoz'd of refLectiÐe slJïrnety,A .

a, ettprd of pez"Lmetez, syntnetz,y passes through O and partitíons

the boundary of K into two arcs of equal length. A diametral

chord of perimeter symmetry is such a chord at whose end.poinÈs

K has lines of support perpendicular to the chord. I,üe denote

the number of each of these types of chorcls by a(K) , m(K), r(K) ,

p(K) and dp(f) respectively. Additionaì-Iy, if an admissible

set K is invariant under a rotation centred. at 0 of 2r/n

radians, we 1et t(K) = D, where n is the largest such integer,

or æ if K is fixed under a 'rotatj-on by an irrational multiple
of rt, (in which case K is simply a circular disc) .

Definition 4.L.2 We say that an integer vaiued function (possibly

defined on the set of admissible sets, is aninfinite) f (K) ,

M-ftmetion, when
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and (ii)
f (K) > I

f (K) - 3
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and, f(K) l3 implythat A(K)<4det(Ä),

implies that A(K) < 4.5 det(A).

fn Chapter 3, vre showed that s(K) is an M-fwtetion.

tte show

Theorem 4.1.1 The function a(K) is an llt-fimctíon.

Theorem 4.I.2 The function m(K) ís an lll-fwtction.

Theorem 4.1.3 The function r(K) is an lvl-fwr.etion, and r(K) = 3

only if adjacent chords of reflective symmetry form'angles of Tr/3.

Theorem 4.I.4 The function t(K) is an Ll-fwtction.

We show that Theorems 4.I.1 and 4.L.2 give the best possible

bounds on A(K) for al1 
^ 

and all values of a(K) and n(K).

Each of Theorems 4.1.3, 4"L.4 gives the best possible bound on

A(K) for at least one lattice when r(K) , t(K) equals 2,3,4

or 6. Under a finear transformation of K and 
^, 

the values

of A(K)/det(Â), a (K) and m(f) are invariant. It suffices to

show Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.L.2 are best possible with respect

to any one lattice.

In the hexagonal lattíce generated by a = (2,O) and

þ = (t,/Z), the equilateral triangle T, with vertices

vl =-a+2bt v2=-b+2a and v3=-b-a hasarea 4.5det(À) .

Each chord through the origin 0 and a vertex of T is simultaneously

a chord of areal symmetry, a midchord of symmetry, a chor:d of

refl-ective symmetry and a diametral chord of perimeter symmetry.

AIso, as T is invariant under a ¡otation of 2r/3 about 0,
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t(T) - 3. Hence the bound of 4.5det(Â) can be attained in each

of the above theorems. In the same lattice, the regiular hexagon

H with vertices !2/3vt, !2/3v2, !2/3vs, has area 4det(Â),

and r(H) = t(H) = dp(H) = 6, a(H) = m(H) = @. Vle obtain two

further critical exampì-es for Theorems 4.1.3, 4.7.4 in the integer

lattice Â0. Let U be the square with vertices (1I,tI), and

let R be the rectangle with vertices !(3/2,-L/2) , !(I/2,-3/2) .

Only the four chord.s of U parallel to and midway between the

coordinate axes are chords of ref-lective symmetry for U, while

only the chords midway between the axes are chords of refl-ective

symmetry for, R. As A(U) = A(R) = 4 = 4det(Ao) we have shown

theorem 4.I.3 to be best possible, in four instances. Since

t(U) - 4 and t(R) = 2, we have also shown theorem 4.L.4 to be

best possible, in these same four instances.

The argument that Theorem 4.1.1 is best possible when a(K)

is finite is a little more complicated. Let int U denote the

interior of U, and 1et C C int U be a- closed, convex, proper

2n-gon (n Þ 2) which is centrally synunet-ric about 0. F\rrther,

Iet the edges of C be l-a-l¡elled êl rê2,... te2^ in a clockwise

direction, and fet el be parallel to the x-axis and bisected

by the positj-ve y-axis. For given small n > 0, wê may assume

that A(C) > A(IJ) - n. !ìte now modify to produce a set C' for

which CCC'CU and a(C')=n.

First suppose that n is even. To ed.ge €t, ad.d a small

scal-ene triangle T for which the area lying in the halfplane

x ( 0 exceeds the area lying in x Þ 0 by e/2 (e > 0). To

the edqe e , add the mirror iraage of r ín the x-axis. To- n*l'

the edges
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ê2rê,*r... ¡€rr rên+3 r€n+S r... rê2n_l

add a small region of area e. (Figure 4.I, Opposite, shows Èhe

case n = 4. ) By choosing e sufficiently small we can ensure

that the resulting set Cr is stilt convex, C' C U r and

A(U) - n < A(C') 14 = A(U). Also, C' has precisely n chords

of areal syrunetry, namely, the chord along the y-axis, and the

n/2 + (n/2-L) chords which bisect the added regions on edges

other than el and ên+I.

For odd n, we need not isolate a pair of edges êl and

e . - for special treatment as in the above case for even n.n+l

fnstead, add,to each of the edges €2,ê,,,... ¡ê2n a region of
area e > 0, sufficiently small to ensure that the resirlting

set C' C U is s*-ill convex. The chcrds of areal symmetry of

C' are precisely the n chords passing through 0 which bisect

the area of one of these added regions.

Finally, \¡¡e argue that Theorem 4.L.2 is best possible when

m(K) is finite. Let C C int U be specified as above. V,Ie

now modify C to produce a set C" for which C C C', C U and

m(C") = n. To each of the edges etr...ren we add a region of
small positive area, so that the resulting set C" is convex,

C" C int U, and so that each vertex of C is a boundary point

of C". We choose the added reqions, so that C,' has a unique

supporting line at each of the n-I vertices incident with

e2t...rên_l, and a unique pair of parailel supporting lines at

the pair of opposite vertices incid-ent with er and €n. Th_is

latter pair of parallel supporting 1ines, together with the n-l

unique pairs of parallel supporting lines at the other pairs of
opposite vertices, lie parallel to n midchords of symmetry

through 0.
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lVe show that Lhere are no other midchords of symmetry. In

each pair of parallel supporting lines of C", one line must

meet one of the edges €n+I r...,ê2nr ând hence be incident with

a vertex of C". Therefore any,pair of parallel supporting lines

equidistant from 0 must meet. C" at a pair of opposite vertices

of C", and so must be one of the n unique such pairs counted.

above. As A(C") > A(C) > A(U) - | = 4det(Â) - l, the bound of
Theorem 4.L.2 cannot be improved.

The exarnple chosen above suggests perhaps that A (K) = 4det (Â)

is impossible when m(K) is finite and not one or three. As a

counter-example, the trape¿ium Z with vertices (-Lr2), (2,-I),

(-1,0) and (0,-1) is admissible with respect to Â0, but

A(Z) = 4det(^o), and m(Z) - 2.

4.2 Area Symmetry

Proof of theorem 4.1.1 Threorems L.2.7 and 1.2.8 show that an

admissíble set K has area A(K) < 4det(Â) whenever

(1) a chord of symmetry of K is al-so a chord of areal

symrnetry of K, or

(2) K has parailel supporting l_ines at the endpoints of

a chorcl of symmetry (that is, K has an eætr,emaL

chord of symmetry, section 3.f).

Let AR (e) be the area of that part of an admissible set K

to the right. of a directed chord c(0) = p'0È of K, which makes

an angle LPOX = 0 (0 < 0 ( n) with the positive x-axis.

Similarly, let AL (0) be the area of that part of K to the

left of c (0) . I^Ie show that AR (0) is a different-i¿¡.bre function

of 0. The areas of the two almost triangular regions of K

v¡hich l-ie between the chords c (0) and c(0+d0) are well
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2AR (e)-A(K) is therefore

and has derivative

$ta* tet I ,r* %(op) 2a0i_%(op, ) 2¿e 
= %t (op) z_10e, 

) 2l .
de+O d0

The function ¿lA (0 ) = A^ (0 ) -Ar (0 )

differentiable with respect to 0,

di (0) 2ol (0) (oP)2 - (oe'¡z

Hence we can identify a zero oî. dA(0) with a chord of areal

symmetry of K, and a zero of its derivative di(0) with a

chord of s)rynmêtry of K.

We now show that simplifying assumptions about the fu¡ction

dA(0) can be made. Suppose that at some angle 00, di(00) - 0

but do(00) ís not an extremum. Without loss of generalíty

assume that di(e) > 0 for 0 ín a neighbourhood w(00,e)

about 00. Ilence for 0 C l¡(Oc,e), d(0) = P'OP has the property

that the segrrent 0P is no shorter than OPr. Therefore, a

supporting line to K at the endpoint Pe ,of c(00) = P|OP¡r

together with a parallel line through Pä form a pair of

parallel supporting lines at the endpoints of c(00), a chord

of symmetry of K. 'Iheo::en L.2.8 states that A(K) < 4 in

this case.

Tf c(01) is l¡ot-h a chord of areal symmetry of K and a

chord of symmetry of. K, Theorem 1.2.7 gives that A(K) < 4

A particular case of thi.s occurs whe¡r a(K) is infinite, as the

infínite set of zeros of dA(e) must have an accumulation point

0r € [0,n) . By continryity 0r ís a]-so a zero of. dA(O). and

indeed must also be a zero of its derívative ai(e).
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we may therefore assume that di(e) - 0 only at extrema of

di(0), and only when dA(O) I o. By applying Rolle's theorem to

dA(0), wê deduce that di(o) has an odd" or infinite, number

of zeros between each pair of successive zeros of dA(O). The

number of pairs of successive zeros of dA(0) equals a(K) ' for

we identify the last and first zero on [0'n) as such a pair.

The vafue of s(K) is therefore either infinite, or a(K) + 2E'

where t is a nonnegative integer. Theorem 4.1.1- now follows

as a simple corollary of the result proved in Chapter 3' that

s (K) is an l,l-functíon.

4. 3 Midchord Symmet:ly

Proof of Theorem 4.I.2 Let K be an admissible set having m(K)

midchords of symmetry. Hence K is a subset of the 2(m(K))-gon,

P, centrally symmetric about 0, formed from those pairs of

parallel supports of K parallel to the midchords. I4hen n(K)

is infinite, we simply regard some of the sides of this polygon

P to have lengrths equal to or approaching zeto. Since the sides

of P are all lines of support of K' K contains a point on

each side of P. Let Sr and Sz be two opposite sides of

of P, containing points Rr and R2 of K respectively.

Let R¡ and Ra be points such that RtR¡ and RzR,* are chords

of K through 0. The midpoint of the chord RIOR¡ lies no

further from sl than s2, since Ra € K and sz bounds

K, anci so the d.istance l*tol > lon, l. Símilarly the midpoint

of R¡ORa lies no further from Sz than Sl, and so

lnuOl < lonrl. fndeecl, if equality holds in either of the above

expressions, Sr and Sz are parallel supports of K at the

endpoints of a chord of symmetry of K, and we can deduce that
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AiK) ( 4det(Â) by Scott's lllreorem I.2.8. Otherwise, by the

continuiiy of the bor:ndary of K, there must exist a chord of

K, R50R6 between the chords R¡0R3 and Rq0Iì2, such that

lnsOl = lO*rl. Hence we may assume K has at least one chord

of symmetry associated exclusively with each of its midchords,

and so s (K) > m (K) . Since s (K) is an lrl-ftmet'Lon, by

Theorems 3.I.1, 3.I.2 and 3.1.3, Theorem 4.L.2, now follows with

the exception of the case m(K) - ) and s(K) = l. I,rle demonstrate

that this situation can never aríse, by showing that if an

admissible set K has s(K) - 3 and A(K) > 4det(Â), then

m(K) > 2.

Suppose K is an admissible set, with s (K) = J and

A(K) > 4det(Â). Sínce A(K) > 4det(A), we may assume without

Ioss of generalíty that the supporting lines at the endpoints of

the three chords of syrìmetry meet as in Figure4.2. This same

assumpt.ion is justified in section 3.3 in the proof of Theorem

3.I.2, from which we adopt the notation P,0P,' , Ti, i e {f ,2,3}

for the chords of symmetry and the intersections of the supporting

Iines at their endpoints. The chord midway between the two parallel

support-incr lines of K, parallel to T1P¡, in Fi.gure4.2lies to

the same side of 0 as Pï, since no support parallel to TiPr

passes through Pi. Similarly the chord midway between two

parallel supporting lines of K, parallel to Trpi Lies to

the same side of 0 as Pr. Hence, as the signed distance

between 0 and a chord of K mídway between parallel supports

of K at angle 0 wj-th the x-axis is a continuous function of

0, there is a midchord of symmetry of K, parallel to TlX,

wher:e X lies on the chord PtOPi. Similarly, miclchords of

symmetry of K are generated paralleI to TzY and TsZ, where
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Y € P20P; and Z e P30P!. That the directions of TrX, T2Y,

and lsz are distinct is easiry confirmed from the configmration

shown in Figure 4.2, opposite. Hence m(K) Þ 3, and the proof

is complete.

4.4 Reflection/Rotation Symmetry

Proofs of Theorems 4.1.3 and 4.I.4 Every chord of reflective

symmetry is al-so clearly a chord of areal symmetry of K. Hence,

by Theorem 4.1.I, when r(K) ;' 3, or when r(K) is infinite,

we deduce that A(K) < 4det(Ä) .

If r(K) = 2, the two chords of reflective symmeÈry must

form an angle of Tt/2, for otherwise the reflection of one in the

other forms a'third distinct chord of reflective symmetry. ln this

case any further chords of areal symmetry give rise f-o an even

number of chords of areal- symmetry, by reflection irr the two-

perpendicular chords of reflective symmetry. Hence the number of

chords of areaf symmetry is even or infinite, and so Theorem 4.L.I

implies that A(K) < 4det(Â). If r(K) = 3, the chords must form

angl-es of T/3, else their images in each other: form further

chords of reffective symmetry. By Theorem 4.1.1 we thus complete

the proof of Theorem 4.I.3.

The set K is centrally s1'mmetric about 0 if. t (K) is

a multiple of 2, for then K is invariant under a iralfturn about

0. All admissible sets have at l-east one chord of symmetry as \^¡e

noted in Chapter 3. The images of any such chord un<ler the t(K)

rotations belonging to the symmetry group of K are also chords

of syrnmetry of K. Hence the number of chords of symmetry, s(K)

is no less than t(K). By Theorems 3.1.I, 3.I.2 and 3.I.3 we

thus cornpLete the proof of Theorem 4.1.4.
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4.5 Perimeter Symmetry

Let K be an adnrissible set with dp(K) > 1. IÆt c(cl)

and c (o+p) be two diametral chords of perimer-er s)ryrunetry of

K, separated b1z an angle ß € (OrT). As in previous arguments,

we denote by K the reflection of K in 0, and. describe in

polar form by functions al (0) and az(0), 0 € [u,cl+$] the arcs

of K and K respectively between c (cr) and c (a+ß). Since

these chords are chords of perimeter symmetry of K the arcs ar (0)

and az (0) have the same length. As the chords are also diametral

the arcs have supporting lines at their endpoints orthogonal to

c (Cx) and c (q+ß) respectíve1y. lrle f irst show

Lemma 4.5.I For arcs ar (0) and as described above,

such that al (y) = az (y).

az (0)

(o,o+B¡there is at l-east one angle y €

Proof With no loss of generality, rotating the coordinate axes

if necessary, we assume that 0, = 0. To the conf-rary we suppose

there is no such angle {. By the symmetry of properties of

ar (0) and az (0), wê assume without loss of generality that

ar (0) < az (0) for all- 0 € (0,ß). I¡le reflect t-he two arcs about

axis c(ß), and so extend their definítion t-o 0 € [0,2ß]. Hence

a. (28-ô) = a. (ô) for any ô € [0,ß] and í=L,2. Since c (ß)

is á:diametral chord, the extend.ed arc a. (0) stiIl has a

supportíng line at Èhe end,point of c (ß) , namely that orthogonal

to this chord.

The perimeter of a convex set is a strictly increasing fr:nction

with respect to set inclusion. A procf of this fact can be found

in Yaglom and Bottyanski [I7], p. 15. Our argument j.s easy in the

following case. I{e suppose that ß divideS T, and we extend
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our definitions of a. (0) , i=I,2, to 0 e [OrZn] by making each

a. (0) periodic with period 2g Since a. (2ß) = a. (0) the

curve so represented is closed for i=Lt2, and since the same

number of units of the original arcs a. (0) are used in each

instance, both of these curves have the same length. Finally,

since a.(0) bounds a convex set, for 0 e (0r0, namely K or

R, at each point in this range a supporting line can be drawn

to the curve a. (0). By reflecting in c(ß) and/ox then a

rotation by a multiple of 23, this set of supporting lines is

transformed to a set of supporting lines for the closed arc a.(0),

which therefore boun<ls a convex set, L.. Since ar (0) < az (0)

for 0 e (0,i3), it follows Èhat Lt c Lz. However as the perimeters

of L1 and L2 are equal, we have contradicted the first statement

of this paragraph, and so proved the result in this simple case.

Suppose now that IT is r¡ot an integral multiple of B. The

following construction is ill-ustrated in Figure 4.3, opposite. We

can as above extend the definition of a. (0), so that a. (0) is

defined for 0 e (0,8), where E > n, and so that the curves

a. (0), of equal length, have supporting lines at al.L points, and.

at their endpoints 
"r, o and Er, q have supporting lines Lr, 

o

and 9". - orthogonal to the chords c(0) and c(E) respectively,rt t-

for i=Lt2. Let P denote the point of intersection of lines

9, - and f" - , and let the set L. be the convex hull- of P2,O 2rL i

and the points of curve a. (0), 0 e (O,E), i=L,2. By our

construction each set I is symmetric about the line OP. l'te

now show that the peri.meter of L¡ is no less than that of L2, which wi.Il

contrad,ict the fact that Lr is contained in L2. Since c(0) is a

diametraf chor'l of K, L2 0 is orthogonal to c (0) and so the length
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E ^P is no greater than the length from P Èo the point Pl,2rO

the intersection of c(0) and Èhe boundary of L1. Indeed, this

Iength is strictly less unless t, = "r, o. The length of the

boundary of L¡ from c(0) to c(E/2) is made up from some of

the arc al (0) and a segment (of length O only if nr="r, 
o )

of the supporting line of the curve ar (0) through P1. Let P2

be the intersection of this supporting line and the line [r,-o.

The length PzPr is no less than length PrEr, o, since [r, 
o

is orthogonal to c (0) ^ Therefore the length of the boundary of

Lr from c(0) to c(E/Z) is no less than the length of boundary

of Lr , with P2Er, o replacing PzPr . This second length is

however, no less than the length of a, (0) between c (O) and

c(E/2) , since the convex hull- of a, (0), 0 e (O,E/2) , and

the point 0 is contained in the convex huII of 0 with the

above curve. By symmetry then the perimeter of L2 is no l-ess

than that of Ll, and by construction Lr c Lz. A contradiction

thus exists unless LL = Lz in which case the point P1 is

ur, o a¡d so ar (0) = az (0) for 0 e (O,l) , in contradiction

to the above.

We are now in a position to prove that dp (0) is almost an

M-function. We can prove

Theorem 4.5.2 Let K be an admissible set having dp (K)

diametral- chord.s of perimeter syÍunetry. Then, if dp(f) ;' 1r

A (K) < 4. 5det (Â) and if dp (r) ) 3, A (K) < 4. det (1,) .

Proof By lemina 4.5.I there l-ies a chord of symmetry of K

strictly between any two diametral chords of perimeter synìrnetry

of K. Hence s (K) Þ dp (r) .. The result follows as a trivial
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consequence of Theorems 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.

It is interesting to note that Theorem 4.5.2 gives the

best possible bound on A(K) for at least one lattice when

dp(K) = 2,3.4 and 6. In section 4.1 we noted examples of this

when dp(r) = 3r4 and 6. Irle denote by T' the convex set formed

by modifying the equilateral triangle T of section 4.1 by

removing from the triangle at each of two of its vertices, an

equilateral triangle of side length e, and at the third vertex

a right angled triangle, with base angle 1t/3 and base length

e/ (3-/3). The perimeter of Tr is 3e less than the perimeter

of T, as it is reduced by e at each corner. The set Tr is

aclmissible, and for small e has just three chorcfs of perimeter

symmetry, as had T. The two chords of T', lying on the

medians of T, which have an endpoint on the side of one of

the two small- equilateral triangles removed from T, are clearly

diametral chords of perineter symmetry, The third chord of

perimeter symmetry of Tr lies close to the third median line of

T, but is not diametrstl since the altitude of the removed right

triangle, an edge of T', l-ies at approximateì-y Tr/3 to this

chord and contains in its interior one endpoint of the chord..

Ilence dp(t') = 2, and since A(T') is arbitrarily close to

4.5det(Â), the result 4.5.2 is again best possible in this case.

Our resul-ts on diametral chords of perimeter symmetry foÌlow

from Lemma 4.5.1. Tt is not true that betv¡een any two chords of

perimeter symmetry of an admissible set there is always a chord

of symmetry of the set. However, I have yel- to find a set which

contrad.icts the following co¡rjecture.

Con jecture 4 . 5 . 3 The function p (K) is an llvl-function.
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CHAPTER 5

The Minkowski-Vander Corput Theorem

with Rel-axed Symmetry Conditions

5.I Introduction and Statement of Results

Definition 5.L.1 Let
^ 

be a lattice in the plane with determinanÈ

det(Â). We say that a closed convex set in the plane, which contains

0 as an interior point, is t-admíssíbLe if K contains at most

t lattice points besides 0 in its interior.

Definition 5.L.2 I cVnz.d of synrnetry of K is a chord of K

through 0 bisected by 0. An eætnemaL chord of synmetrA oÍ. K

has, in addition, parallel supporting l-ines at its endpoints.

In this chapter, we let s(K)

symmetry of a t-admissible set K.

results, which extend. theorems 3.I.

denote the number of chords of

$le establish the following

L, 3.I.2 and 3.1.3.

Theorem 5. l. 1 If s (K) is even or infiníte, A(K) < 2(L+2)det(Â)

Theorem 5.I.2 If s (K) > I and t < 3 then A(K) < (2 (t+z) + (2 (r+1) )- I )ee*-;

Il¡eorem5.1.3 If s(I() >3 and t<3 then A(r.)<2(l+2)det(^).

As in Chapter 3. since s(K) and A(f)/det(.[) are invariant under

a linear transformation of K and 
^, 

\^/e may suppose that 
^ 

is

the integral lattice ,Ao. Since det(Âs) = l- we delete all further

reference to det(,{) in this chapter.
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We show that each of the a-bove Theorems gives the best

possible bound on A(K). Let T¡ be the convex hull of points

(-I,-I) , (-L,4') and. (I.5,-1). This triangle is l-admissible

and has only three chords of symmetry, passing through (1,0),

(.5 ,1) and (l , -1) respectively. As A (Tr ) = 6t4, Theorem 5 . 1.2 is

best possible for t=I. TLre triangle T2 with vertices (-I,-l)

(-1,6) a¡d (1+,-r) similarly has s(Tz) - 3 and area 8+, while

T3 with vertices (-1,-I), (-I,8) and (Ik,-1) is best possible

for t=3.

Examples of sets d,emonstrating that Theorems:5.1.1 and 5.1.3

are best possd-ble can be constructed similarly to those constructed

in section 3.1 by approximating rectangles of the appropriate

extreme ar:ea with sides parallel to the principal lattice directions,

and with width 2.

5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1.1

This proof is in essence identical- to the proof of theorem

3.1.I. If all the chords of K which pass through 0 are chords

of symmetry of K, then K is O-symmetric. As K is t-admissibl-e

and O-symmetric it foll-ows that t is êVêrrr and that K does not

contain E/2+I pairs of lattice points besj-des 0. Now the

contrapositive statement of Theorem I.1.5 implies Ehat

A(K) < 4(t/2+I) = 2(t+2).

We may thus assume there is a chord of K, P00På which is

not a chord of symmetry of K" We denote each chord POP! by the

labeL c(0), where 0 is the angle psOp, 0 € [0,T]. Íte let

d(0) = lncl'-lon,l', and nore rhar d(0) = -d(n) / o, while

d(0) has a zero exactly when c(0) is a chord of synunetry of K.
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If s(K) is even, d(e) has a zero 0* cor:responding to a local

extremum of d(0), and so, as in the proof of 3.1.1, we can

deduce that c (0*) is an extremal chord of symmetry of K. Since

K does not contain t+l lattice points besides 0, the contra-

posiÈive statement of Theorem 1.2.8 irnplies that A(K) < 2(t+I)+t) = 2(t+I).

If s(K) is infinite, the argument given in the proof of 3.1.1 shows

that K has parall-el supporting lines at the endpoints of any

chord of symmetry c (0) corresponding to a point of accumulation

of the zeros of d(0). By again using the contrapositive statement

of Theorem 1.2.8, we deduce that A(K) < 2(t+2) .

Corollary 5.2.I If d(0) has a zero aL which d(0) is an

extremum, then

A(K) < 2(E+2).

c(0) is an extremal chord of symmetry, and

5.3 Prel-iminary Results Needed in the Proof of Theorems 5.1.2

and 5.I.3

Unfortunat-ely the result of ScoÈt, Theorem L.2.5 which led

to a rapid proof of Theorem 3.I.2, is of no help in proving Theorem

5.r.2.

Consequently we shall prove this result using the machinery

of the proof of Theorem 3.I.3, that is by transforming the set

and then using the properties of lattice polygons" It is necessary

to restate and extend several of the l-ernmas used in Chapter 3 to

suit our neeCs in this chapter. lVe prove

Lemma 5.3.1 Let (\ ) be a sequence of admissible convex sets

such that K. -> K in Èhe Hausdorff metric. Suppose that for all
I

l- "(K,) - k, an odd number, and al-so that K. has no extremal
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chord of synrnetry. Then either

(i) s(K) - k, and K has no extremal chord of symmetry,

or (ii) A(K) < 2(L+2).

Proof The proof of lemma 3.5.1 applies. IÈ is necessary only to

replace the references to results 3.1.1 and 3.2.L with 5.I.I and

5.2.L respectively, and Èo employ resulÈ I.2.8 in the case of

t-admissibl-e sets.

Lemma 5.3.2 Let P be a convex lattice polygon, and let v and

c denote the numbers of vertices and interior lattice points of

P respectively.

(i) ff. v = 4, and P has no pair of parallel edges,

tlren c >- L.

(ii¡ If v=5, then cÞL.

(iii) lf v = 6 and c = l, then P is equivalent under

an integral unimodular transformation to the centrally symmetríc

hexagon He illustraÈed in Figure 5.1 (opposite).

(iv) ff. v > 6, then cÞ 2.

(v) If v = 5, and P has an edge containing two Iattice

points in its relative interior, then c >- 2.

(vi) If v = 6 and all the interior points of P are

collinear on line L, then f, passes through two vertices of P,

and is parallel to 
"he 

two sides of P not incident with these

vertices.

(vii) ff v27, then cÞ4 and c=4 onlyifthelattice

points interior to P form a parallelogran.

(viii) If v = I and c = 4, then P is an integral uni¡nodular

transform of 00, the symmetric octahedron shown in Figure 5.I. If
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v=8 and c>4, then cÞ6.
(ix) If v=9 Èhen cÞ7, and c=7 onlyif p isan

integral unirrpd.ular transform of No, the 9-gon shown in Figure

5.1.

Proöf The statements (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) have been proved

in lemma 3.4.I.

(v) Let P5 = V¡V2V3Vaf rIzVs denote a convex lattice 5-gon

with.lattice points 11 and f z on edge V,+Vs. By result (ii),

P5 contains in its interior a l-attice point L. since at reast

one of vzvsvqrrl or v1v2lr2v5 is a convex rattice S-gon, resuLt
(ii) asserts that P5 contains a second interior lattice point,
proving (v) .

(vi) Let P6 be a convex lattice 6-gon, and let l, be the

line containing all interior Lattice points of po. Let Lr, Lz

be interior points of pe, Vte claim that pe has exactly two

vertices on I and two on either side. For otherwise p6 would

properly contain a convex latti.ce 5-gon with vertices LtLz and

three vertices of p6 to one side of g,¡ by result (ii) Ehis would

contradict that all interior lattice points of p lie on g"-

since the previous argumenÈ will be used repeatedly throughout the

proof of this lemma, we qive it the narne "pentagon argument". A

lattice quadriÌaterar a given by the intersection of p6 with a

closed halfprane bounded by 1, . contains no tattice points in its
interior, and so by result (i) has a pair of pararrer edges. The

same may be said of the rattice quadriÌateral e' contained ín e,
which is given by replacing the vertices of A on L by L1 and

L2. Therefore A has an edge paralÌel to ,". ApplyJ-ng this
argument to the ha]-fplanes both sides of L, v¡e deduce that the
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two edges of P6, not incident with L, are parallel to 9,.

We have so proved (vi).

(vii¡ Let P7 be a convex lattice polygon with v Þ 7.

By (iv), P7 contains at least two interior lattice points L1

and I"2. If the line 9- = LyL2 meets the boundary of P7 at two

vertices of P7, they together with the three vertices of P7 which

must be to one side of t" form a convex lattice 5-gon with both

L¡ and L2 in the relative interior of one edge. By result (v)

this pentagon and so P7 contains two further faÈÈice points. If

the line .0 meets the boundary of P7 in just one vertex of Pz,

say V, lre can form a lattice 6-gon, not a transform of H0, from

edge LIL2V and four vertices of P7 to one side of 9"; unless

v = 7 and there are three vertices of P7 to each side of ,".

In this case we can then form a lattice 5-gon on each side of 9"

with edge LtLz and each set of three vertices. In either case vre

can use results (ii) ot (iii) to show that P7 contains two further

interior lattice points. Finally, if .0 does not meet P7 in any

vertex, we can either construct S-gons to either side of 9" as

above, or \¡¡e can construct, f rom edge LtLz and the 5 vertices

of P7 which otherwise rnust lie to one side of L, a lattice 7-gon.

Since result (iv) shows that this 7-gon contains two interior lattice

points, we can so deduce that P7 contains at least four interior

lattice points.

Let us assume that P7 has c = 4. If three of the interior

lattice points of P7 1ie on line L, the above argument shows

that P7 has, in addition to the lattice poi.nts on L, at least

two further interior lattice points. Hence if c = 4, P7 has

no such 3 collinear interior lattice points.
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Again, let Pt as above with v Þ 7 have c = 4. !ìle now

show that the convex hull of these four interior lattice points of

Pz is a quadrilateral. By the above, no three of these points

are collinear. The only other possibility is that the four lattice

points form a triangle T (say L1L2L3) with an interior point

Lq. Each exterior open halfplane bounded by an erlge (line) of T

contains at mosÈ two vertices of Pj t for otherv¡ise we could apply

the pentagon argument to three such vertices and the two vertices

of T on that edge. Since the union of the three open halfspaces

to the sid.es of T and a\n/ay from T is Èhe whole plane minus the

closed triangle T, we deduce that Pt has at most six vertices,

contradicting v Þ 7.

Hence Pz contains in its interior a lattice 4-gon LlLzLsLq '
and no other lattice points. By result ( i) this 4-gon has a pair

of paralleL sides, and since lattíce points are regularly spaced

on parallel l-attice lines we deduce that it is a parallelogram.

(viii) Iet Ps be a convex lattice 8-gon with c = 4, and.

let L¡L2L3Lq be the interior lattice points forminq a parallelogran

by (vii). No vertex of Ps lies in the open strip between parallel

lines LtLz and LsL\, since otherwise we could apply the pentagon

argument to it andpoints LrL2L3 and L4. There can be no three vertices

to one side of the closed strip between LtLz and LsLq either,

for if there were three to the side of LtLz sêy, then we could

apply the pentagon argument to these three vertices and L1 and L2.

Hence four vertices of Pe lie on the lines LtLz and LgL,r, and

as c = 4, threy are adjacent to points L1L2L3Lq on these Iines. We

apply this argument al-so to the strip between paralJ.el lines LrL,r

and LzLs. Therefore aII the vertices of Pa Iíe on the edges of

parallelogram LtLzLsL+" Hence, under an integral unimodul-ar
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transformation which maps L¡L2L3La to a square in, stand.ard

posiÈion, Pa is mapped to Èhe symmetric octahedron 0s.

Now let P6 be a convex lattice 8-gon with c 2 5. We may

assume that N, the convex lattice polygon formed as the convex

hull of the lattice points interior to Ps, is not a 5-gon, sínce

then (ii) rirculd imply that c Þ 6 and hence the result. lfe also

assume that L¡L2L3LaL5 are the only lattice points interior to

Ps. Now, using the same argument which we applied to triangle T

in (Vii), each exterior open ha]fplane of N contains at most 2

vertices of N. If N is a line segment or a triangle we can

thus deduce that v ( 6, a contradictíon. Hence N is a quadri-

lateral. We distinguísh two cases, when L5 is interior to

quad.rilateral N = LlL2L3La and when L5 lies on an edge, say

LrLz of N.

We suppose first that L5 is interior to N. By the pentagon

argument, there are at most tl;rro vertices of P6 in the exterior

open halfplane bounded by side LtLz of N, not containing L5.

The same is true of LsL,'. Hence in the closed wedge W formed

by these two edges LtLz and LsL,+, Pe has at least four vertices.

However, to either si-de of N in this wedge there is at most one

vertex of Pa, since we can apply the pentagon argument to Ls,

\ ,"¡ and any two vertices in the intersection of vl with the

exterior open halfplane bounded by 
", "j 

not containing Ls, vthere

ttre pair (i, j ) is either (I ;4) or (2,3) . Hence the closed

wedge between edges L1L2 and LsL,* contains both at least four

and at most t\^/o vertices of Pgr a cl-ear contradiction. It

followsthat cÞ6.
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We suppose now that L5 lies on the edge LtLz of N. By

result (i) applied to both quadrilaterals L1L2L3Lq and L2L3L4L5,

we deduce that LrLz is parallel to LsL,*. Vte now apply the

argument give¡ above in (viii) to deduce that Pe has four

vertices on lines LtLz and LsL,* and its other four vertices

outside the closed strip between *'hese lines. Hence the exterior

open halfplanes bounded by LtLz and L¡L+ each contain two

vertices of Pg. No vertices other than those lying on L1L2 and

LsL,{ can lie outside the closed wedge W formed by lines LrL,*

and LzLg , fot we can otherwise apply the pentagon argument to

L, t, and three vertices of Ps in the open exterior halfplanerJ

bounded by L, L, not containing L5 if (i, j) = (1,4) or (2,3) .¡J

Hence the two vertices of Pe in the open exterior halfplane

bounded by LSL4 not containing L5 must lie in !V, and so form

with L3LaL5 a pentagon. Applying the pentagon argument to Èhis

pentagon, we obtain a contradicticn. Hence (viii) is proved.

(ix) Let Pe be a convex lattice polygon with v = 9. Let

0¡ and O2 be two different convex lattice 8-gons whose vertíces

are vertices of Pe. Since 01 and 02 share 7 vertices, they

share 4 vertices which are consecutive on the boundary of pe.

The convex lattice 8-gon 0e can be uniquely completed from any

four of its consecutive vertices. If both 0¡ and 02 are

transforms of 00, they can therefore al-so be uniquely completed

from any four of their consecutive vertices. Hence, as 01 and A2

share four consecutive vertices, 0l = O2 in contradictio¡r to our

choice. Hence at least one of 01 and 02, say 01 is not a

transform of 00, and so by resuJ-ts (vii) and (viii), we deduce

that c 2 6.
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We first show that P e may be assumed to contain in its

interior two lattice points such that all other lattice points

inÈerior to Ps lie strictiy to one síd.e of the line Èhrough them.

To the contrary, v¡e suppose that N, the polygonal convex hull of

all interior lattice points of Ps has at least three lattice

points on each edge. By the pentagon argument, we know that pg

has at mosÈ two vertices in the open halfpla¡e not containing N

bounded by any edge of N. As v = 9, N has therefore at least

five edges, and so c 2 LO. We may therefore assume that L1 and

Lz are t\^ro interior fattice points of Ps, with all other interior

Iattice points of Pe in the open halfplane H1 bounded. by the

line 9. = L1L2.

By the pentagon argument P9 has at most two vertices in the

open complementary halfplane of H¡ and of course at most two

vertices on !". Hence Pg has at least five vertices ín H1. ff

Pg has 6 or more vertices in Ht, they together with LtLz and

any vertices on .0 form either a convex l-attice 8-gon, not unj.modular

equivalent to O9 since it contains 3 Lattice points on L, or a

convex lattice 9-gon. ln either case result (viii) or our first

conment in this proof of (ix) shows that. Pe contains an additional

6 lattice points in its interior, giving the resulE c > 7.

!{e can therefore assume that P9, with vertices l-abelled

cyclically has vertices VrVz V9, with Vs,Lr rLz,Y6 lying

in this order on 9,. We first argue that c Þ 7. To the contrary,

suppose c = 6 and so that P9 has only four ínterior lattice

points in H1. If the edge VzVs of Pe contains in its relative

interior any lattice points, we modify Pe by taking y7 to be the

closest such l-attice point to Vs. Since all 6 interior points of

P9 belong to the cl-osure of Hl, both v and c are unaltered
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in this transformation. lrre can therefore without loss of generality

assume that there are no latÈice points in the relative interior of
edge VzVa. Applying result (i) to both the quadrilaterals

V5,V7VsVe and V6VTVgV¡ r wê deduce that edge VzVs is parallel

to 9,. Since L¡ and L2 are adjacent lattice points on L,

and Vz,Vs adjacent on a line parallel to L, the guadrilateral

L1L2V7V3 is a parallelogram.

We show thaÈ Y2 lies in the closed halfplane H2, bounded by

LlVs, and containing Lz. For if V2 is outsíde Hz¡ V¡V2L1VgV9

is a convex lattice 5-gon which by (ii) contains an interior fattice
point L3, which being interior to pe lies in Hr. But therr

LlL3V2V3VqVsVo is a convex l-attice 7-gon, which by (vi¡ contains

four additional interior l-attice points, contrary to our assumption

that c = 6. A slzmmetric argument shows that V4 lies in the

closed halfplane Hs bounded by Lz\,lt containing L1. We complete

the contradiction by simply noting that v3 must lie in tnì irrterior

of the strip Hz ñ Hs bounded by LrVa and YzYz¡ however there

are no lattice points in this strip. Hence c Þ 7.

We now suppose that c = 7, and that V9L1L2 anc1. Vo are

collinear in this order on L, as was the case prior to our

assump'uion that c = 6 above. !{e note thaÈ the description of

P9 so far given j-s ambiguous, in that the same configuration is

attained if the points so far labetled are refabelled, interchanging

Lt,Lz and interchanging U¡ and Vu whenever j+k = 6 (mod 9) .

V,Ie first show that rvith one of these tabellings, there is a

chord of P9 passing through Lz. ancl a second interior fattice

point L3 of P9, with LtVzVa and V9 to one side of i-t, and
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with alr the other vertices and interior lattice points of p9 to
the other. To the contrary, we assume that with neither labelling
there is such a chord. There are therefore no lattice points in
the open triangles v1l2v9 and v5v5],¡. vte also craim that there

ís no lattice point V on the line segment between L1 and. V5.

For if there was such a lattice point v closest to Ll, we could.

produce a lattice point U in the triangle V5V6L1 by adding

I-z-Lt to V. By supposition then, U is on the edge VsVo.

However then the octagon ul2v9v1v2Vgv+vs is not a transform of oo,

since L¡ is interior to the edge Lzvg, and so by (viii) contains

at least 6 lattice points in its interior, making " , t. Í,Ie have

by a similar argument, applied to the alternative raberting of pe,

that there are no lattice points on the line segment Lzyt.

Hence neither of the parallelograms with sides V5V6 and

VeLl or with sides LzVc and VsVr contain any lattice points

except those on the sides parallel to L, and so the line VrVs

is paral lel to 9.. Were there t\n/o or fewer lattice points interior
to Pg on t-he line segment VlVs, there would be insufficient

lattice lines parallel to VsVo intersecting pe to carry each

of VzV¡ and V¡+ on a separate such line, as is required for them

to be vertices of Pe. $Iere there nlore than three rattice points

between Vi and Vs, by resuJ-t (v) the lattíce 5-gon VrVzVsVqVs

contains at least two further lattice points, giving c 2 B. There

are thus exactllr 3 lattice points interior to the segment VtVs.

Because three interior lattice points of p9 rie on vrVs and two

on VgVs, the edges VsVg and VeVz of p9 are not parallel.

Therefore, by (i), the quadrilateral VsVzVsVg, which contaíns

no interior lattice points of pg in its interior, has a pair of
paralleJ- edges, namely VoVg and VzVe . Hence when the lines
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V5V5 and VlVg are extended, they meet the line V-tVe in two

lattice points, with only one lattice point between them. In

order that Vc and t/9 be vertices of the strictly convex set

Ps, it is necessary then for Yz and Vs to both be this single

lattice point, contradicting the fact that v = 9. By this

contradiction, we have shoh¡n that we may assume that there is a

chord of Ps, passing through Lz and a second interior lattice

point L3 of Ps, with LrVzVs and Ve to one side of it, and

with all the other vertices and interior lattice points of p9 to

the other.

The convex lattice 8-gon L2L3V1V2V¡V'+VsVu contains only

four interior lattice points, and so is a transform of Oe, We

suppose this 8-gon to be O0, in standard position. ble no\¡/ claim

that YoLz is a side of Oo parallel to the sides of M, the

convex hull of the four interior lattice points of Os. The side

VsLz of O0, when extended, contains successively L1 and then V9.

Since when an edge of Oo not parallel to an edge of M is extendecl,

the second lattice point encountered is collinear with an edge of

Oq. As the vertices Vg, Vr and Yz of Pe are not collinear,

we deduce the above claim. Indeed, not only are V9 and Lr

fixed in relation to O0, up to an isometry of Oo which is

automatically an integral unimodul-ar transformation anlrway, but

Yz and Vs must lie on an adjacent lattice line parallel to 1".

This follows by applying resuft (i) to the fattice quadrilateral

VoVzVsVg which contains no lattíce points in its interior, and

by noting that sínce VrVz and V;Vo are parallel sides of Oo,

the lines VeVs and VsVz are not parallel. As there are only

two lattice points on this lattice line paratlel- to .Q, between

the lines VsVo and VrVg , the points Y¡ arìd Ve are
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uniquely specified. This then is the unique configuration Ns.

lfe have thus proved (ix) .

This completes the proof of lemma 5.3.2.

lfith a computer program running a simple search through

"likely" convex lattice polygons, I have found polygons with Èhe

following values of v and c.

Conjecture 5.3.2 (Extension to lemma 5.3.2) The following table

gives the least number c of interior lattice points of a convex

lattice polygon having v-vertices.

t0 12 L4 16 18 20 22

19 34 52 79 LL2 r54

v

c 10

v

c

24 26 28 30

r99 262 332 4L6

32 34

508 6L6

36

732

Iæmma 5.3.3 If K is a centrally symmetric t-admissi.ble set,

K has an extremal chord of symmetry.with s(K) Þ 2, then

Proof. If K is centred at 0, any chord of K is extremal.

We suppose then that 0r, z not 0, is the centre of K. Note

there is no need for 0r to be a l-attice poi-nt. We also suppose

that P.0P.' , f,or í=L,2, are distinct chords of syrnnetry of K.¡t

Clearly, no chord of (0-) symmetry lies on the line 00'. I{e

can thus assume without l-oss of generality that Pr and P2 lie

to the same side of 00'. We Let A, and q' be the reflectíons



of P and Pr in 0',
segments PtPz and aiAå

same side of OO'. Since

therefore collinear. Hence

of support of K, and so
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respectively, for i=I ,2. The line

are distinct, parallel and lie to the

K is convex, PrPzQl and aL are

PrPz and QrQz are parallel lines

IPrQr is an extremal chord of symmetry.

Lemma 5.3.4 (i) Let n be an odd integer greater than l, and

suppose that P is a convex n-gon in the plane, all of whose

edges have a lattice point as midpoint.

If P contains c (c Þ 0) lattice points in its interior,

tÏ¡en

a(p) ( 2c+2

(ii) Let R be any convex lattice polygon, other

than a triangle T containing just one interÍor lattice point

and whose sides each contain 4 lattice points.

If R has c, c Þ L, J-attice points in its interior, then

A(R) < 2c+2.

Proof. We first prove (ii).

points on the boundary of R

on convex lattice polygons,

f,et b denote the number of lattice

. By Theorem L.4.2, ScotE's result

since R/T and cÞL,

b ( 2c+6. (r)

By Theorem 1.4.Ì, the area of R is given by

A(R)=l,þ+c-L. (2)

From (1) and (2) result (ii) is trivially deduced.

By applying lemma 3.4.3(i) to P, we deduce that P is a

lattice polygon with an odd number of lattice points on all sides.
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Hencê (i) follows from (ii), unless c = O. By lemma 5.3.2 (ii),1i.n¡

we deduce tj:at if c = 0 then n = 3, and that p has just six

Iattice points on its boundary. Result (i) then fol_Iows from

equation (2).

5.4 A reduction to t-admissible polyqons of a special type.

In this section we generalise the results of Section 3.5r, and

so prove

Theorem 5.4.1 ft is sufficient to prove Theorems 5.1.2 anð.5.I.3

for a restricted class of t-ad.mj-ssible sets, which have the

fotlowing proferties

(i) K is apolygon

(ii) Each edge of K is a l-attice midpoint edge of K, or

a multiple lattice point edge.

(iii) ff K is a triangle,it has no lattice midpoint edge,

and if K is a quaclrilateral, it has at most two lattice

midpoint edges.

We shall prove this result by a series of lemmas.

Throughout this chapter we assume that K is a t-admissible set

with s(K) > 1. To prove Theorems 5.L.2 and 5.I.3 we must show

that K is bound.ed by one of two k¡ounds, the lesser of which is

2(t+Z)det(Â). Each of the following lemmas proves that either

A(K) < 2(t+2)det(Â), or that A(K) is less than the area of a

t-admissible set with specific properties. In this manner, \^/e

can successively assume that the set K has the properties above.

The following lemmas are interdependent. By lemmas 5.4.2 and

5.4.3 we assume that K is a'po1ygon, each ed.ge of which has a
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lattice point in its relative interior. Lemma 5.4.4 is a service

lemma, detailing how an individ.ual edge of K can be modified.

This result is used., together with a boundedness resurt proved

via lemma 5.4.3, in lemma 5.4.6. This essentially compleÈes the

proof of theorem 5.4.1, except that to prove the boundedness result,
we need to deal separaiely with triangular and quadrirateral K.

V'Ie do this with lemmas 5.4.5 and 5.4.7. The following diagram

irlustrates the interdependence of the remmas. The broken arrov¡s

indicate the parts of the proof which deal with triangles and

quadrilaterals.

4.2

4.3

5

*
5

J;

Lemma

Lemma

Lemma .4.4

Theorem 5.4. I

Lemma 5.4.2 We may assume that K is a convex polygon. with

edges.at Ieast s (K)

Proof. From Theorem 5.1-.1 we may assume that s(K) is pdd an<l

finite. As O is an interior point of the t-admissibl_e set K

by Theorem 1.3"2. K is bounded. Hence K is separated from arr
the lattice points not in its interior by a finite number of lines.

lfe can therefore construct a poJ-ygon K about K which is

.+-
Iemma 5.4.6

-<--
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bounded by these Iines and by the supporting lines to K at the

endpoints of its chorcis of synrnetry. We may clearly take K so

that each edge of K contains in its relative interior at least

one endpoint of a chord of symmetry, or a tattice point: We note

that K has no smaller area, no.fewer lines of symmetry than K

and contains no lattice points in its interior other than those

contained in the interior of K. Hence we take K to be the

t-admissibte polygon K. Should an edge of K contain an endpoint

of each of three or more chords of symmetry, by convexity the

other endpoints of these chords lie on a parallel edge of K. By

Theorem I.2.8,, we then know that A(K) < 2(L+2). Hence K has

at least s (K) edges.

Iemma 5.4.3 We may aLso assume that each edge of K has a lattice

point in its relative interior.

Proof. Vüe let E be an edge of the polygon K, and suppose

that E has no lattice point in its relative interior. We modify

K, by replacing E with an edge E(r), parallel to E and

distance r further away from O than E. Denote by K(r) the

polygon obtained from K by incJ-uding E(r) in pl-ace of E,

and extending the edges of K adjacent to E. lrle continue to

increase r until one of three things happen.

(a) the length of e (r) becomes zero, or

(b) there is a lattice point in the relative ínterior of

e(r), or

(c) s(K(r)) / s(K).

One of these things must happen, for as K contains a disc D

about O, K(r) ) K) D, and by Theorem L.3.2, K(r) is bounded
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by a uniform bound for all- r.

In section 3.6 we showed that should (c) occur either with or
before either (a) or (b), when r = T*, then A(K(r*) ) < 4.

This generarises with no complication to the present case, by

using results 5.1.1 and 5.3.r in place of resul-ts 3.1¡r and 3.5.1.

We can therefore deduce that should (c) occur either with or
before either (a) or (b) , that then A(K(r*) ) ( Z (t+2).

We note that the set K(r) is still t-admissible, since

condition (b) occurs prior to any additional lattice point
becoming interior to K(r). By applying the above modification
to any edge of K which has no lattice point in its relaE.íve

interior, successively until there are no such edges 1eft, we

produce a modified set K*, which is t-admissibl-e. since if (c)

occurs, then A(K) < 2(t+2) as required, by Theorems- 5.1.2 and

5.1.3, we may assume that s(K*) = s(K). As K* has no lesser

area than K, we take K to be the t-admissible polygon K*,

all of whose eclges have propercy (b), as required by lemma 5.4.3.

Lemma 5.4.4 Let K be as above. We suppose that K has an eclge

E' which has a singre lattice point in its refative interior,
but which is not a rat-tice nidpoint edge. Then K may be modified,

increasing its area ancl E replaced by eithe:: a mul.típle rattice
point edge or a lattice midpoint edge.

Proof. We suppose that f,, not the rnidpoinÈ of edge

the only lattice point in the refative interior of E.

and E_ be edges of I( adjacent to E. !{e let K(V)

formed by replacing E with an edge E (qJ) , through L

EofK,is

We let E+

be the set

, mak-i-ng
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¿rn angle ìf with E, and by extend.ing E* or E_ to meet

E(qr). As L is not the mídpoint of E, we may orient U so

that for (snall) positive 1þ, the set K(V) has area greater

than A(K). As the boundary of K is continuous, a¡d since E(4J)

pivots about L which is not its continuously varying midpoint,

A(K(t|r)) increases continuously with if until one of three things

happen.

(d) L is the rnidpoint of E (tlr) , or

(e) the relative interior of E (V) contains two or nrcre

lattice points, or

(f) s(r(ú)) /s(x).
No lattice points are lost from the boundary of K in this

modification of K. For, were L¡ to be lost at angle tþ, as

L ís not the midpoint of E(ü), the l-attice point 2L-L¡ lies

in the relative interior of E (ìl) . Hence all those lattice points

on the boundary of K lie on the boundary of K(liJ) , although

possibly at vertices of K(ü), A1so, al-I those lattice points

besides O which belong to the interior of K continue to belong

to K(tf), atthough they may now lie on E(tjr), if tl, is an angle

such as given by (e). Hence K(ü) is also a t-admissible set.

provided O is an interior point of K(!r).

We next show that O is still an interior point of K(ii/) .

To the contrary \^re suppose that O is not interior to K(qJ*) ,

and so the edge E(t/;*) contains O in its rel-aiive interior, as

well as L. We consider the set K(i/) as V approaches Ú* ,

and show that condition (f) occurs before t|, = ü* . Since o is

an interior point of K, there is a neighbourhood of O such that
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no boundary points of K(ilr) other than those of E(V) may lie in
this neighbourhood.. Now the directions of the edges U* and E_

adjacent to E(qr) are not altered by varyj-ng U. Further, as

each of U* and E_ contains a lattice point in its relative

interior, the lengths of En and E_ are not red.uced to zero by

the modification. Hence, when rJl is such that E({;) is sufficiently

close to O, the sets K({;) and its reflection in O, X@l can

íntersect only in the arbitrarily thin figmre J bound.ed by three

segments E_, E(tlr) and E+, and their three reflections in O.

The lattice point O is not the midpoint of E(ìf*), sincer ês

V approaches V*, the edge E (ìf) becomes closer to the interior
point O of K(i!), and therefore O is adjacent to the shorter

of the two segments into which L divides E (ü) . Hence, with O

not the nr-idpoinÈ of E(!;), and with the directions of E* and E_

fixed, the boundary of K(qJ) meets that of I(@l in just two

points, for all values of rþ making J suitably thin. Hence

s(f (Ú) ) = 1 for ail values of ú sufficiently close to rr*.

Therefore condition (f) occurs before O is a boundary point of
the transformed set. The rpdification therefore stops before

Ú = Ú*, and so O is an interior point of K({r). Hence K(U)

is t-adnrissible.

By the above argTument, it is clear that one of conditions

(d) (e) and (f) must occur, at say ü = ú*, and that there is a

neighbourhood of O common to all the transformed sets K(ú),

for Ú < V*. By Cohn's result, Theorem L.3.2, the sets K({r) are

uniformly boundeC. As in Chapter 3.6, we can deduce then that if
(f) occurs either with or before either (d) or (e), thaÈ

A(K(V*)) < 2(t+2).
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Othenrise, if (d) or (e) occur, the set K(U*) is that

required by lemma 5.4.4.

Lemma 5.4.5 If K is a triangle, tre may assume that at least

two edges of K are multiple lattice point edges. If K is a

quadrilateral, vre may assume that at least one ed.ge of K is a

multiple lattice point edge.

Proof. VÍe first adapt the modification to K deÈailed in lemma

5.4.4. Vüe suppose that E is a lattice midpoint edge of K,

centred at L. We denote by 
"* and E_ the edges of K

adjacent to h, and suppose that E* and E_ meet in the

halfplane bounded by E and containing K. We claim that we may

modify K even though L is the midpoint of E. For, if we

replace E by an edge E(U) at angle U to E (rl,l small,

either orientation), the set K(tr) so formed has greater area

than K. The incidence property of E* and E_ guarantees this,

for a congruent copy of the triangle K tu K(tJ.,) is contained in

the triangle K(qJ) .t, K. In fact, since Û may be chosen with

either orientation, an edge E, with edge" E* and E_ adjacent

to it as above, cannot be modifj-ed by the modificaiion of lemma

5.4.4 to an edge satisfying cond.ition (d). The edge E(U) can

be further modified exactJ-y as in 1eruna 5.4.4, since L is not the

midpoint of E(V), until either condition (e) or (f) occurs, as

condition (d) cannot.

fn order to claim that the sets K(ú) so obtained, are

uniformly bounded, it is sufficient to not-e that by the same

argument used in the proof of l-emma 5.4.4t O is an interior
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point of K(qJ*) when condition (e) or (f) occurs. Similarly,

as in lemma 5.4.4, K(ìr) contains no lattice points in its

interior which are not interior points of K. Hence K(q.,) is

t-admissible, for all t|J between O and qJ*. Also, by Cohn's

resulÈ, Theorem I.3.2 the sets K(tJ.,), for ,l between O and

Ú*, are uniformly bounded. As in Chapter 3.6, we d.ed.uce that if

condition (f) occurs either with or before (e), then

A(K(ü*) ) < 2 (t+2). We therefore assume that E(qr*) has property

(e).'

The a.bove modification to lemma 5.4.5, allows us to modify

an edge E of. K for which condition (d) applies, provided E,

and E_ meet to the side of E containing K. We can clearly

always use this result for such an edge E, if K is a triangle.

We first suppose that K is a triangle with no multiple

lattice point edges. Vüe suppose that E is an ed.ge of K containing

a single lattice point L in its interior. By the modification of

lemma 5.4.4, started, if necessary, as above, !ù'e may assume that

E may be replaced by a multiple lattice point edge E(tp) through

L. The set K(Ú) so formed has the same number of chords of

symmetry as K, and has area no less than A(K).

We may therefore suppose that a triangular set K has at

least one multiple lattice point erJge, I,tIe no\¡/ suppose that K is

a triangle with a single multiple lattice point edge E, and that

one of the other edges E1 of 'K has its single interior lattice

point L closer to the vertex V of K not on E than it is to

the vertex F n E of K. We apply the modification of lemma

5.4.4 to Er, replacing Er by a multiple lattice point edge.

The edge E adjacent to Er .is so extended, and remains a multiple
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lattice point edge. Ttre triangle K so formed satisfies the

reguiremenÈ of this lemma.

We therefore suppose that K is a triangle with a single

multiple lattice point edge E, and that the other edges of K,

E1 and Ez, have lattice points L1,L2 in their relative interiors,

respectively. We suppose that L, ís no further from the vertex

E ^ u, than ít is from the vertex V = El ñ Ezt for í=Lr2. !{e

apply the modification of lemma 5.4.4 to El, started if necessary

as above, and replace E1 by a multiple lattice point edge Eï,

and in so doing shorten edge E of K. The lattice point L2 on

E2 lies no further from E r^ì Ez than from Èhe vertex Vr = Eï ñ Ez

of K', and so edge E2 of Kr can be modified, if necessary, by

lemma 5.4.4 into a multiple fattice point edge E'à, taking Kr to

Kr'. We note that E need. no longer be a multiple lattice point

edge of K", for in the modifications its l-attice points can become

its endpoints. However, by reapplying the modification of lemma

5,4.3 t-o E if necessary, we can assume that E contains a lattice

point in its relative inÈerior. The resulting set Kril satisfies

the statement of the lemma.

üte next suppose that K is a quadrilateral, each of whose

edges contains only one lattice point in its relative interior. If

K is a parallelogram, then it is a centrally symmetric convex set

with s(K) ) 3, and so by lemma 5.3.3, ít has an extremal chord of

slrmmetry. By Corollary 5.2.L, we decluce that A(K) < 2(E+2) in

this case.

lÙe may therefore suppose that the quadrilateral K has an

edge E such that the edges El and E2 adjacerrt to E meet in
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the halfplane bounded by E containing K. By the modification

of lemma 5.4.4, applied to E and started as above if the edge

E has a lattice midpoint L, \Âre may replace E with a multiple

lattice point edge Er. The set K' so formed satisfies the

oonditions required for l-emma 5.4.5, unless Er passes through the

sole lattice point in the relative interior of either E1 or E2

!{ithout loss of generality \â/e suppose that Er passes through L1

the sole lattice point in the relative interior of E¡. The edge

Ei of K contains no lattice point in its relaÈive interior, arrd

so by lemma 5.4.3 v¡e can replace Ei by a paralle1 edge Ei either

of length zere or which contains a lattice point in its relative

ínterior. Hence K" so formed is either a triangle or satisfies

the requíremenÈ of lemma 5.4.5. As we have dealt with the case of

nodifying such a triangle above, we may assume that K has the

properties stated in the lemma.

Lemma 5 .4.6 We may assume that every edge of K is a lattice

midpoint edge or a multiple lattice point eclge.

Proof. The convex hull of the set of lattice points on the relative

inÈerior of the edges of K is a convex lattice n-gon Y. We

claim that n ) 5. By lemma 5.4.3, we have been able to assume

that each edge of K has a lattice point in its relative interior.

Her¡ce if K has five or more edges , n 2 5. Othenrise, K is

either a triangle or quadrilateral and nÞ 5 by leurna 5,4.5-

By lemma 5.3.2 (ii), the lattice polygon Y contains in its

interior a fixed disc about an interior lattice point L of K,

not necessarily O. Further, all the sets Kr which can be
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obtained by repeatedly modifying K by the modifications of
lemma 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 contain the lattice polygon y, and so

contain this same neighbourhood of the common interior point L.

By transrating any such Kr by the integral translation taking L

to o' we can apply cohn's Theorem, Theorem r.3.2 Èo this transrate
K". ÍJe deduce that K" is bounded by a bound, dependent only on

the disc about o, and so that the sets Kr are uniformry bound.ed.

úûe may thus apply the Blaschke Selection Theorem, Theorem 1.5.1

to any sequence of sets (\ ) obtaíned by successively modifying

K as above. We obtain a limitíng figure K* which can no longer

be modified. 
, 
However s (K ) = s (K) is odd for each of these

t-admissible sets \ , and the sequence (\ ) converges to K¡t

in the Hausdorff metric. Hence by lemma 5.3.L, we deduce that if

s(K*) I s(K) then A(K) < 2(t+2).

Vte may therefore assume that s (K*) = s (K) , and as K* is
immuta-ble by the modifícations of lemma 5.4.2, Iemma 5.4.3 and

lemma 5.4.4, it is a convex polygon, with at least s(K) edges,

and with oniy lattice midpoint edges or multiple lattice point

edges. As A(K*) > A(K) , it suffices to prove Theorems 5.L.2

and 5.I.3 for the set K*.

Lemma 5.4.7 ff. K is a triangle, hre may assume that all edges

of K are multiple lattice poínt edges. If K is a quadrilaÈeral,

lve may assume that at least two edges of K are multiple lattice

point eclges.

Proof. By lemma 5.4.5, we may assume that if K is a triangle,

it has at least Èwo multiple lattice point edges, and if K is

a quadrilateral, it has a multipJ-e lattice poilt edge. By lemma
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5.4.6 we may further assume that K has only multiple lattice

point edges and lattice midpoint edges.

We first suppose that K is a triangle, with a lattice

midpoinÈ edge E¡ with mi-dpoint Lr, and with Ez and Eg multiple

Iattice point edges. As in lemma 5.4.5, we replace Er by an edge

nr (V) through Ll, at angle U Èo E, where tl is oriented so

that edge E2 is shortened and E3 lengthened when E1 is

replaced by er (ü). As argued in the proof of l-emma 5.4.5, \^re rnay

increase Ú untit nl (Ú) is a multiple lattice point edge of the

modified set K(tf). TLre set K(ú) then has three multiple lattice

point edges as required, unLess the enclpoint of nr (ú) on E2 is

one of only two lattice points that were originally in the relative

interior of 82.

In this case, since lattice points are regularly placed along

lattice lines, the remaining single lattice point Lz on the

relative interior of the new shortened edge Ez lies no furÈher

from El ñ Ez than from Ez fì Es. Hence the edge E2 can be

modified to fz (Ú) , in such a way that Er is tengthened.

Again qJ can be increased until Sz (Ú) is a multiple lattice

point edge, as in the proof of lemma 5.4.5. The edge E1 no$t

contains at least 3 lattice points in its relaÈive interior, since

the lattice point endpoint of er (ü) on E2 becomes a point in

the relative interior of Er und.er the modification of Sz(V).

The modified set K(tJ.,) then has 3 multiple lattice point edges

as required, unless the endpoint of ez (Ú) on Eg is one of only

two lattice points on Es before E2 was modj.fied.

fn this case, we modify E3 as above, Iengthening E2 and

shortening E1. As E¡ has at least 3 lattice points in its

rel-ative interior, in this case the resulÈing set K({.,) has indeed
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3 multiple l-attice point ed.ges. We have therefore proved the

result if K is a triangle.

We secondly suppose that K is a guadrilateral. By lemma

5.4-5 hte may suppose that K is not a parallelogram, and that any

edge E of K, whose adjacent edges U* and E_ meet in the

halfplane bounded by E containing K, is a multiple lattice

point edge. By leruna 5.4.5, K has at least one such edge. By

Iemma 5.4.6, the remaining edges of K may be assumed to be

Iattice midpoint edges. We claim that we may assume that K has

a second edge with the above property.

To the contrary, we suppose that K has parallel eclges E1

and 83, where E¡ is a multiple lattice point edge, and where

E2 and Eq meet in the halfplane bounded by E1 containing K.

We suppose that Ez, E3 and Ea are lattice midpoint edges with

rr-idpoints Lz Ls and L+ respectively. lrfe claim that there is

a lattice point in the interior of K on the line segment LzL+.

For, otherwise we let L¡ and L1 be two adjacent lattice points

in the relative ínterior of El, and 1et S denote the strip with

sides LoL,. and LtLz . Since S contains two lattice points on

its boundary and none in its interior on each of the equa't Iy spaced.

lattice l-ines Et, and LzL+, the same can be said of the equally

spaced line through E3. However, as Ls and L1 Iíe in the

relative interior of E¡ and as Lz and La are boundary points

of K, the ed.ge Eg of K lies wholly vrithin S. As E3 has

nidpoint L3, a lattice point, we have a contradiction. There is

therefore a lattice point X in the interior of K on the segment

LzL'* r âS claimed.
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lfe next claim that there is a chord of K through X, bisected.

by X, such that K has parallel supporting lines at its endpoints.

!{e let Y be the point Ez fl E,*. The line XY lies between

E2 and Er¡ in tJre pencil of lines through y, and so meets E¡

and Es at points in their relative interiors. The chord Xy n K

has parallel supporting lines at its endpoints, along the ed.ges

E¡ and E3, and has midpoint X since the chord LzL+ lies

midway between Er and 83. Since area and the incidences of K

with'the integer lattice are unchanged under an integral translation

of X to O, we may assume that X = O, and so thaÈ XY n K is

an extremal chord of symmetry of K. By Corollary 5.3.1,

A(K) < 2(t+2).

$te may therefore maJ<e the assumption that K has no pair of

parallel edges, and so that, by the mod.ification of lemma 5.4.5,

K has at least two multiple lattice point edges. We have therefore

proven the lemma 5.4.7

Proof of Theorem 5.4.1- By lemma 5.4.2t K may be assumed to be

a polygon. By lemma 5.4.6 we may assume that each edge of K is

a lattice nr-idpoint ed.ge or a multiple lattice poinÈ edge. By

lemma 5.4.7 we may assume that if K is a triangle, all of its

edges are multiple lattice point edges, while if it is a quadrilateral,

at least two of its edges are multiple lattice point ed.ges. Hence

\¡Íe have shown that we may assume the properties for K listed in

Theorem 5.4.1.

5.5 An Anaì-ogue to the Minkowskí-Vander Corput Theorem for a Class

of Polygons.

Definition 5. 5. l- A convex lattice 6-gon all of whose interior
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lattice points are collinear we call a fLat Lattice heæagon.

In order to prove Theorems 5.L.2 and 5.1.3, f would like to

use the following result, which f have been unable to prove if
c)- 5.

Con ecture 5.5.2 Let K be a convex polygon in the plane which

has c lattice points in its interior. Let y be the convex

Iattice n-gon, with n 2 6, whích is the convex hull of all the

rattice points on the boundary of K which are not vertices of K-

we suppose that the edges of K either contain two vertices of y

in their relative interior, or have a vertex of y as midpoint.

Then r^¡e have either

(a) A(K) < 2(c+I) or

(b) Y is a flat lattice hexagon, and A(K) < 2(c+t) + (2")-t

The remainder of this section 5.5 is occupied in proving

Theorem 5.5.3 Conjecture 5.5.2 ís true if c ( 4.

We shall prove Theorem 5.5.3 by enumerating cases. Our plan

is as follov¡s. After a preliminary lemma (lemma 5.5.4) we show

that

(a) there are just four types of convex lattice 7-gon

having at most 4 interior lattice points (Iemma 5.5,5)

(b) there are 24 types of non-f1at convex lattice 6:gon

having at most 4 interior l-attice points (Ieruna 5.5.6).

!ùe then examine the convex polyqons K of rheorenr 5.5.3 investigating

in turn the case when y is a convex 8-gon (1emma 5.5-i), a convex
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7=gon (lemma 5.5.8), a non-flat convex 6-gon (lerrna 5.5.9) and a

flat conv-ex 6-gon (Ienuna 5.5.10). In the process \Â¡e use results

(a) and (b) above. The proof of Theorem 5.5.3 now follows easily.

I,emma 5 .5 .4 Let O be a convex lattice polygon, and let I be

the convex lattice polygon given by the convex hull of the set of

interior points of O which belong to the integer lattice Â0.

Let E be an edge of It and let H" be the open halfpfane not

containing I bounded by the line E. l¡le let .0 be the lattice

line parallel and adjacent to E in HE. Then a1l vertices of O

in fL lie on t,.
E

Proof. l€t Pr and Pz be two lattice points on E such that

no lattice point lies on the segment of E between them. Let T1

be any triangle with vertíces Pt,Pz and P3, where Ps is a

lattice point on 9". By Pick's Theorem 1.4.1, as T1 contains no

lattice points besides its vertices, the area of T1 is 0.5. Any

triangle T2 with vertices Pt, Pz and. P4 r a lattice point

belonging to H" but not L, has an area at least L, since its

height above E is at least double that of T¡ as parallel lattice

lines are spaced equally apart. By Picks Theorem I.4.I, T2

therefore contains at least one lattice poinÈ other than its

vertices.

We now .suppose that O has a vertex V in H" but not on 9,.

B}z the above, the triangle with vertices Pt, Pz and V contains

at least one lattice point X besid.es these vertices. Since Pr

and. Pz are adjacent on E, X is not contained in I. However,

since Pr and P2 are interior points of A, so is X, in
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contradiction to the definition of I. Hence the lemma is proved..

Lemma 5.5.5 Let S be a convex lattice 7-gon which contains 4

Iattice points in its interior. Then S is an integral unimodular

transform of one cf 4 lattice 7-gons St,S2r53rS4 tabulated below

and shown in Figure 5.2, opposite.

Proof. By lemma 5.3.2 (vii) a convex lattice 7-gon contains just

four lattice points in its interior only if these four lattice

points form a parallelogram. Since area and the configurations of

polygons and lattice points are invariant under an integral

unimodular transformation, with no loss of generality we assume

that this parallelogrram is the square Q with vertices (0,0) (1,0)

(0rI) and (1,1). By lemma 5.5.4, the vertices of S lie on the

boundary of the squaïe U with vertex set e = {(-l ,-1), (-I,2),(2,2),(2,-I)}.

Since S has no more than two vertices on each of the edges y = -1

and y = 2 of U, the number at of vertices of S in the set

Ar = {(-I,O),(-L,L),(2,O),(2,L)} satisfies a¡Þ 3. Similarly, the

number a2 of vertices of S in Az = { Q ,2) ,(L ,2) ,(O, -1) I I, -1) } ,

that is the number of vertices of S not on the lines x = -1 or

x = 2, sati-sfies a2 2 3.

Flence, by reflecting S in the lines x = 14 or y = % if

necessary, vle may assume that four of the vertices of S are

(0,2) (1 ,2) (2,I) and (2,O) . As three of the vertices of U are

collinear with two of these vertices of S, the only vertex of U

which can be a vertex of S is (-1r-l). Hence ê3r the number

of vertices of S in A is at nìost one. We now list.the four

7-gons StSzS¡S+, and their parameters.
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Parameters at a2 a3 Representative 7-gon, and vertex set

430
331

I

S1

S2

S¡

Sr+

A1 U ¡2.r,{ (0,-I) }

At'r,{(-1,0) } u Az,ì,{(r,-r)} u {t-r,-l)}
Arru{ (-t, o) } u A2tu{ (0, -r) } u { (-r, -1) }

Ar¡,{ (-r,r)} u AzT,{ (rr-t) } u { (-r,-t) }

3

3

3

3 I

lrle claim that, up to an integrar unimod.ular transformation, these

four 7-gons represent al-l convex rattice 7-gons which contain the

vertices of a as their sole interior points. Clearly, if ê3 = Or

the vertices of S are all but one element of Ar U Az, and so S

can be transformed to the set sr by a suitabre rotation about

e4,%) and./or refl-ection in x = !á. If a3 = 1, S ma.y have only

one other vertex on each of the lines x = -1 and y = -Ì. Since

the two 7-gons obtained by taking the choices (-l,I) and (0,-I),

and (-1,0) and (1,-1) respectively are images of each other

under a reflection in x = yr w€ have jusi three disÈinguishable

choices of one vertex on each of x = -1 and y = -I. As these

choices correspond to 7-gons szss and. s+r we have verified our

cIaim.

Lemma 5.5.6 Let H be a convex lattice 6-gon which is not a

flat convex lattice hexagon (see defínition 5.5.f). If H contains

3 lattice points in its interior, then H is an integral unimoduLar

transform of one of five hexagons Ht r.. " rHs tabulated below. If
H contains 4 lattice points in its interior, then H is an integral
unimodular transform of one of 19 hexagons H6 r. . . ,H2+ tabulatecl

below. Hexagons Hl r.. . rl7zq are shown in tlre figure 5.3, opposite.
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Proof. rf H contains three lattice points in its interior, they

form a triangre, as this is the only configruration of three non-

collinear points. !{ithout loss of generality, if necessary employing

an integral unimodurar transformation, we may assur.e that these

points are (0,0), (I,0) and (O,I), and we 1et R be the triangle
with these vertices. I{e first show just which lattice hexagons H

crontaín these points as their onry interior lattice points. By

lemma 5.5.4, the vertices of H must lie on the triangre T with
edges x = -1, y = -L and x+y - 2. Further, since H has 6

vertices (no three coll-inear), no vertex of T is a vertex of H.

Since integral unimodul-ar transformations exist which interchange

any pair of vêrtices of R whire leaving the third vertex fixed,
the three sides of T are equivalent. !Íe can thus characterise the

possible hexagons H by the numbers of Lattice points of H

belonging to each of the three sides of !, respectively.

Choice from edges of T Representative Hexagon: Vertices

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

Hr:

Hz:

H3:

H,+ :

Hs:

(-L,2) (-l,o) (0,-1) (2,-L)

(-t,z) (-1,0) (0,-1) (2,-L)

(-r,1) (-r,o) (0,-1) (r,-1)

(-t ,z¡ (-1 ,1) (0 , -1) ( 1 , -t )

(-r,1) (-r,o) (1,-1) (2,-L)

(2,O) (O,2)

(2 ,O) (I,L)

(2 ,O) (O,2)

(2 ,O) (O ,'2)

(1,1) (0,2)

rt is easiJ-y confirmed that the five hexagons listed, above exhaust

all lattice hexagons containing T, up to integer unimodular

transformation.
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If H contains four lattice points in its interior, we first
show that they form a quadrilateral a. The only other possibirities

are that they form a triangle Tr containing one rattice poj-nt on

the relative interior of one side, or a triangle T2 containing

one lattice point in its interior. By mapping with an integer

unimodular transformation if necessary, we may assume with no loss

of generality that T¡ has vertices (0,0) (2,O) and (O,l) and

that T2 has vertíces (lr0) (0rl) and (-I,-1) respectively. By

lemma 5.5.4, the vertices of H rie on the sid.es of the triangJ-es

Sr with vertices (-1,-1) (5,-1) and (-1,2) or Sz wíth vertices
(2,O) (O,2) and (-2,-2) respectively. Now (-L,2) is the only

lattice point on the boundary of Sr in the halfplane y > l, and

since (0,1) is an interior point of H, (-L,2) must be a vertex

of H. However (-trZ¡ is a vertex of the triangle Sl, and so

as before, at most 4 further vertices of H can be chosen on the

boundary of Sl, a clear contradicÈíon. In the case of Tz, Sz

has only 3 rattice points on its boundary which are not vertices of
s2, and so no lattice hexagon H exi.sts wj-th all iÈs vertices on

the boundary of se. By these contradicL.ions, we ded.uce that the

four interior lattice points of H lie at the vertice,s of the

quadrilateral a.

From lemma 5.3.2(í), wê deduce that p has a pair of parallel

sides, and since lattice points are reguJ-arly placed on parallel

Iattice lines, ç is a paral]-el-ogram. By mapping with an integral
unimod.ular transformation we may assume with no loss of generality

that a has vertices (0,0), (0,I), (I,O¡ and (l,l).

By lemma 5.5.4. the vertices of H Lie on the sid.es of the

square U, withsides x=-lry--l-rx=2 and y=2. Asno3
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vertices of H are collinear, no nìore than 2 vertices of H lie

on any given side of V, and so at leasÈ one verÈex of H lies

on every side of U. Hence there are aL, 2 ( ar ( 4, vertices

of H belonging to the set Ar = {(-1,0)r(-1 ,L),(2,O),(2,L)} of

lattice points of U not on y = -1 or y = 2. Similarly there

are à2 t 2 ( a2 ( 4, vertices of H belonging to Èhe set

Èz = { (0,-l),(I,-I),(O ,2),(I,2)} of lattice points of u not on

x = -I or x = 2. Since no three vertices of H are collinear,

the number of vertices of H which are vertices of U, a3 ( 2.

lrle now list 19 hexagons, by their parameters, and their vertices.

Parameters aI a2 a3 Representative Hexagon: Vertex Set

2

2

4

4

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

H5: A¡ U {(0,-L),(o,2)}
Hz: Ar u {(0,-r),(L,2)}

H6: À1 N {Q,O) } U Az tu {(0,-1) }
He: A¡ tu {(2,0)} u Az tu {(0,2)}

H¡ s:41 tu

H11 :A¡ tu

H¡2:A'1 tu

H¡ 3:41 tu

H14:A¡ tu

H1 5:41 tu

H16 :41 tu

H¡7:A'1 tu

Hra:{(-1,0), (2,Ð}
Hrs:{(-1,0),(2,Ð}
Hzo:{(-1,0),(2,1)}
Hz r , { (-1,0), (2 ,o)}
Hzzz{ (-1,0), (2,0) }
Hzs,{(-1,0),(2,o)}
Hzq:{ (-1,0),(2,0) }

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

z

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

I
I
I
1

I
I
I
1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

{ (z,o) }u {to,-r),(0,2)} u {(2,-r) }

{(z,o)} u { lo,-i),(r,2)} v {e,-l) }
{e,o)} u {t0,2),(L,-t) } u {e,-t) }

{ (z,o) } u {(0,2),(r,2)} v { (2,-r) }
{e,o)} u { tr,2),(L,-r) } u { (2,-r) }
{(z,o) }u {tr,-r),(0,2)} v {e,z)}
{(z,o)}u {tr,-l),(f ,2)} v {e,z)}
{(z,o)} u { tr,-l),(0,-r) } u {e,2)}

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

{(0,-t),(r,2) } u { t-r,2),(2,-r) }

{p,2),(1,-t) } u i GL,2),(2,-1) }
{ (0,-l-),(1,-1) } u { ?L,2),(2,2)}
{ 10,-r),(0,2) } u {e,2),(-r,-r) }
{ {t,-t¡,(0,2) } u {e,2),(-r,-1) }
{e,z),(L,2)} u { (2,-rL(-r,-r) }
{ (0,-r),(1,-r) } u { Gr,2),(2.tÐ}
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We claim that, up to an integral unimodular transformation, these

19 hexagons represent al1 convex lattice hexagons which contain a.
Both A and U are invariant figures under the symmetry group of

A, a subgroup of the integral unimodular transformations of the

plane. We thus have lost no generality by assuming that a¡ Þ a2,

that (2,O) is not a vertex of H when al = 3 or that (-l ,0)

is a vertex of H when at -- 2.

ft is clear that hexagons H6 r.. . ,H9 represent all the

hexagons for which ê3 = 0. With ê3 = I, and so with the vertices
of A¡ chosen as indicated above, there are only two vertices of

U' (2,-L) and (2,2) , which can be the vertex of H. The

hexagons Hr 0 r. .. ,Ilt r¡ re¡)resent aII the possible choices for the

remaining vertices from Az, if (2 r-I) is a vertex of H.

Similarly if (2,2) is a vertex of H, (1,-1) must be then a

vertex of H in order that the vertices of A are interior to H,

and so there are exactly three hexagons, Hts, Hte and Hrz with

this vertex. Finally, if d3 = 2, it is impossible for the four

vertices of H in A1 and A2 to lie on just two sides of U, for

there is only one vertex of U not on these two sides. Hence \^re

may assume that (-1,0) is the only vertex of H on the edge of

U given by x = -1, which belongs to 41. If H has two vertices

collinear with an ed.ge of Q, we may assume without loss of

generality. applying a symmetry of a if necessary, that those

vertices are (-I,0) and (2,O). There are four choices for the

vertices of H on Az, since with the vertices so far specified,

H is symmetric ín x ='4.. These four choices correspond to

H2t,...rHzq. If H has no tr¿o vertices collinear with an edge of

Q, (2,L) is a vertex of H and the vertices of H which belong
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to A2 may be chosen in just three ways, since with the vertices

so far specified, H is invariant under a reflection in the

point ('¿rta) . These choices correspond. to hexagons Hrg r. . . ,H20.

The two vertices of U which are vertices of Êi are fixed by our

choice of the vertices taken from A1 and A2 , with the exception

of Hrs. In this case the vertices of H which are vertices of

U can be chosen in two lvays, but the two hexagons so attained are

slzmmetric, under a rotation by i about (Þr,t4l .

Thus the hexagons H6 r. . . ,H24 represent all hexagons which

contain just the four vertices of A as interior lattice points.

Lemma 5 .5.7 Iêt K be a convex polygon in the plane which has

at most four lattice points in its interior and which conÈains on

its boundary, not as vertices, the vertices of a convex lattice

8-gon O. If each edge of K contains either tv¿o vertices of O

in its relative interíor, or has a vertex of O as nr-idpoint, then

the area of K is at most 9.

Proof. Since K contains at most four lattice points in its

interior, so does íts subse'r O. However, by lemma 5.3.2 (viii) ,

a convex lattice 8-gon contains at least four lattice points in its

int.erior, and contains four only if it is an integral unimodular

transform of the symmetric 8-gon Oo. Therefore O is such a transform of

O0, and since area and the configmrations of lattice points in the

statement of the lemma are invaríant under an integral unimodular

transformati.o¡r \À7e assume without loss of generality that O is

O0r with interior points (0,0), (1,0), (0,1) and (I,1).
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!{e now show that not all four vertices of Os in any of the

halfplarres xÞÐr,*4%, y>44 and y<% aremidpointsof

sides of K. By the symmeÈry of K it suffices to show this for

the four verÈices of Oe in the halfplane x 2 Lr. We therefore

suppose to the contrary that the edges YLVz, VzVs, VgVq and V,+Vs

of K have midpoints (L,2) , (2,L) , (2,O) and (1,-1) respectively.

By the convexity of K, since K has the vertices of Oo on its

boundary, the vertex V1 of K lies in the triangle T bounded

by the lines Y = 2, Y = x*2 and y*x = 3. As Yz is the image

of V¡ under a halfturn about (L,2), and Ve is the image of

Yz under a halfturn about (2,L) , the point V3 therefore lies

in the Èriangle T3 obtained by translating T¡ by the vector

(2,-2) . Sinilarly, since V5 lies in the triangle T5 bounded

by y=-ItY=x-2 and y*x*J-=0 thepoint V3 liesinthe

triangle Tå obtained by translatíng T5 by the vector (2,2) "

However, the oniy common point of triangles T3 and Tå is

(2'a,%). Hence V¡ must be this point. But now VrVz and V3 are

collinear, contradicting our assumption that (L,2),(2,I) are

raidpoints of distinct edges of K. Thus the vertices of Oo

lying in any of the given halfplanes can not all be nridpoints of

edges of K.

We deduce that at least two edges of K contain two vertices

of Os. Since Os has eight vertices, it follows that K is

neither an 8-gon nor a 7-gon.

We no\ár stlppose thet K has an edge E which has two vertices

of Oe in its relative interior. By the symmetry of O0, it

suffíces to consider two cases, according to whether E is parallel,

or at 45o, to one of the coordinate axes.
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We suppose first that E with endpoints Vr and y2 1ies

parallel to a coord.inate axis.

Without any loss of generality, we suppose that E contains

the vertices (O,2) .and (L,2) of Oe in its relative interior.

We claim that V¡ and Yz must be (-t,Z¡ and (2,2) . The

point (-L,2) cannot be in the relative interior of E, for Èhen

by convexity (-1,1) is interior to K, cont.rary to the fact that

vertices of Oo lie on the boundary of K. Tf (-L,2) is

ext.eríor to K, and so to Et the point V1 has coordinates

(-L+e,2) where 0 < e < t. The edge of K with (-I,l) in its

relative interior is therefore a tattice midpoint edge of K, and

so K has the vertex (-1-er0). However, this contradicts the

fact that (-t,O¡ and (0,-I) 1ie on the boundary of K. Hence

V¡ is (-L,2). A precJ-sely similar argument shows that y2 = (2,2) ¡

hence the edges of K adjacent to E are murtipte lattice point

edges parailel to the other coordinate axis. By reapplying this

argument to one of these edges, we d.educe that K is a square of

side length 3, and so .A(K) - 9.

We may therefore assume that K has an edge E at 45o to the

coordinate axis, which contains two vertices of os in its relative
inÈerior. By the symmetry of O0, we choose E to pass through

(I ,2) and (2,L), with no l-oss of generality. hle now show that'

A(K) - 8.

We first show that K has two parallel edges which each

contain two vertices of Oo in their relative interiors. This is

so if both the edges of K adjacent to E contain two vertices

of Oo in theír relative interiors, fot they are parallel to y = x

by the only possible choice of four such vertices of o0. otherwise,
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we may suppose that K has an edge E¡ adjacent to E which

has a vertex of os as its rnidpoint. !{ithout ross of generarity,

since 06 is symrneÈric about y = x, wê take this midpoint to
be (2,0). Thus E1 has an endpoint on the line x*y = 1, strictly
between the point (2,-L) and the line y+2 -- x. The next edge

E2 of K adjacent to E1 is therefore also a lattice midpoint

edge of K, with midpoint (I,-I), and so has endpoint on the

line x*ytl = 0. Since the vertices (-t,O¡ and (0,-1) of Os

also lie on this line, the next edge E3 of K is a multiple

Iattice point edge parallet to E. Thus in this case too, K has

two parallel edges at 45o to the axes, which contain two vertices
of Os in their relative interiors.

If all the vertices of K lie on edges of the above type,

K ís then a square of side length Z/2, and so has area g. Vüe

denote this sguare u. without loss of generalityr w€ suppose that
K has paralleJ- edges E and E! containing (I ,2) and (2,L),

and (-1'0) and (0'-1) respectively in their relative interiors.
since the remaining four vertices of os lie miclway between the

Iine x+y = 1 and E and Et, the triangular components of

KtuU andof UtuK toeíthersideof X*y=l arecongruent.

Hence A(K) = A(U) = 8, and we have proved the le¡nma.

Lemma 5.5. I Let K be a convex polygon in the plane which has

at most four'lattice points in its interior and which contains on

the relatj-ve interior of its edges the vertices of a convex lattice
7-gon S. ff all the edges of K contain either two vertices of
s in their relative interior or have as mirlpoint such a vertex

then A(K) = 7r.
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Proof. Since K contains at most four'iattice points, so does

its subset S. However, by lemma 5.3.2(vii) a convex lattice
'l-gon contains at leasÈ four lattice points in its interior, and

so S contains exactly four interior lattice points. By lemrna

5.5.5, S is therefore an integral unimod.ular transform of one

of the sets Sr rSz,S3 or S¡+ specified there. Since area and

the incidences of K wíth s and the lattice are preserved uncler

an integrai unimoaular transform, we assume that S is S, for
some i=1,...14, with no loss of generality. We shall show that

S must be Sr+.

It is easy to show that S is not Sz or 53. In each case,

the point (-I,0) is not interior to K; the collinearity of
(-111) (-1,0) and (-I,-I) now inplles the existence of an edge

E of K containing these three points. For sg the same argument

shows that K has an edge through (-I,-I) (0,-I) and (I,-1).

But now (-lr-t) is a vertex of K, and. so does not belong to the

set S, contrary to the supposition S = Sg. In the case of Sz,

let Er be the edge of K adjacent to E and. passing through

(O,2). Tf (O,2) is the midpoint of E', the end.point of E'

not on E has coordinates (L,2+e), e C (0,1), contradicting the

fact that (L,2) and (2,L) , vertices of Sz, belong to the

boundary of K. Hence Er contains the two l.attice points (O,2)

and (I,Z¡. By repeating this argmment, q7e can show that the edge

E' of K adjacent to E', which passes through (2,I) is also

a multiple lattice point ed.ge of K. Now edges E and E" are

para1lel, and the remainj-ng vertex (0,-I) of Sz is not midway

between E and. E". Vùe deduce that no fourth edge of K, either

a lattice rnidpoint edge or multiple lattice point edge, can exist,
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i.o. there is no such set K.

!Íe now suppose that S is St, with vertices (1,-I) (2,O)

(2,L) (L,2) (0,2) (-I,1) and (-1,0) r so that the vertices of

51 are those of Os other than (0,-1). Vüe claim that the

vertices (-1,0) and (Ir-1) are both in the relative interior

of a common edge of K. To the contraryr.we suppose that there is

a vertex Vr of K, on the boundary of K between (-trO) and

(I,-I). Unless Vr lies on the line x = -1, it is the endpoint

of a lattice midpoint edge of K centred at (-t,O¡. By convexity,

the other endpoinÈ of this edge is contained in the closed triangle

bounded by thç lines x = -1, y = x+2 and x*2y+l = 0. Hence Vr

either lies on the line x = -I or in the closed triangle bounded

bythelines x=-l¡ y=x and x+2y+1=0. Sirnilarly Vr either

Iies on the line y*2 = x, or Vr is the endpoint of a lattice

midpoint edge centred at (1,-1), and so belongs to the closed

triangle bounded by the lines x = 0 ¡ x+2y*L = O and y*2 = x.

Since the only intersection of these two loci for V¡ is the point
(-1,-3), wê deduce that Vt = (-1 ,-¡). Ilowever, since (I,1) is

an interior point of K, the midpoint of V¡ and (I,1), namely

(0,-1) is interior to K; this contradicts our assumption that

the onl-y lattice points in the interior of K are the four interior

to Sr. Hence the vertices (-t,O¡ and. (I,-I) Iie in the

relative interior of a comrnon edge of K. We label this edge of K

YzYg, wíth Y2 closer to (-1,0) than (1,-I) .

Either V3 l-ies on the line x = 2r or is the endpoint of

a lattice midpoint edge VaVå of K centred at (2,O) . Now the

position of Vg implies that the y-coordinate of Vå is greater
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than I¡ this precludes the point (2,L) from being a boundari-

point of K, as assumed. Hence V3 lies ,1, x = 2, eld so is

the point (2 ,-LL'"¡. As (2 ,O) and (2 ,L) are vertices of S t.

they are boundary points of K, and so lie on a muttiple latÈice

poínt edge of K along x = 2. which is of course parallel to the

y-axis. By the argument given in the 5th argument of the proof of

lemma 5.5.7, which ís applicable since the vertices of Sr are all

vertices of O0, K has also muJ-tiple latLice point edges along

the lines Y = 2 and x = -1. But now vertex Y2 of K is the

point (-1,0), contrary to our assumption that (-1,0) is a

vertex of Sr, and so not a vertex of K. Hence S is not Sl.

Finally, v¡e suppose that S is S + r with vertices (2 ,O) (2 ,L)

(L,2) (O,2) (-t,O) (-1,-1) and (0,-1). Note that Sq is

symmetric about the line y = x. Vte first claim that the vertices
(0r-l) and (2,O) are both in the relative inÈerior of a common

edge of K. To the contrary, hre suppose that there is a vertex

Vr of K, on the boundary of K between (0,-I) and (2,O).

Either Vr lies on the line y = -1 t or is the end.poínt of a

lattice midpoi.nt edge VrVz of K centred at (0,-1). By

convexity, the endpoint of such a lattice midpoint edge, Vz lies

in the closed triangle bounded by lines x = -Ir y = -I and

2y*2 = x. Therefore V1 either lies on y = -I t ot in the closed

triangle bounded by lines x = -1, Y = -1 ald 2y*2 = x. Similarly,

either Vr lies on the l-íne x = 2, Qr is the endpoint of a lattice

midpoint edge VrVs of K centred at (2,O) . The other endpoint

of this edge of K, V3 r lies in the closed triangle bounded by the

lines x = 2, x*y = 3 and 2y*2 = x, and so has x-coordinate no

greater than 2i. Hence V1 either lies on x = 2, or has
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x-coordinate no less than 1+. We deduce ttrat Vr is the only

point of intersection cf these two loci for Vl, namely (2,-L) .

However, then (1,-1) must also belong to the relative interíor

of the multiple lattice point edge of K ttrrough V1 and (-1,-1).

Therefore the 7-gon S composed of all the Ia+-tice points of the

boundary of K other than vertices, is not Sr+ but is Sz, and

we have a contradiction. It follows that the vertices (0,-1)

and (2,O) are both in the relative interior of a conmon edge El

of K, along the line 2y+2 = x. By the symmetry of S4, we deduce

that the vertices (-1,0) and (O,2) are both in the relative

interior common edge E2 of K, along the line y -- 2x+2.

Since the vertex (-1,-I) of S4 is the only vertex of St

between the lines 2y+2 = x and y = 2x+2 with x*y ( -1, we

deduce Èhat (-I,-I) is the midpoint of an edge of K along the

Iine x+y - -2.

We now claim that the vertices (L,2) and (2,L) of S+

are both in the relative interior of a common edge of K. To the

contrary, we suppose there is a vertex V of K, on the boundary

of K between (L,2) and (2,L). V cannot lie on the line x = 2,

else the point (2,O) is a vertex of K not in the relative

interior of edge Er. Hence V is the endpoint of a lattice

midpoint edge of K centred at (2,I) and having its other

endpoint on E1. It follows that V lies on the reflection of

Er in the poirit (2,I). Similarly, V lies on the reflectíon

of E2 in the point (I,2). This implies that V is the point

(2,2), contradicting the known fact that V cannot lie on x = 2.

Hence (L,2) and (2,L) Iie in the relative interi-or of a

common edge.

Finally, it is trivially confírmed that K as specified above,

has a::ea 714. Thus the lemma is proved.
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IÆruna 5. 5. 9 Let K be a convex polygon which has c lattice

points in its interior. We suppose that H, the convex huII of

all lattice points on the bor:ndary of K which are not vertices

of K, is a convex lattice hexagon. We further suppose that H

is not a flat lattice hexagon, and that all the edges of K contain

either two vertices of H in their relative interior, or have as

midpoint a vertex of H.

Then, if c ( 4, A(K) ( 2(c+1).

Proof. If c = I or 2, then H contains at most two lattice

points in its interior. By lemma 5.3.2 (iii), H contaíns at least

one lattice point in its interior, and so H is a flat convex

lattice hexagon. üIe may therefore assume that the number of

Iattice points in the interior of H is either c = 3 or c = 4,

ancl that not al1 these points are collinear.

By lemma 5.5.6, we may assume that H is one of the 24 hexagons

there listed. lüe will show that there are onJ-y two sets K with

c = 3, and. no sets K with c = 4 which have as set H any one

of Hlr... rH5. Subsequentl-y, we wíll shcw that only two sets K

have c = 4 and any of H6 r.. .,H24 as their set H. These sets

are triangles of area 8 and 7 L:ñ about Hzs and Htt respectivel.y.

K contains H1

The hexagon H1 has three edges \,fhose midpoints are lattice

points. Consequently if c = 3 and H = Hlr K has three edges

with three lattice points in their relat-ive interior, and so K is

the triangle T with vertices (-2,2) (2,2) and (2,-2) . Since

A(T) = 8, v¡e are within the bounds required for c = 3.
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We now suppose that c = 4 and H = Hl. For each edge E

of Hr, the only points of K in the exterior halfplane bounded

by E belong to the triangle with edges E and the extensions

of the edges of H adjacent to E. Since (I,-1), (1,I¡ and

(-1,1) are the only three lattice poinÈs, besides the three

interior lattíce points of Ht, in the union of H1 with these

six triangles, the fourth interior.lattice point of K is one of

these points. The set H1 is invariant under the six integral

unimodular transformations which map the triangle of interior points

of H1 onto itself. Hence, without loss of generality. we may

assume that ,(I,1) is an interíor point of K, and that the

other two points belong to the boundary of K. Hence K has

edges along the lines x = -l and y = -I. As (1,1) is an

interior point of K, ihe remaining two vertices (O,2) and

(2,O) of Hl are midpoints of two lattice midpoint edges of K.

The common endpoint of these edges, a vertex of K, therefore lies

on the reflections of x = -l and y = -1 in the points (0'2)

and (2,O) respectively. Hence this common endpoint is (1'1),

but as we assumed (1,1) to be interior to K' this is a

contradiction. Hence there is no such set K.

K contains H2

The hexagon Hz has two edges whose midpoint is a lattice

point. Consequently, for a set K with c = 3 and tl = Hzt

neither midpoint is interior to K, and so K has two edges

along the lines x = -I and y : -1, each of which contains 3

lattice points in its relatir.'e interior. We claim that the edge

of K through (2,O1 is also a multipJ-e lattice point edge of
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K. For, if this edge were a lattice midpoint edge, it would have

arr endpoint on the line y = l, between (1,1) and (2,L),

contrary to the fact that (-L,2) and (1,I) are boundary points

of the convex set K. Hence K is the triangle T bounded by

the lines x = -l , y.= -l and x*y = 2. However, since for this

triangle H = Hl, wê obtain a contradiction.

We show that no K exists with c = 4 and H = H2. Vle suppose

that K is such a set. Since H2 has two edges whose midpoint

is a lattice point, the set K has a multiple lattice point edge

along at least one of the lines x = -1 and y = -1. Lf K has

a nuJ.tiple lattice point edge along the line y = -1, we can

apply the argument gj-ven for c = 3, to ded.uce Èhat K has a

mulÈiple lattice point edge along the line x+y - 2. ff K has

also a multiple l-attice point edge along x = -1, w€ deduce that

K = T and obtain the contradiction H = IIr as above. We may

therefore assume that (-l-,2) is the midpoint of a lattice

midpoint edge of K, one endpoint of which l-i-es on x+y - 2. The

other endpoint P of this edge therefore lies on the line x+y = 0,

between (-I,1) and (-3,3). The poinÈ P is also the endpoint

of a lattice midpoint edge of K, centred at (-1,0) , whose

other endpoint lies on the line y = -1. Hence P lies on the

line y = I, and so P is (-I,1). This contradicts our

assumption that the edge of K l:through (-L,2) is a lattice

rnidpoint edge,

VIe may therefore assume that K has no multiple lattice

point ed.ge along the line y = -1, and so that K has a multiple

lattice point edge along the J.ine x = -I. VrIe claim that the

edge of K through (I,t) is a multiple lattice point edge of
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K. For otherwise, it is a lattice midpoint edge and, as one

endpoint lies on the line x = -l between (-I,2) and (-I,3),

it has an endpoint on the line x = 3 between (3,0) and (3,-I).

However, as (2 r0l is a vertex of Hz and so a boundary poinÈ of

K, this endpoint must be (3,-I), which contradicts our

assumption that ihe edge through (I,l) is not a multiple lattice

point edge, and proves our claim. Since K has multiple lattice

point edges on the lines x = -1 and x*y = ), the point (O 12)

belongs to the relative interior of an edge of K. Since (0,2)

is not a point of Hz, we have contradicted the assumption H = H2.

Hence no set, K exists with c = 4 and H = Hz.

K oontains H¡ or Hq

The hexagons H¡ and Hq each have an edge between (O,2')

and (2,O) wh-ich contains (t,I) as midpoint. Consequently, a

seÈ K with c=3 and H=H¡ or H=Hr+ hasamultiplelattice

point edge Er along the line x+y - 2. We shall next slrow that

no such K exists.

We claim that the edge Ez of K through (I,-l) is a

multiple lattice point edge. For, if E2 is a lattice midpoint

edge, its endpoint V not on E1 lies on the l-ine x-t'y - -2. By

the convexity of K and the fact that vertices of H are boundarlz

points of K, the vertex of K given by Er fl Ez lies strictly

between the lattice points (2,O) and (3,-I). Therefore V lies

strictly between the lattj.ce points (O,-2) and (-I,-l). the

vertices (1,-1) and (-1.1) of H are boundary points of K,

and so the triangle T with vertices V, (-1,1) and. (1,-I) is

containecl in K. From our knovrledge of the posit-ion of V, we
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can deduce that (0,-1) is an interior point of T, and so an

interior point of K. However, (0,-I) is a vertex of H¡ or Hh,

a¡¡d, so belongs to the boundary of K. By this contradiction, we

deduce that our claim is true.

Sínce Er and Ez are both multiple lattice point edges of

K, the point (2,-L) is a boundary point of K- which is not a

vertex of K. Since (2,-I) belongs to neither Hs nor H4,. v¡e

deduce that no such set K exísts.

.Wenowclaimthataset K with c=4 a¡d H=H3 or H=Hq

also has a multiple lattice point edge E1 aÌong the line x*! = ).

Since the above argument applies equally \^/e11 in this instance,

this claim is all we need to show that no such K exists.

We now prove the claim. To the contrary. we suppose that V

is the vertex of K which is the conìmon endpoint of two distinct

edges of K through (O,2) and. (2,O) respectively. As both

Hg and Hq have an edge along the line y = -1, V líes in the

halfplane y ( J- t ot on the line y = x-2 according Èo whether

the edge of K through (2,O) is a iattice midpoint edge or a

multiple lattice point edge, necessarily through (l-,-1). As both

Ha and H+ have an edge along the lines x = -l and x+y = 2 |

V liesinthehalfplanes x(I and yÞL if K hasalattice

nr-idpoint edge through (O,2) - ff. t-he edge of K through (O,2)

is a multíple lattice point edge, it must lie on either the lines

Y=2 or y=x+2, âs H=He, or H=Hq respectively. The

only intersection points cf Èhese loci for V are the points (1,1)

and (4,2) . As V is a vertex of K, V is not (1,1) . If (4,2)

is a vertex of K. K contains the points (I,1.) and (2,L) as

interior points, as vüell as the three lattice points in the interior

of H. Hence, if c = 4, wê have obtained a contradiction. Hence
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our claim is verified, and so no such set K exists

K contains H5

The hexagon H5 has the folÌoúing easily verified property.

For any edge E of Hs, the triangle formed in the exterior

halfplane bounded by E, with edges E and the extensions of

the two edges of H5 adjacent to E, contains no lattice point

in its inÈerior. Since a set K with H = Hs is contained in

the union of H5 with these six triangles, and as no edge of Hs

contains a lattice point in its relative interior, we deduce Èhat

if H=Hs then c=3.

Let K have c=3 and H=Hs. Weshowthat K isa

triangle having area 6. We begin by showing that K has a

multiple lattice point edge. To the contrary, we suppose that all

the edges of K are lattice midpoint edges. We label the vertices

of K anticlockwise, YtrYz¡.,.¡Y6 with Vr between the

boundary poj-nts (-1,1) and (-I,0) of K. By the convexity of

K, V¡ lies in the triangle with vertices (-1,1) (-1,0) and

-5
3 ). The vertex Yz of K therefore lies in the reflection

of this triangle in (-I,0) r ând so the vertex V3 of K lies

in the further reflection of this triangle in (1,-1). This l-ocus

for Vg has vertices (3,-I) (3,-2) and tzLr,-tll . Since the line

through the vertices of H (I,1) anrl (2,-L), with equatíon

y = -2x+3, meets the l-ocus for V¡ in just the point tz\,-tll ,

K must have a multiple lattice point edge along this fine. As

this is contrary to our choice of K, we deduce that K has a

multiple lattice po.int edge.

!{e next show that K has no mrlltiple lattice point edge

along the line x = -l-. To the contrary, we suppose that K has

1
3
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such an edge E, containing (-1,0) and (-1,1) in its relative

interior. The edge of K through (O,2) is not a lattice midpoint

edge, for such an edge would have as endpoint a point on the line

x = I vtith y > L. This would contradict the assumption that

(trl) is a boundary point of K. Hence K has a second, multiple

lattice point edge passing through (O,2) and (I,I). We deduce

that (-1,3) is a vertex of K, and so that (-L,2) is in the

relative interior of E. This contradicts our choice of H as Hs.

Hence K has no multiple lattice point edge along the line x = -1.

There are six integral-unimodul-ar transformations of the plane

which map the,triangle T wíth vertices (0,0) (I,0) and (0,1)

onto iÈself. These correspond to the permutations of the vertices

of T, and are generated as a group by a reflection in y = x, and

r, given in matrix form by r1x) = t-f -fl" * tå1. rt is easily

seen that 'r cycles the vertices of T anticfockwise. Only the

three powers of T map H5 onto itself, since a reflection in

y = x maps H5 to an equivalent but different hexagon. The edge

E of H5 with endpoínts (-1,1) and (-1,0) is mapped successively

to the edge r(E) with endpoints (1,-1) and (2,-f) and the

ed.ge T2 (E) with endpoint-s (1,I) and (O ,2) . Similarly, the

remaining three edges of H5 are also transformed to each other

by powers of T.

Since K can have no multi.ple lattice point edge whicìr

contains the edge E of H5 above, by applying the symmetry T

of Hs, we d.educe that neither edge T (E) nor T2 (E) of Hs

is contained in a multiple lattice point edge of K.

lrle can thus assume that K tras a multiple lattice point

edge on any of the remaining edges of Hs, since they too are
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permuted by T. Without loss of generalityr vr€ suppose that K

has a multiple lattice point edge E1 passing through (-I,1)

and (O,2). We let Ez denote the edge of K through (1,I),

and IeÈ Vt = Er ñ Ez. If E2 is a multiple lattice point edge

through (I,1) and (2 ,-L) , Èhe vertex Yz of K between (2 ,-I)

and (1,-1) Iies on this edge, and so on the line 2x+y = 3.

Otherv¡ise Ez is a lattice midpoint edge of K, and since one

endpoint Vr of Ez lies on El, the other endpoint Vtz líes

on the line y = x-2, between (2,O) and the line 2x+y = 3.

Since then Vi lies on a fattice nuidpoint edge VåVä centred at

(2 ,-L) , Èhe vertex Vå of K between (2 ,-L) and (1 , -l ) lies

on the line y = x-4, between (2,-2) and the line 2x+y = 3.

Hence the vertex of K between (2,-L) and (1,-l) lies on

either the line 2xry - 3, or the líne y = x-4, between (2,-2)

and 2x+y -- 3.

Similarly, if the edge of K through (-I,0) and (1,-I)

is a multiple lattice poínt edge, the vertex of K between (2,-I)

and (1,-I) lies on the line x+2y+l = 0- Otherwise, as above,

\¡/e deduce that this vertex lies on the line segment of y = x-4,

between (3,-1) and the line x*2y*l = 0. However, the lines

2x+y = 3, x+2y+l- = O and. y*4 = x meet at the point ,3,-3r,
which is a¡r interior point of the segment from (2,-2) to (3,-I).

Therefore this point is a vertex of K, on a multiple lattice

point edge of K through each of the pairs of points (l,l) and

(2,-I), and (-I,0) and (1,-t).

Hence K is a triangle with these three muì-tiple lattice

point edges, It is readily calculated that this triangle has area

6, which is well withirr the bounds required by this Lemma.
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Each of the remaining hexagons H6 r.. . ,H24 contains 4

interior lattice points. Therefore any set K, with H any of

these hexagons, necessarily has c = 4. In order to complete

the proof of feJma 5.5.9 we show that there are only two sets K,

with c = 4, having any of these hexagons as its set H. In fact

we shall show Èhat these sets are a triangte of area 8 with H = H2 3,

and a triangJ-e of area 7r|', with H = Hr r.

K contains Hl n,Hr LHr e,H t 9 tH2 O ,H2; H22 or HZ ,*

Fortunately, 8 of the hexagons H6 r. . . ,H2,r can easily

be efiminated,from consideration. Each of the 7 hexagons Hr0,Htl,

Hl g, Hz o tH2; Hz2 and Hz,+ has a pair of adjacent edges, each of

which contains in its refative interior at least one lattice point.

A set K with c = 4 and H one of these sets must, by the

oonvexity cf K, have each of the edges in this pair as a multiple

lattice point edge, for otherwise K would have more bhan 4 lattice

points in its interior. However, the lattice point vertex of H

common to this pair of adjacent edges of H is therefore not ín

Èhe relative interior of an edge of K. This contrad.icts the

defining prrcperty of H, and so no such set K exists.

The hexagon Hr g has a pair of paralJ-el edges, each

containing at least one lattice point in its relative j.nterior.

Hence a set K with c = 4 and H = Hle has tvro parallel multiple

Iattice point edges E1 and Ez. The remaining two vertices of

Hrg lie between Er and 82, and are not consecutive vertices

of Hrg. Thus K has a lattice midpoint edge through each. This

ís impossible, however, since these twc vertices are not midway

between E1 and E'2. Hence no such set K exists.
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K has all- Iattice rnidpoint edges

In all but one case it is easy to show that no K exists
having al-l lattice midpoint edges. Hexagons HtzrlHr3rHr\rHls and

Hzs each have an edge which contains a lattice point in its
relative interior, which must, since c = 4, correspond to a

multiple lattice point edge of K. rf alr the vertices of H are

nidpoints of edges of K, by lemma 3.4"3(ii) the triangles whose

vertices are the arternate vertices of H share a common centroid,

with K. As the centroid of a tria¡gle is one third the vector

sum of its vertices, the sums of alternate vertices of H must

be equal. Hov/ever, these sums are not equal in the cases when H

is Hs ,Hz, Ho , H r 6 or Ht ? t as shown in ttre following tabte .

Hexagon: The sums of afternate vertices are not equal

H5 z (O,2)+(*1,0)+(2,0) = (I,2) I (1,1) = (-t,t) + (0,-i) + (2,I)
H7: (-I,1)+(0,-I)+(2,L) = (1,1) / (2,2) = (-t,O¡ + (2,O) + (L,2)

Ha : (-1,I)+(1,-1)+ (L,2) = (I,2) I (1,3) = (-1,0) + (2,I) + (O,2)

Hro: (-1,1)+(1,-l) +(2,2) = (2,2) I (2,3) = (-t,O) + (2,I) + (I,2)
Hrz: (-i,I)+(0,-1)+(2,I) = (1,1) / (2,I) = (-1,0) + (t,-l) + (2,2)

The set H9 is the only set H we have not precluded. from being

the set H for a set K aIl of whose edges are rattice midpoint

edges. We next do so.

üIe suppose that K with FI = Hg and c = 4 is a

hexagon with vertices Vr r... rV5 tabel-led anticlockwise. We

suppose that alr edges of K are lattice midpoint eclges and that

Vr lies betrveen the boundary points (2,L) cand (L,2) of K.
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lrle show that no such K exists. From the convexity of K, the

vertex of K, V¡ lies in the triangle T¡ with vertices (-lrl),
\2(-I,0) and (-ã,ã). The verÈex Yz of K lies in the triangle

Tz given Uy t.lf."t:.rrg T3 in the point (-1,1), since (-I,I)

is the midpoint of the edge VzVe of K. Similarly, V1 fies in

the triangle T1 given by reflecting T2 in the point (I,2).

As T1 has vertices (3,3) (3,2) and ,1,3, , the point (2 ,2) is

contained ín the triangle with vertices (L,2) (2,I) and V1 . Vfe

therefore have obtained a contradiction, since either (2,2) is

a fifth interior lattice ,ooint of K, and c = 4t ot (2,2) is

a boundary point and not a vertex of K but is not on the boundary

of H9. Hence no such set K exists.

We may therefore assume throughout the remainder of the

proof of this lemma that K has at least one edge which is a

multiple lattice point edge.

K contains Hc,,Hi 4,Ht 6 or Hzz

By a suitabf e rotatj-on of Hs ,Hr 4 , Hr 6 and Hzz about
.1 1.the point (t,;) , (an integral unimodular transformation) ' \^/e may

assume that H has two vertices on the line x = -1, and the

vertices (O,2) , (2 ,L) , (2 ,O) and (0,-l) .

Iêt K have c = 4, and H be one of the above s€f-sr

in this standard position. lrle claim thaÈ K has a vertex on its

boundary between (2,O) and. (2,L). To the contrary, we suppose

that K has a inultiple lattice point ed.ge Er along the line

x = 2. Since l-attice points are regul-arly spaced on lattice lines,

an edge of K passing through (0,2) and a lattice point on the

line x = -l also has in its relative interior a lattice point

on the line x = 1. As H has no such point on its bound.ary, the
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edge of K through (O,2) is not a multiple lattice point edge.

Neither, however, cán K have a lattice nidpoint edge E2 through

(Or2). since as cne endpoint of E2 lies on Et, the other must

lie on the line x = -2. This is contrary to the fact that the

two vertices of H on the line x = -1 are boundary points of K.

Since no edge of either type can pass through (O,2) , we concl-ude

that our claim is true.

Thus K has a vertex V1 between

By convexity V¡ lies in the triangle T1

I(2,L) and (3,;). we next show that vl =¿

To the contrary, vre suppose that V1

(2,o) and (2,I) .

with vertices (2,O) ,

e,)t -

is noÈ r:,Ir - The

point

Iines

l(3,;) is the intersection of the edges of

2y*2 = x and 2y*x = 4. Since Vt y' e,)l

H along the

V1 is not

on both these lines, and so is the endpoint of a lattice rnidpoint

edge of K, centred either at (2,O) or (2,I) . Our standard.

position for H is a specification symmetric about the line

We may therefore suppose with no l-oss of generality, reflecting K

labout y = ; if necessary, that K has a lattice midpoint edge

E¡ centred at (2,L) , with endpoints V1 and Y2. The point

Y2 therefore lies in the triangle T2 with vertices (2,L) , (2,2)

and (LrLrz), but j-s not this last vertex nor is Yz on the line

x = 2. Thus Y2 is the endpoint of a furt-her lattice midpoint

edge Ez of K centred at (O,2) , for a multipJ-e lattice point

edge of K throrrgh (O,2) and a vertex of H on the line x = -1
can meeÈ T2 only at the point (2,2) . However, the other endpoint

of Ez, Vt, l-ies in the reflection of T2 about (O,2), and so

V3 is in the halfplane x < -1. This contradicts the fact that

two vertices of II on x : -1 are bounda::y points of K. Hence
lV¡ is (3,i) , and so K has two multipte lattice point edqes

I¿2
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along the lines 2y*2 = x and 2y*x = 4.

Finally, we show that K has a nultiple lattice point

edge along the line x = -1. In the case H = H23 this is

trivially so by the convexity of K, as the edge of Hzs along

x = -l (in standard positi-on) contains two lattice points in its

interior. In the other three cases, we note that H has just two

lattice points on the l-ine x = -I. To the contrary then, we

suppose that K has a vertex Vq in the halfplane x < -1. Both

of the edges of K with endpoint V4 are lattice midpoint edges

of K centred at the two vertices of H on x = -1, since these

are the only vertices of H unaccounted for. As these vertices

of H are unit disÈa¡rce apart, the other two endpoints Y2 and V3

of the lattice midpoint edges with endpoint V4 are distance 2

apart. But this contradicts the fact that these vertices lie in

the halfplane x < 0 on the lines 2y*2 = x and 2y*x = 4.

Hence K has a multiple lattice point edge on x = -l also, and

so K is a triangle with H = Hz3, whcse area is eas-i1y calcul_ated

to be 8. This area is wj.thin the bounds required by this lemma.

K contains H 2,Ht3 or ilrs

Each of these sets H are distinguished by the fact that

they have an edge which has a lattice point as rnidpoint. As c= 4,

any set K with one of these sets as H must have a multiple

lattice point edge along this ed.ge of H. For each of Hr zHr g and

Hrs we shall show Èhat no such set K exists.

lrle first suppose Èhat K has H = Htz. As (2,L) and

(2,'L) are adjacent vertices of Ht2, whose midpoint is a

lattice point, they are in the relative interior of a multiple

lattice point ed.ge Er of K. The edge E2 of K passing through
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(O,2) cannot be a multiple lattice point edge, since then E2

Iies along the line y = x+2, and the point (L,2) wou1d. then

be a fifth interior lattice point of K. Hence E2 must be a

lattice midpoint edge, whose vertices Vr and y2 are on E1

and the line x = -2 respectively. However, as two vertices of
Htz rie on the líne x = -1, this contradicts the convexity of
K. Hence there is no such set K.

lVe next suppose that K has H = Hr s. Again (2 ,I) and

(2,-l) are adjacent vertices of Hr 3, and so lie in the relative
interj-or of a murtipre lattice point edge El cf K. The endpoint

V1 of E1 in the halfplane y < O lies between the points
(2,-L) and (2,-2) , since (2,-L) is a verÈex of Hl s. The

edge E2 of K passing through (-I,0) is not a multiple lattice
point ed.ge, since such an edge would pass through the verLex

(-1rl) of Hr3, be parallel- to E, and so not contain V1.

Therefore E2 is a tattice midpoint edge, and since V¡ ries on

the line x = 2, its other endpoint. y2 lies on the segment of
the line x -- -4, between (-4,1) and (-4,2). As this segment

lies completely in the outer halfplane bounded by the line y = x+2

through vertices (-1, I) and (O ,2) of Hl 3, this again contradicts
the convexity of K. Hence there is no such set K.

We now suppose that K has H = Hls. Again Hls has

adjacent vertices (O,2) and (2,2) , whose miclpoint is a lattice
point. K thér'efore has a mul-tiple l-atÈice point edge Er through

these two points, along the line y = 2. If the edge E2 of K

through (-1,1) is a l-attice midpoint edge, it has one endpoint

on Er, ancl so has its other endpoint V on the iine y = g. As

(-1,0) is a vertex of l{rs it is a boundary point of K, and so

V is not (-1,0). Since the point (1,-l) is a vertex of Hrs,
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by Èhe convexity of K we have a contradiction. Therefore E2

is a multiple lattice point edge aÌong the line x = -1.

The edge E3 of K through (1,-1) is not a multiple

lattice point edge of K, for ít would then pass through (2,I) ,

and K would then contain the additional- two points (0,-1) and

(O,-2) in its interior. Hence E3 is a lattice rnidpoint edge,

whose endpoints lie on E2 (x = -1) and the line x = 3,

respectively. As K has two boundary points (2,L) and (2 ,2)

on the line x = 2" this is contrary to the convexity of K.

Hence again there is no such set K.

K contains H=Hz

The hexagon H7 is centrally symmetric about the point

,*,*r. we 1et K have H = H7.

We first show that K has no rnultiple lattice point edge

along the line x = -1. To the contrary, \¡¡e let E¡ be such an

edge. The edge E2 of K passing through (L,2) cannot k¡e a

multiple lattice poinÈ ed.ge, for such a multiple edge would pass

through the point (2,I) , and then the point (O,2) wor¡ld be a

fifth interior lattice point of K. Hence E2 is a lattice

nidpoint edge, with endpoints Vl on E1 and Y2 on the line

x = 3. However, since (2,L) and (2,O) are two bounCary points

of K on the line x = 2, this is contrary to the convexity of

K. Hence K has no multiple fattice point ed.ge on the line x = -1.

By the central symmetry of H7, \^7e can symmetrically argme that

K has no lattice point edge on the line x = 2.

We next show that K has no rnultiple Iattice point edge

along the line 2Y = x+3, passing through (-I ,1) and (I'Z¡.
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To the contrary we let E¡ be such an edge. The edEe E2 of K

through (2,I) is not a multiple lattice point edge of K, since

by the above argumenÈ, there is no such edge along the line x = 2.

Hence E2 is a lattice midpoint edge, with endpoints V1

on E1 and Y2 on the line 2y = x-3. As (2,O) and (0,-1)

are trr¡o boundary points of K on the line 2y = x-2, this

contradicts the convexity of K. Hence nc such edge El exiÈts

on the line 2y = x+3, and by the symmetric argument, K has no

multiple Iattice point edge along the line 2y = x-2 either.

Finally, we show that K has no multiple lattice point

edge along the line x+y - 3. To the contrary, we again tet E1

be such an edge, and let E2 be the edge of K through (-1,1).

Since K has no multiple lattice point ed.ge along the line x = -I,
E2 is a lattice mídpoinL edge. The endpoints of E2 are V1 on Er

and Vz on the line x+y - -3. As the points (-1,0) and (0,-l)

iie on the boundary of K, and on the line x*y - -1, this again

contradicts the convexity of K. Symmetrically again, we conclude

that K has also no multipl-e lattice poinÈ edge along the line

x+y - -Ì.

B1z the above three arg"uments, K has no multiple fattice

point edge. Since we have previously argued that K, with H = H7 t

has such an ed.ge, tüe have obtained a contrad.iction. We conclucle

that no set K exists.

K contains H = Hg, H9 or Hl z

SIe note that Hs, H9 and Htz may be put in a standard

five vertices in common. By reflectingform, in which they have

Ha in the line y = % and Hl 7 in the Iine x = y, we may
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assume that He, H9 and Hrz share the following vertices;
(I,2) (-1,I) (-I,0) (0,-1) and (1,-l). The sixth vertex X of

H lies on the line x = 2, and x is (2,O) , (2 ,L) and (2 ,2)

in the case of He, H9 and Hr z respectively. We assume that H

is in this standard. form.

We first show that K has a multiple lattice point edge

through (-1,I) and (I,2), alonq the line 2y = x+3. To the

contrary, we suppose that there is a vertex V1 of K beÈween

(-1rl) and (L,2). By the convexity of K any vertex Y2 of K

lying on the bound.ary of K between (-t,t¡ and (-lr0), should

there be suc\ a vertex, lies in the triangle T2 with vertices
(-r,1) (-1,0) and ,-?,?r. rf (-t,t) is rhe midpoinr of a

lattice midpoint edge of K, we conclude thab V1 is in the

triangle T¡ v¡ith vertices (-1 ,1) (-L ,2) and ,-å,3, . other¡rise

K has a multiple lattice point edge along the line x = -1, and

so V1 is on this line. However the point (O,2) is external- to

K, and (I,2) is a boundary point of K. Therefore, by the

convexity of K, V1 lies strictly below the point (-1,2), and

so is a point of Tr tu { ?L,2)}.

The edge of K through (L,2) is a lattice midpoint edge,

since the lines through (L,2) and each of the three possible

points X do ¡rot intersect Tr ru { Gt,Z¡}. Therefore K has a

vertex V3 in the triangle T3 with vertices (3,3) (3,2) and

,1,3,. unless vg is the poinÈ (3,2,\, the point (2,2¡ is a

stríct convex combination of the points Ve , (I ,2) a¡d (Ir-1),

and so is a fifth interior point of K" If V3 is the poínt

(3,2) then the point (2,L) is a strict convex combination of

v3, (I ,2) and (1,-1). The'refore, K contains a fi.fth interior



lattice point, which contradicts c = 4. Hence we conclude Èhat

K has a multiple l-attice point ectge E1 along the line 2y -- x+3.

The endpoint V3 of El, which is a vertex of K between

(I,21 and X, must lie in the closed segmenË of the line

2y = x+3 between (L,2) and ,*,i,. For, as rhe points (I.-1)

(2 ,2) and ,*,å, are collinear on y*4 = 3x, the point (2,2)

would, otherwise be a fifth interior lattice point of K.

The other endpoint Y2 of Et, which is a vertex of K

between (-1,1) and (-I,0), lies on the closed segment of the

Iine 2y = x+3 between (-1,1) and ,-3,3,, since it must tie
in \2.

We next show that Y2 is ,-2,'=r. To the contrary, \^/e suppose

that Yz belongs to the open segment between (-1,1) and ,-3,3r.
As Yz is not coll-inear with the vertices (-1,0) and (0,-l)

of H, the edge of K through (-1,0) is a lattice midpoint

edge, whose other endpoint is therefore a vertex of K on Èhe

open segrrnent between (-1,-1) and ,-å,-3r. No poin+- of this

segment l-ies on the line y = -l- through the vertices (0,-1)

and (1,-I) of H, and so K has a further lattice nídpoint

edge through (0,-t). The other endpoint of this edge is therefore

a vertex of K on the open segment of the line 2y = x-3 between
1L(5,-r) and (I,-1). As tJ:e line 2y = x-3 rloes not pass through

X, K has a further Lattice midpoint edge centred at (1,-t).
Therefore K has a vertex V on the open segment of the tine
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2y = x-3 between (1,-I) and (

The only vertex of H unaccounted. for by these edges of K

is X. Hence X is tire midpoint of a lattice midpoint edge of K

with endpoints V and V¡, which lie on the parallel lines

2Y = x-3 and 2y = x+3 respectívely. Therefore X l-ies on the

2
3

5
3



line 2y = 4, and so

segmen+- between (I r-1)

the segment between (3,3)

fact, deduced above, that

(L,2) and ,+,Eu , r âs

[ = (2 ,L). However

and V3

and

135.

r ês V belongs to the

therefore belongs to

This is contrary to the
3

(7,

5
3

,1-

2

!r.
Vg belongs to the segment between

We deduce from this contradiction that Y2 = ,-3,3r. Hence K

has an edge E2 along the line x+y = -1, with endpoint V2. Vle

label the other endpoint of Ez, Vr. As (L,2) , X and (I,-1)

are boundary poinÈs of K, Vr belongs to the open segment of the

line x+y - -l between (0,-1) and (I,-2).

We novr êhow that K has no lattice midpoint edge through

(lr-1). To the contrary we let E be such an edge. Since Vr

is one end.point of E, the other endpoint V of E fies on the

open segment of the l-ine x+y - I between (1,0) and (2,-l-).

As all the vertices of H besides X are accounted for on edges

of K, X is the midpoint of a lattice nidpoint edge of K

between V and V3 . However, if X is either (2 ,O) or (2 ,I, ,

the lattice point (2,2) is then a fifth interior point of K.

Also, since V3 is at most distance I from (2,2) (if !3= (I,2) )

and V is at least distance /S from (2,2) (if [ = (I,O) ), we

concl-ude that X is not the midpoint of Ws. In either case

then, X is not the midpoint of W3 , and we have so obtained

a contradiction- Hence K has an edge, which we label 83,

which is a multiple lattice point edge through (1,-l) and X.

If X is (2,O) or (2,I) , Èhe point (2,2) is therefore

a fifth interior lattice point of K. Hence if H = Ha or H = Hs,

we conclude that no set K exists, with c -- 4.

1l
5
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If [ = (2,2) , the set K bounded by the three edges

ErEz and E3 is a triangle, all of whose edges are multiple

lattice point edges, with H = Hlz. The area of this triangle

is readily calculated to be 7T*. As this is within the bounds

required by the lemma, the lemma is verified in this case.

To complete the proof of lemma 5.5.9, we only need coÍunent

that aII 24 hexagons Hl,...,Hz+ have been dealt with, and that

the four sets K found all ha-.¡e area within the bounds required

by the lemma.

Lemma 5.5.10 , Let K be a convex polygon which has c lattice

points in its interior. We let H be the convex fattice polygon

which is the convex hull of all- the lattice points on the boundary

of K which are not vertices of K. hte suppose that H is a

flat lattice hexagon, and that each edge of K contains either two

vertices of H in its relative interior, or has a vertex of H

as midpoint.

Then A(K) < 2 (c+1)

is a triangle,
in which case

unless K all of whose interior lattice points are

collinear,

A(K) = 2(c+I) + l 
-2c'

Proof. Since H is a flat lattice hexagon, the ínterior lattice

points of H are collinear on a line !"- Therefore, by lemma

5.3.2 (vi), the hexagon H has two vertj-ces on L, and two vertices

on each of the Iattíce lines adjacent, and paralIel, to t - üte

denote these fines L*_ and ,,_ for convenience. Since A(K),
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and the incidences of K, H and the lattice are unaltered by

the application of an integral unimodular transformation, we can

with no loss of generality assume that L is the x-axis and

that 9.. and .C are the lines y = 1 J- respectively. Further,+

since a reflection of K about 9" is an integral uninod.ular

transformation, \¡¡e may assume that K has no more lattice points,

either interior or boundary points, on L* than t,_ . hle label

the vertices of H anticlockwise, with L1 and L2 on L+,

L3 and L6 on L and L,r rl,s on L respectively.

Edges along both 9" and t+

We fírst suppose that K has an edge E¡ aÌong either

9". or 9, . As H has two vertices on each of these lines E1+

is therefore a multiple lattice point edge of K. We now also

suppose that K has a lattice midpoint edge E2 incident with E¡.

Since the midpoint of E2 lies on L, the endpoints of Ez lie

on 9,. and 9" The next edge E3 of K therefore is a multiple+

lattice point edge of K through the two vertices of H not on

Er or 9". Therefore E1 and E3 are edges of K along L* a¡d

9,_ . The lattice quadrilat-eral L1.L2LaL5 meets 0 in a segment

of length at least one, and so there is a lattice point p on this

segment. As H is a hexagon, P is an interior point of H, and

so K. Further, since E1 and E3 contain L1L2La and L5 in

their relative interiors, P belongs to the convex hull of

Er and Es. The lines L* and ,,_ are therefore parallel línes

of support of K at the endpoints of a chord C of K through p

which has endpoints on Er and. E3. By translating L to O,

if necessary, by an integral trarislation alorrg the x-axis, we
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change neither the area of K nor the number of lattice points of

K. Hence with no loss of generality L is the point O, and C

is therefore an extremaL chord of symmetry of K. By Corollary

5.2.1, we then deduce that A(K) < 2(c+I).

Edge along t _

We may therefore assume also that K has two multiple

Iattice point edges E2 and E¡ adjacent to El, which each

contain in its relative interior two vertices of H. Since aI1

six vertices of H belong to ErEz and 83, K is a triangle

bounded by these edges. As we oríginally assumed that K has

no more lattice points on L* than 9"_ , Et must lie on !,_

The triangle K lies entirely in the hal-fplane y ( 2 , f.or

otherwise edges E2 ancl Ee , which have lattice points in Èheir

relative interiors on both .t and L*, must contain lattice points

on y = 2 in their relative interiors. Thus the interior lattice

po-ints of K Ìie onÌy on !" and L+ , where vre suppose there

are n and m respectively; i.e. c = m+n. The area of the

trapezium section of K in the halfplane y ( 1 is 2 (n+t) .

and the area of the triangle of height h sectioned from K in

thehalfplane y2L is l
;h (m+l-) . Hence the area of K is
¿

given by

(1) A(K) = 2(n+I) + 
'ntm+rl 

= 2(c+I) + ,ån-

By our above remark, h < t. If m Þ 1, then the final two terms

in (I) are both negative, and so A(K) < 2(c+1) as requíred. If

m : 0, then n = c and all- the interior points of K are

collinear on l-¡ by the similaritlz of K and T v,/e deduce
'tl

that h =;. In thís case then, A(K) = 2(c+1) + Zc, which is

l)m+ (
I.
ln-ml '
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the area required in the statement of the remma for such a triangle.

No edge along either L* orL

By the above, \¡re may suppose thaÈ K has no edge _ along

either L* or 9,_ . In the remaind.er of this proof we shall, on

three occasions, compare the area of K to the area of a triangle
T. lve let r be the triangle, with three multipre lattice point

edges DrDz and D3 through L6 and Lr , L2 and L3, and

Lq and L5 respectively. lrle denote the vertices of T by

RrrRz a¡rd R3, where \ = Oj a O*, {i,i,X} = {1,2,3} .

K has two incident multi ple J-attice point edges

Vte first suppose that K has two muJ_tipJ_e l_attice point

edges E¡ and E2 which meet at the vertex V1. Sínce K has

no edge along either L* or 9"_ , the point V1 lies outside

the strip lyl < f. We claim that V1 lies in the hatfplane y > I,
To the contrary, we suppose that V1 lies in the halfplane

y < -1 , and that E¡ and E2 pass through LgrL,* a¡d Lsrl.s

respectively. Hence the edges E3 and E+ of K through L¡

and L5 respectively are both lattice miclpoint edges, which meet

at vertex v3 of K. The distance between the other two vertices
of K, . luruul i= twice l"r"rl, since trianEles L¡v3L2 and

V2V3Va are similar. As neither E1 nor E2 contain any lattice
points in their relative interiors besides Ls rL+ and Ls rI,e

respectively the leng.th 1"r", I i= at least twice llul, l. Since

the seg'ment VzVq is parallel to LgLo, lVruu I t llrlu I So

z lr.4r,5 I < l"rr,u I luruul = zl"t"rl.

l"u"u I
Therefore l"r"t l. This is contrary to our choice of
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orientation of K at the beginning of this proof. Hence our claim

is verified.

Thus V1 lies in the halfplane y > 1. lfe relabel K, so

that Er passes through Le,Lr. and E2 through Lz,Lz. Since

the remaining two edges of K, E3 ttrrough La and E4 through

Ls, are lattice midpoint edges, the vertices V2 = E2 Ô gr and

Vr, = E4 ñ Bt of K have the same y-coordinate. As ed.ges E¡

and Ez of K lie on the same vertices of H as edges D1 and D2

of I, \^¡e deduce that the vertex Rs of T is Vl , and so that

T contains no lattice point in the halfplane y > I in the relative

interior of edges D¡ or D2

We claim that A(T) > A(K). L.et mt be the line VlVa, and

Iet m2 and rn4 be lines parallel to mr through V2 and Vq

respectively. I€t X, = I ñ L_, for í = I,2 and 4. The set

K tu T is made up of the disjoint triangles LaV3Xl and L5V3X1.

These triangles are congruent to the trianEles LaY2X2 and

LSV4X+ respectiveJ-y, as Es and Ea are lattiqg midFoint edges.

Since these triangles belong to disjoint components of T tu K,

our claim is verified.

Notice though, that the lattice points interior to T form

a subset of the lattice poínts interior to K; in fact if K has

any interior points on the line y = -1, (i.e. l"u"rl t tl, this

is a proper.subset. The convex hull- of the lattice points on the

relative interiors of Ëhe edges of T also form.s a flat lattice

hexagon. Hence by the previous case, when K has an edoe along

L_, A(T) < 2(c+I) unless K has no lattj-ce points in its

interior on f"_. We show this cannot occur.

For suppose K cont.ains no interior lattice point on 9"_.

By our normal-isation of K, K has no interio:l lattice point on
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L+, either. Hence lr,¡r,2 | = l"u"r I = r. As E3 and Ea are

Iattice nidpoint edges, the segment VzV,* has length 2 and is

parallel to 9,. Since edges Er and E2 meet at Vl,

lv2v+ | > l"t"r I t lt,t"r l = r. Therefore l"r".l i= an integer

Iength strictly between I and 2, and so we have a contradiction.

Thus no such set K exisÈs.

Hence K has area within the given bounds.

K has two nonincident rnultiple lattice point ed,ges

l{e norat suppose that K has two multiple lattice point

edges E1 *ã E3, which are not incident nor paraltel to 9,.

As a reflection of K (and I{) about Èhe y-axis is an integral

unimodular transformation, '\¡¡e may assume with no loss of generality

that Er passes through L1 and L5 and E3 passes through L¡

and L{. The other two edges of K are lattice midpoj-nt edges

Ez and E+ through Lz and L5 respectively. By our normalisation

of K, the chord LrLz has length no greater than the length of LaL5.

Since V1 = tr1 ñ ¡, is the endpoint of lattice midpoint

edge E2, the chord ct of K, paraJ-Ie1 to I through Yz -- Ez ñ Es r

has length l.r I = Zl]'rrzl. simitarly, the chord. c2 of K

paraÌIel to 9, through V4 = Er r^ì E,*, has length ltr l = Z ll+ls l.
The chord LsLe of K lies between cl and c2t and so has

lensth between l.ti and l"rl. As l"r"rl < l"u"rl, we deduce

that l"r"ul > zlt,rlrl.
Since l"r"o l>rlr,rlz I , the triangle T has no lattice

point in the relative interior of its edges between Ra and

Hence as before, the convex hrrll of the lattice points on the

9"
+
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relative interiors of sides of T is a flat lattice hexagon. Again,

the lattice points interior to T form a subset of the'lattice

points interior to K, which, if K has any interior points on

the line y = -I, is a proper subset.

We claim that A(T) > A(K). Let. LtLz and g-+ be l-ines

parallel to [ Èhrough vertices V1,V2 and Va of K respectively.

Let x, =DzãL., for í={t,2,4}. As 1", l<l.rl, rheedges

Er and E¡ of K are either paralle1 or meet in the halfplane

y > 0. Therefore the triangle L¡+L5V3, a component of K tu T,

has a congruent copy cclntained in the triangle R2L5Va, a component

of T tu K, T,he renraining components of K tu T, triangles L2X2Y2

and L3X2Y2, are congruent to components L2X1V1 and L3XaX ,

of T tu K, where X = e2 n Ea. As these three components _of

T tu K are disjoínt, our claim is verified.

As above, A(T) < 2 (c+l) unless K has no lattice points

in íts interior on 9, . lrle show that this only occurs when

A(K) < 2(c+I).

For suppose K contaíns no interior Iattice point on 9"_"

By our normalisation of K, ll1r,2l = l"u"rl = f. Therefore

l"tl = l""l = r, and so l"r"ul = z. Hence K has a single

interior lattice point L, which is the midpoint of L3 and L6.

Further, as l"tl = l"rl, the edges E1 and Ba are parallel.

By translating L to O, if necessary, the chord LeLe of K

becomes an extremal chord of symmetry of. K- By Corollary 5.2.I

v¡e can therefore ded,uce that A(K) < 2 (c+1).

Hence K has area wiLhín the given bounds.
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K has at least four lattice midpoint edges.

We have a-bove covered. every possibility in which K has two

or more multiple lattice point edges. Vle first deal with the case

in which K has all lattice nidpoint edges. Then we shall show

that the case of K having one multiple lattice point edge is

easily explained as a degenerate case of the first.

We suppose that K has six lattice midpoint ed.ges 81,... ,Eo

with midpoints Lt ,.. . ,L6 respectively. We let V¡ = þ1 ñ B,

and label the vertices V2,.. . ,V6 counterclockwise. The chord

VeVs is paralleL to and twice the length of LtLz. Similarly,

VsVs is parallel- to and twice the length of L+Ls. Thus the chord

LsLs of K, midway between these chords has length

lr.3r,5 l = lr,1r,2l + l"u"rl, and so l"r"ul>zl"t"rl. Hence r
contains no lattíce points in the relative interior of its edges

adjacent to Re hesides L1L2L3 and L6, and T ccntains no

lattice points in its ínterior which are not interior to K.

!{e again c-laim that A(K) < A(T). Vte denote t}re lines

parallel to t ihrough Vr, Vz and V6, and Vs and Vs by

9-y, 9-2 and Lz respectively. We let the lines parallel to VrV4

through Vs, V+, and V5 be fir. rrl2 and m3 respectively. trte

denote by 4, , i, j = 1,2,3 the 9 points on the bounCary of T- rJ

given by 
",, = D, n L, if i=l- or 2 and ¡:j = Dz ñ mj . The

set K tu T is the disjoínt union of the triangles L2Y2X22,

L3Y2X22, LaVaX32, L5V4X32, L6V5X12, L¡Y6X72. These triangles are

in turn respectively congruent to L1V1X21, LgV¡X23, LqV3X31, L5V5X33,

L5,V5X13, LtVrXrl, äs is easily confirmed as al1 corresponding

edges are parallel ancl. each pair of triangles has a pair of edges l, V

equal, due to the six lattice midpoint edges of K. The second
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set of six triangles has a disjoint union contained in t 'v K,

and so r¡te have proved our claim.

Unless K has no interior point on the l-ine y = -1 r w€

can deduce that A(T) < 2 (c+I), where c is the numlcer of interior

points of K. Since A(K) < A(T) < 2 (c+.1), the result easily

foll-ows in this case.

VÍe therefore assume that K has no interior point. on the Line

y = -1. The chords L¡L2 and LqLs have length L, by the

normalisation of K. By the above, luru. I = lvav5l = Z, and

so l"t".l = Z. The single lattice poínt L on LsLs is the only

interior lattîce point of K. Also, again, edges E3 and E5 of

K are parallel, and so the chord LgLo is a chord of symmetry of

K about L. By Corollary 5.2.L, we therefore deduce that

A(K) < 2(c+I) in this case also.

Finally we must conside.r the case in which K has one

multiple lattice poj-nt edge. Rel-abel-ling K, h¡e may assume that

Vr is the vertex of K, outside the strip lyl < f, which is

the endpoint of the multiple J-attice point edge E¡. BIe label the

vertices of K, Vr,... rVs cyclicalJ-y, so that E1 has endpoints

V¡ and V5. We let Va be the point on E¡ such that the chorcl.

VaYz is parallel to 9". We claim that seg'inents VlUo and Ue Vs

have lattice point midpoints. For as V6 has the same y-coordinate

as Y2, and V3 and V5 have the same y-coordinate, this follows

from the facts that E1 has two lattice points in its relative

interior and that l¡oth VrVz and VzVs are lattice nÉd.point edges.

The 5-gon K is then a degenerate 6-gon; this degeneracy in no way

affects the proof that A(K) < 2 (c+1) above.

[,Ie therefore have shown that A(K) < 2(c-¡l) for a]-l sets

K other than a particular triangle. Hence lernma 5.5.10 is proved.
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Corollary 5.5.It L€t K and H be sets as in the hypothesis

of lemma 5.5.10, where K is a triangle, the interior l-attice

points of which are collinear, and A(K) = 2(c+I) + (2c) 1. If the

origin O is an interior poínt of K, then K has three chords

of symmetry.

Proof. By lemma 5.5.10, K is a triangle, all of whose interior

lattice points are collinear on a line 9". Using the notation of

the proof of this lemma, the boundary of K has two adjacent

lattice points Lt,Lz on the line L+, and two boundary lattice

points L3 and L5 on L, between which lie all the interior

Lattice points of K, including O. K also has an edge E along

L_, whose endpoints are lattice poínts La and L5. We choose

Lyr... rL5 to circuit the boundary of K anticlockwise, añd as

in lemma 5.5.10, assume with no loss of generality that 9",L+ and

9,_ are the lines Y = 0, and Y = tl respectively.

Since lattice points are regularly placed along fattice lines,

the lines LrO and LzO meet 9"_ at the lattice points M1 and M2

respectively. We cl-aim that Mr and M2 belong to the relative

interior of E. Since o is an interior point of K on L, the

distance l".oi is at least one and so by the simílarity of

iriangl.es L2L3O and L2LaM2, the distance l"utrl i" at leasc

two, with M2 to the right of L4 on 9"_. Similarly, the distance

ltt"ul l= q.t least two, wíth Mr to the left of L5 along f,

However, since lutvf2l = lf,,"rl = t, and since M2 is to the

right of M1 along L , lve deduce that both Mr and M2 belong

to the relative interior of E.

Hence K has two chords L1OM1 and L2OM2

of symmetry, but not extremal chords of symmêtry,

which are chords

for no other side

of K can be parallel to L , and none of L1L2M1M2 are vertices
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of K. These two chords are not the only chords of symmetry of

K, for if they were, by Theorem 5.1.1, A(K) < 2(c+I). Since K

is a triangle, K has at most three chords of symnetry, with

endpoints given by the intersections of K with rt, the

reflection of K in O.

Hence K has exactly three chords of symmetry, and the lemma

is proved.

lüe now prove Theorem 5.5.3-

Proof of Theorem 5.5.3 Since K contains at most c ( 4 lattice

points in its interior, Y contains at most c interior lattice

points. Thus if c ( 3, Y has exactly six vertices, for at

least six are specified ín the statement of the theorem, and by

lemma 5.3-2 (vii) , if Y has seven or more vertices, i+- must

contain aÈ least four lattíce points in its interior. If Y is

not a flat lattice hexagon, lemma 5.5.9 then gives the required

bound on A(K). ff. Y is a flat lattice hexagon, the bounds

required are given by lemma 5.5.10.

If c = 4, the result is given by the previous paragraph, unless

each of K and Y contain exactly four lattice points in its

interior. If Y contains 4 lattice points in its interior, by

lemma 5.3-2 (viii) , Y has at most eight edges. By lemmas 5.5.6,

5.5.5 and 5.3.2 (viii) we can classify Y as a transform of one

of, 24 hexagons, 4 7-gons or Og respectively, unless Y is a

flat lattice hexagon. However lemmas 5.5.9, 5.5.8, 5.5.7 and

5.5.10 specifically give the bounds on A(K) required by the

theorem in these cases respectively.

By exhaustion of cases then we have proved Theorem 5.5.3.
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5.6 Conpletíon of the Proof of Theorems 5.1.2 and 5.1.3

By Theorem 5.4.1, we know it is sufficient to prove Theorems

5.L.2 a¡rd 5.1.3 for a set K, which is a polygon with at least

s (K) edges each of which is a lattice midpoint edge or a multiple

lattice point edge. If K is a 3-gon, \de may assume that no edge

of K is a lattice midpoint edge, while if K is a 4-gon, K has

at most two lattice nidpoint edges.

Hence the convex hull Y of the lattice points on the boundary

of K, but not vertices of K, is a convex lattice polygon with

at feast fíve vertices. Incleed, by the above, Y is a 5-gon only

if K is a 3-gon with a1I edges lattice midpoint edges. In this

case, by lernma 5.3.4, \i/e can deduce that A(K) < 2(t+2).

!ùe may therefore assume that Y is a convex lattice n-gon

with n26. ByTheorem5.5.3, A(K)(Z(t+Z) unl-ess K isa

triangle with area A (K) = 2 (E+2) + (2(t+t) ) 
-1 . By Coro1lary 5.5.l-l-,

s(K) = 3 in this case.

Hence if s(K) Þ 5, A(K) < 2(t+2)

while if s(K) - 3, A(K) < 2(t+2) + (2(t+r) )-r

Vle have thus completed the proof of Theorems 5.1.2-and 5.1.3.

Vfe note that the fact that t < 3 is used only to ensure that

c ( 4, ín Theorem 5.5.3" Shoufd Ccnjecture 5.5.2 ever be proved,

\^/e can replace the above application of 5.5.3 with 5.5.2, and deduce

the bounds of Thecrems 5.1.2 and 5.-1"3 without restrícting t to

be at most 3.

The following simple corollary to Theorem 5.l-.3 is a generalj-sation

of Ehrhartrs Theorem I.2.1.



Theorem 5.6.1

of gravity O,

Proof . By lemma L.2.3,

Theorem 5.1.3, its area
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s(K) ) 3. If K was 2-admissible, by

A (K) < 12 (2+z) + Q(2+I) ) 
-t 

I ¿et (Â)

e|. aet tÂ) .

Let K be a convex set in the plane with centre
I

and with area A(K) > SJdet(A). Then K containsb

at least three points of the lattice 
^ 

besides O.

Hence K is not 2-admissible, and so contains at least three points

of 
^ 

besides o.

l-east possible bound for which this result is true, since the

centre of gravity of the 2-admissible triangle of area Alaet tÂ)b

is not at O. I conjecture that the bound 8 is sufficient.

Certainly no lower bound will do, since the 2-admissible, O-symmetric

rectangle with vertices (+2,1I) has area 8.

We note that the bound Alaett^l is not the
b
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